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As in previous reports, this consists of a series of reports on specific project areas,

with a brief general introduction commenting on each report. The introduction is

structt, red by project areas, with the title of the relevant report stated under the

project area heading. The reports themselves follow in the order of the project area

headings.

The c,,nm_entary begins with a brief statement of the program of work planned for

1900.



PROGRAM_ FOR 1990

Hypersonic Combustion

Perform initial experiments with hot hydrogen injection, beginning with injection

through a central strut, and then proceeding to injection through wall orifices.

Analysis of early results from scaling studies. Compare data obtained in T4 with data

obtained in the GASL expansion tube ("Hypulse") in order to explore the effects of

frozen oxygen dissociation in the free stream.

Perform initial experiments with a mass spectrometer.

Continue studies of combustion wake structure, using pitot pressure and stagnation

point heat transfer traverses.

Continue basic studies of hypersonic combustion, exploiting the new found high

pressure capability of the shock tunnel.

vkY_axc£ff_:_

Continue numerical and optical studies of two-dimensional Busemann scramjet

configurations.

Measure heat transfer on a flat plate with a turbulent boundary layer. If possible,
combine with skin friction measurements.

Drag and Thrust Production

Employ the :'S 3" drag balance to measure the drag on a slender cone.

Facility Studies - Expansion Tube

Continue measurements of test section pitot pressure and static pressure, together

with measurements of flat plate surface heat transfer. Attempt to determine the

degree of frozen dissociation in the test flow.
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SCRA...MJE TUD!ES

_._!'¢ft_gfF_ [_,_'_,_a_ r_lmetegs.jlL_0fr_onic Combustion with a Transverse

F.lrc t!ar .Wailfret
M. Wendt

Combustion exper[.,'nents were conducted at a nominal Mach of 4 with hydrogen fuel

in a 25x50 mm rec, angular duet. A circular orifice wall injector was used, with the

centreline of _he orifice angled at 300 to the flow direction. The injection orifice was

centred on one of the 50 mm walls.

Tests were conducted at stagnation enthalpies of 6, 7 and 10.5 MJ/Kg, and the

hydrogen was heated to temperatures of approximately 800 K before injection by

using a gun rum_cl compression heating rig. These temperatures were checked

approximately by mo_!itoring the fuel drainage time from the hot hydrogen reservoir

created by operation of the gun tunnel.

The results were c_mpared with those obtained with unheated hydrogen, and

indicated *hat the pressure distributions obtained in the duct were not sensitive to the

initi:d temperature of the hydrogen fuel. Further experiments on simpler

configurations are planned in order to further test this conclusion.

Scaling I.atws for Measuremen_fntal $¢ramiet Facilities

M.A. Nettleton

Some physical considerations regarding scaling indicate that simple concepts involving

premixed chemical kinetics and Reynold's number effects may not be adequate to

describe scaling effects.

 tam.i Tes inting-._Greun_d Eac l LC0 m_p_a_ris_9_ 
R.G. Morgan

Identical m_,dcls of a scramjet combustor were tested in T4 and in "Hypulse". The

model consisted of a duct of circular cross section with injection of hydrogen fuel

parallel to the wall. Under comparable test conditions, it was found that the higher



level of free stream dissociation of oxygen in 1"4 produced the expected higher

combustion pressure increment. It was possible to approximately compensate for this
effect by reducing the total oxygen content of the test gas in T4.

A Mass S tg_ctrometer for Hypersonic Combustion Studies
K. Skinner

Initial tests of the mass spectrometer in the shock tunnel have been unsuccessful.

Subsequent tests of the skimmer system in a shock tube have shown that it is working
satisfactorily. Attention is now focussed on the operation of the flight tube.

Sueersonic and _Hype_rsonic Hydrogen Mixing and Combustion

R.T. Case), and RJ. Stalker

Studies have been conducted of a nominally two dimensional wake downstream of a

transverse in stream injection strut with hydrogen injection into nitrogen and air in
two ducts, one 25x50 ram, and the other, 50x50 mm. Near wake studies were

conducted mainly in the 25x50 mm duct, and they indicated that the wake was not
self similar, in that the rate of growth of the width of the wake did not accord with

the rate of change, with downstream distance, of the centreline properties. The rate

of growth of the wake could be explained by using incompressible wake data,
combined with a convective Mach number effect.

In the far wake (i.e. greater than approximately 35 initial wake widths downstream of
the strut trailing edge) the results indicated that self similarity was observed, and the

rate of growth of the wake could be explained directly by using incompressible wake
data.

A Brief Overview of Wall Injected Scram iet Experiments
C.P. Brescianlni

Following previous studies of mixing enhancement with a wall jet, further attempts
were made to improve mixing with different mixer configurations. These were not
successful.

Numerical Modelling of Sidewall In iected Scrami'et Experiments in a High Enthalpy
Airflow
C.P. Brescianinl, R.G. Morgan and R.J. Stalker

This numerical study of hydrogen injection parallel to the wall of a scramjet was
conducted in order to explore reasons for the poor combustion characteristics of such

wall jets. The numerical model is not fully predictive, in that constants in the model
were adjusted to match heat transfer distributions on the surface downstream of
injection. With the use of these constants, the model indicated that the presence of
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the wall severely inhibited mixing between the fuel and the air, and that this was

responsible for the limited combustion effects observed.

Mach 5 ConstantAw_Duct Tests
A. Paull

In previous experiments on combustion in constant area ducts, it has usually been
necessary to accept substantial irregularities in the pressure distribution along the
duct in the absence of fuel injection. These irregularities limit the accuracies of
results obtained in the duct. Bearing in mind the desirability of producing data which
could be used for code validation, a series of tests was conducted in order to "clean

up" the flow before fuel injection tests were initiated. As may be seen from the

report, this proved to be more difficult than anticipated.

Parametric Study on Thrust Production in the Two Dimensional Seramiet
G.A. Allen

The thrust production mechanism in a two dimensional thrust nozzle is compounded
of the compression waves generated by injection and combustion of the fuel, and by

the interaction between the expansion generated by the turning of the surface to form

the thrust nozzle and the combustion wake. This is a numerical study, employing the

method of characteristics, of the latter phenomenon, for a nozzle with a sharp corner

angle.

The study showed that the maximum pressure on the thrust surface reached a peak at
an angle close to the value at which maximum thrust per unit length would be

expected from a given thrust generating wave. As the surface thrust angle increased

further, the thrust also increased, but was distributed over a greater length of surface.

The Glancing Interaction of a Prandt!-Meyer Expansion Fan with a Supersonic Wake
M.K. Smart and RJ. Stalker

Whilst the previous project is a study of thrust generation from a combustion wake

interaction with an expansion wave propagating across the wake, this project considers

an expansion wave propagating in the plane of the wake. An approximate analysis is

presented, and is confirmed by comparison with experiments on the interaction of an

expansion fan with the boundary layer on the sidewall of a blowdown wind tunnel.

A Study of Contoured Hypersonic Scram jets
N. Akman and R.J. Stalker

Wave drag effects in scramjets an be studied by extending the concept of the

Busemann biplane to incorporate a "Busemann Scramjet". Previous work has

involved a small perturbation analysis of this concept, followed by a numerical



analysis applied to cases where flow deflection within the scramjet are too large for a

linearized analysis to be effective. This numerical analysis is here extended to take
account of the case when the thrust nozzle is contoured, in order to produce the
theoretically ideal case of an outlet flow which is parallel to the free stream and
eliminates any wave spillage from the system. It is found that the thrust nozzle
contouring has a significant effect, reducing the drag of the duct not only at the
design Mach number, but also over a wide range of off design Mach numbers.

Shock Induced Heat Release - An Optical Study
N. Ward

This can be seen as an idealised study of scramjet operation with shock induced
combustion following fuel-air-mixing in the intake. In this study, an ideal premixed
flow is simulated by using the "frozen" free stream in the test section of a shock
tunnel with nitrogen test gas. The study involves flow visualisation through use of a

differential interferometer, and the report covers progress in bringing the
interferometer into operation.

Drag and Thrust Measurement Techniques for Free Piston Shock Tunnels
S.L Tuttle and J.M. Simmons

A Drag Measurement Technioue for Free Piston Shock Tunnels

S.R. Sanderson, J.M. Simmons and S.L Tuttle

The use of stress waves in a bar to measure drag on models in the shock tunnel (the
"S_ force balance) has been successfully applied for cones of 150 and 50 semi-vertex

angles respectively. For the 150 cone, force measurements could be obtained within

0.5 millisec of flow initiation in the shock tunnel, and for the 5o cone (which was 3 x

longer than the 150 cone) measurements could be obtained within 0.8 millisec.

Progress Report on Development and Application of a Skin Friction Gauge
G. Kelly

This project has yielded a working skin friction gauge which has been used to
measure the skin friction on a flat plate in a small shock tunnel. The rise time of the

gauge is less than 50gsec. Measurements of laminar skin friction have shown

satisfactory agreement with predictions.
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FACILITY STUDIES - EXPANSION TUBE

High Enthalpy, Hypervelocity Flows of Air and Argon in an Expansion Tube
A. Neely, R.J. Stalker and A. Paull

Experiments were performed with a pilot expansion tube, choosing test conditions
which generated flows at medium stagnation enthalpies (approx. 9 MJ/Kg) and at

high stagnation enthalpies (approx. 44 MJ/Kg). These conditions were regarded as

the limit of likely expansion tube operating conditions in the near future, and were

obtained with Argon and Helium driven gas respectively

The theory outlined in the project which follows this one indicates that stagnation

enthalpies between these two limits can be obtained simply by changing the mix of

Argon and Helium in the driven gas. This theory also indicates that flow disturbances

in the test flow can be suppressed by expanding the d!'iven gas to Mac h numbers of

t 4.

This rule was followed in these experiments, and using test section measurements of
lu_:,_ _essure, static pressure and flat plate heat transfer, it was shown that flows of a

quality which is acceptable for aerodynamic testing could be obtained.

Test Flow Disturbances i__nnanExpansion Tub¢
A. Paull and R.J. Stalker

The test flow disturbances which have limited the utility of expansion tubes in the
past are examined theoretically, taking the view that they originate as transverse

acoustic waves in the driven gas. The theory succeed in oredicting the occurrence

and the approximate frequency of fluctuations in the i_'_t pressure which are
observed at large test gas expansion ratios, identifying these as a_ising from frequency

focussing across the expansion. This effect is associated only with transverse acoustic

waves, and does not occur with longitudinal waves.

The theory also predicted that the penetration of transverse acoustic waves from the
driver, into the test gas, would be inhibited as the ratio of driver gas Math number to

test gas Mach number was increased above a certain critical value. In the case of a

driver gas with ratio of specific heats of 5/3, and air test gas, this occurred when the



driver gas Mach number was approximately 4. This effect also was confirmed by

experiment.

T_E_S_TE,_GILJ]_,'_-_E_[:!_EELECTEDSHOCK TUNNEL

Lee.warfl_H_ m_[s_o._q__B2'!_4 Data and STS-3 Data
R.M. Krek and R.J. Stalker

The utility of wind tunnel facilities depends, to a very large extent, on their ability to

predict flight data. This applies as much to shock tunnels as to other wind tunnels.

For high enthalpy wind tunnels, such as T4, the opportunity to test their predictive
capability is limited, because of the limited number of vehicles which have flown at

hypervelocities. For this reason, the availability of data from the NASA Shuttle

Orbiter provided a particularly strong incentive to conduct tests on a Shuttle Orbiter
model in T4.

The tests were focussed particularly on heat transfer on the leeward fuselage

midplane, since this occurs in a region of extensive flow separation. Not only is this

flow difficult to predict theoretically and numerically, but is provides a particularly

rigorous test of the flow simulation capability of a short flow duration facility, such as
T4.

It was found that flight and shock tunnel results were consistent for both laminar and
turbulent leeward surface flows.



EFFECT OF FUEL INJECTION PARAMETERS ON SUPERSONIC

COMBUSTION WITH A TRANSVERSE CIRCULAR WALL JET

Michael Wendt (Mechanical Engineering Department)

The University of Queensland
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

h6,h7,hlO

c6,c7,ci0

Hair

Cair

Hfoff

Cfoff

HN2

CN2

Hs

pa

pf

Ua

Uf

AF

NF

AO

_mw

tm_m

imlm

imam

mmmm

Wt_D

mlug

mum_

mwmn

High speed fuel runs of 6,7 8, I0.5 Mj/kg

As above for low speed

High speed injection into air

Low speed injection into air

Air only run (high speed runs series)

Air only run (low speed run series)

High speed Injection into nitrogen

Low speed Injection Into nitrogen

Free stream total enthalpy

Ratio of specific heats

Eq u i val enc e Rat i o

Density of air or nitrogen

Density of fuel

Velocity of air or nitrogen

Velocity of fuel

Tunnel run with air and fuel

Tunnel run with nitrogen and fuel

Tunnel run with air only
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The favored configuration for fuel inJection into a supersonic

combustion ramjet is to use a circular wall injector angled at

30 ° to the flow direction ( Ref i ). The injector is centered

on the the longer side of a 2"1 cell ( Fig 1 ). The suggestion

is that with this configuration, counter-rotating vortices form,
o

giving mixing on all scales. The fuel jet is angled at 30

rather than perpendicular or steeper angles because; i) almost

all of its momentum contributes to the thrust, ii) the heat

transfer at reattachment behind the jet Is less severe , and

iii) because the shock formed ahead of the Jet is weaker, hence

minimizing the stagnation pressure losses in duct.

This configuration was tested at the University of Queensland

at three different flight speeds and with two different fuel

speeds to ascertain the effect on mixing and combustion.

2.0 APPARATUS

Hypervelocity air and nitrogen flow was produced using the

University of Queenslands, free piston reflected shock tunnel

(Ref 2). The stagnation region at the end of the shock tunnel

is expanded through a Mach 4 contoured nozzle. A section of the

expanded flow is fed into the constant area combustion duct. The

layout of the supersonic combustion duct Is shown In figure 2.

it basically comprises of a 25 " 50ram rectangular duct 650mm

long. A single circular wall InJector angled a 30°to the flow is

mounted in the middle of a 50ram wall. Piezoelectric pressure

transducers were mounted along the centreline of the top and

bottom of the duct. InJection was from the bottom surface.
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Figure 1 - Wall Injector Configuration
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Figure 2 - Layout of Combustion Duct
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Low speed fuel was provided by a room temperature LUdWIg lurJe

reservoir with a fast acting valve (ref3). The fuel flows from

the Ludwig Tube through the valve and Is choked at the wall

inJector. The injector is a constant diameter 7ram hole, 14mm

long which is angled at 30°to the surface. A typical pressure

versus time trace is shown in figure 3. These runs were

performed by Dr R. Morgan and Mr R. Case)'.

L
I
I

u_--4

I
I

I
....J

data vs YiM cl_annel
Horizon 7.752E_}2

____.L__ __. J 1 J_ ....... J 1 J 1 I

Figure 3 - Low Speed Fuel Line Pressure

To speed up the fuel, it was heated to a stagnation temperature

of 900K using a gun tunnel. The layout of the experiment with

the gun tunnel in place is shown in figure 4. Hydrogen is

compressed in the high pressure end by a 'light' piston. A

throat of :3.8 mm in diameter is placed at the exit of the high

pressure end and the gas is fed through a 250mm long, 6ram dia.

filling line to the 7ram injector used for the low speed

experiments. Another throat of 4.5 mm is placed just before the

injector to stop unsteady expansion down the filling line. A

typical gun tunnel pressure trace is shown in figure 5 and

filling line pressure trace in figure 6.
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Pressure _ Tine charmel 220
Xor izon G. 189E*03

Locat ion ! .4T_EtO2

L

130 Rs 160

data l%! spe_ 1%2 au.ti_e:.02 es

Figure 5 - Gun Tunnel Stagnation Pressure Trace
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Figure 6 - Gun Tunnel Filling Line Pressure
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.3,0 RESULTS

The averaged free stream conditions produced by the tunnel

before entry into the combustor duct at 'Steady Time' are shown

below In Table 1. Steady time is taken at 1.3 millisecs after the

beginning of the flow to allow time for the nozzle starting

processes. These values were calculated from Dr Morgans I-D

nozzle program 'SHOCK'.

F! ight

Speed
( m/s )

Table 1- Free Stream Conditions

Hs Static Static Velocity Mach Density
Pressure Temp. #

(Mj/kg) (Kpa) (K) (m/s) (kg/m a)

3500 6 57.7 I 171 3077 4.53 .166

4300 7 56.5 1382 33 10 4.51 . 137

5300 10.5 56.3 2090 4016 4.48 .091

1.33

1.32

1.3

The conditions in the duct were calculated from Mr C.

Bresclaninl's program 'VELCAL' This program takes the free

stream conditions (Table 1) and calculates the stagnation

conditions. It then takes these values and the measured fuel

stagnation conditions and expands them isentropically into

the duct until they reach a common static pressure. Heat loss

In the piping and jet angle are not taken into account. A run

manifest is shown in Table 2.

Due to variability between shots, each pressure trace is divided

by the stagnation pressure trace at the corresponding point in

time( i.e. 1.3 millisecs after the start of each trace). A

typical pressure vs time trace from a piezoelectric transducer

is shown In figure 7. A pressure trace from the shock tunnel

stagnation region that supplies the nozzle is shown in figure 8.

The 'steady' time is shown as a vertical line in each of these

figures.
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Table 2 - Run Manifest

Run M Hs Test _ Ps U= Ur p= PC
(Mj/kg) Gas (kPa) (m/s) (kg/m T

U,/Uf

1380 6

1966 6

1381 6

1964 6

1382 6

1965 6

1957 7

1959 7

1383 7

1961 7

1962 7

1384

1960

1963

Air 0 57.7 3077 -- 166 --

Air O 57.7 3077 -- 166 --

Air 1 62.6 3077 2150 166 .1

Air 1.5 65.2 3077 4375 166 .064

Nt 1 62.6 3077 2150 166 .1

Nz 1.15 63.6 3077 4210 166 .063

Air O 56.5 3310 -- 137 ---

Air 0 56.5 3310 --- 137 ....

Air 1 63 3249 2070 154 .14

Air 1.54 60.4 3249 4370 154 .O61

N2 .887 63.5 3352 3874 151 .063

1.43

.7

1.43

• 73

_uD

1.57

.74

.87

10.5 Air 1 57 4050 1990 096 .127 2.04

10.5 Air 1.8 60.4 3958 4310 1 .06 .92

10.5 N2 1.46 63.5 4045 4131 102 .063 .98

pa/pf

w --

1.66

2.93

1.66

2.93

1.08

2.53

2.4

.75

1.65

1.61

Figures 9-14 show the normalized pressure data versus distance.

It should be noted that the injector (or bottom) surface

pressure Increases from the middle of the figure to the bottom.

The top surface Increases in pressure from the middle of the

figure to the top.

Figures 9-11 show the difference in pressure between the air

with fuel(AF), nitrogen with fuel(NF) and air only(AO) shots for

each flight speed. The difference between low and high speed

fuel Is also shown on this plot.

Figures 12-14 show the effect of flight and fuel speed for the

AF, NF and AO shots respectively.

Figures 15-17 show the AF,NF and AO pressure traces divided

against each other. Figure 15 gives the percentage increase of

pressure due to the presence of oxygen. Figure 16 plots the

difference in pressure due to the presence of the fuel jet.

Figure 17 shows the total difference In pressure due to the

presence of the fuel jet and oxygen.
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Figure 8 - Stagnation Region Pressure versus Time
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Figure 15 - Air with Fuel/Nitrogen with Air vs Distance
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Figure 16 - Nitrogen with Fuel / Air Only vs Distance
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Figure 17 - Air with Fuel / Air Only vs Distance
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4.0 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Figure 9 gives a full comparison of the low speed and high speed

fuel cases for an enthalpy of 6 Mj/kg. This figure shows that

up to 250ram after injection, the high speed air with fuel(AF),

nitrogen with fuel(NF) and air only(AO) pressures on the upper

surface are much higher than the low speed case. At the first

transducer on the upper surface the high speed AF, NF and AO are

also very different From each other compared to the low speed

case where the AF, NF and AO are almost identical. The

difference in pressure between the high speed AF, NF and AO

pressures is probably due to the shock wave that forms ahead of

the jet with a different interaction between AF,NF and AO and

nitrogen. The low speed jet would not cause as much

interference due to its lower penetration and hence the low

speed AF, NF and AO are very similar. However, the difference in

pressures between the high speed and low speed AO shots can not

be d_e to this phenomenon.

After about 2SOmm down the duct, the differences between the

high and low speed inJection are minimal. The low speed AF

separates from the low speed NF and AO from about this point,

indicating the beginning of combustion. Figures I0 and II show

a similar behavior for the 7 and IO.5 Mj/kg runs.

Figure 12 plots all the AF shots to compare the effect of free

stream and fuel conditions. Again, after about 250mm, all

distributions fall onto a single curve. This result is

significant, considering the free stream velocity varies from 3

km/s to 4 krrbXs, the fuel velocity, 2km/s to 4km/s and the free

stream temperature varies from II00 K to 2100 K. It is also

noted that, although the high speed and low speed results differ

at the beginning, all the high speed AF and low speed AF traces

are the same. Figures 13 and 14, give a similar result for NF

and AO respectively.
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Tile low speed fuel Injection experiments (runs 1380-1384J were

performed with different instrumentation, recording equipment,

combustion duct and at an earlier date to the high speed

experiments. For this reason, it could be expected that results

may not be directly comparable. The best comparison between

the two set of experiments is that of the 6Mj/kg fuel off shots.

These runs should be the same as they are independent of the fuel

jet conditions. Figure 14 shows that although agreement Is good

from about 250mm to the end, the first few transducers on the top

surface do not agree. As has been observed, all the other pressure

versus distance plots follow this trend. The most likely source

of error is calibration and to eliminate this the AF, NF and AO

distributions are divided against each other for each transducer.

This gives a percentage increase at each location instead of an

absolute value.

If we then look at figure 15, which shows the percentage

difference in pressure due to the presence of oxygen, we can

observe that all the traces fall (within experimental error) on

the same curve. The increase due to the presence of oxygen can

be attributed to a combustion reaction. It is also be noted

that;

1) Significant combustion effect occurs from approximately 250mm

after Injection.

[i) it appears that the combustion effect is completely

independent of the fuel injection parameters. That is, fuel

stagnation pressure and stagnation temperature, Jet roach number

at exit, fuel velocity and fuel density.

ill) The combustion effect is independent of the parameters of

the free stream. That is, the free stream enthalpy, velocity,

roach number and density.

iv) The combustion effect appears to reflect from one side of

the duct to the other. That is, peaks in pressure difference on

one side of the duct appear to coincide with troughs on the other

side. Reflections are spaced at approximately the distance it

takes a roach wave to traverse the duct. (i.e. 25%In-i(I/M#) - IOS

ram. ).
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Figure 16 shows time effect on pressure due to the presence of

the fuel jet. Again, reasonable agreement is achieved between

conditions. A wave pattern is set up with peaks on one side of

the duct corresponding to depressions on the other. The

first peak on the upper surface at 50ram-200 mm is most likely

due to the shocks forming due to the jet. This corresponds to a

lowering of pressure behind the jet (wake?) on the injector

surface. The wave reflects and at 300 mm the pattern is

reversed.

Figure 17 gives a similar pattern except that the pressure rises

are higher and remain greater than for air alone. This suggests

it Is a superposltion of the combustion effect (Fig 15) on the

wave effect generated from the fuel jet (Fig 16).

S.O CONCLUSIONS

From these preliminary studies it was concluded that for the

variation or free stream and fuel parameters tested there was

had minimal effect( if an},) on the degree of pressure rise from

combustion that occurred.
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:

Subsequent to the writing of the report a number of relevant

discoveries were made.

Figure 18 shows several shadowgraph photographs that were taken in the

same duct at the same conditions. These show a large number of

shock/expansion waves in fuel off conditions which should have been

wave free. These waves explain the unusual pressure signals found

during the experlments (N.B. lines have been drawn on the photographs

to increase contrast. Figure 18b shows the difference.) Further

experimental work by Dr Allan Paull has led to the conclusion that

these waves were caused by the misaliignment of the multi-section

walls. Experiments with single section walls have removed the

possibility of misallignment and hence removed the waves.

Work has also been done by Dr Paull and myself on better vibration

isolation for the PCB pressure transducers. The transducers are now

mounted In a single heavy block which is attached to the rest of the

model by six rubber isolation mounts. Further refinement involves

mounting the PCB pressure transducers vibrationaly Isolated from this

heavy block In a similar fashion to the NASA pitot probe (figure 19).

The new mount also eliminates the risk of the PCB sealing sleeve

buckling and exerting side pressure onto the piezoelectric cry_ta!.

To further examine the experimental results outlined in the report,

several conditions were computed by Mr C. Brescianini using the

CIIARNEL program. The calculation shows the maximum difference

expected between the fast and slow fuel is 57. in the H6,C6 case and

about 157. in the HI0,CIO case. In the H6 case the fuel velocity was

1223 m/s greater than the air whilst the C6 was 92"/ m/s slower

Noting that the velocity difference is similar suggests this may

result In similar mixing and hence similar pressure traces. However,

in the HIO case, the difference was 350m/s compared to 2060 m/s,

giving explanation for not only a greater difference between the

pressure rises but also the greater pressure rlse for the slower fuel.



It is also noted that although there is minimal diflerence between the

varlous tunnel conditions, the computations indicate vast differences

between H6 and HIO. This was not shown in the experiments where all

signals were similar. It Is possible that the extraneous shockwaves

in the duct have 'swamped' the signal, minimizing all other effects.

A calculation for the fuel stagnation temperature is given below.

From pressure trace (Fig 5) : Average pressure = 6200 kPa

Duration = 25 msecs

3
From Compression Tube: Volume = 0.061 m

Initial fill pressure = 130 kPa

Jlence; m = PV/RT = 6.41(I0 -4) kg
H2

rh = m/At= 0.0?-57 kg/sec
H2

At throat rh =pA u
• •

p=P /RT = 0.5283 x 6200000 / ( 4121 x .8333 x T )
stag

= 953.8/ T
stag

A" = 1.134(lO-S)m z

u = a = 4 ;rRT

= 41.4 x 4121 x 0.8333 x T
stal

= 69.34 4T
sta_

0.0257 = 953.8 /'l" x 1.134(I0-s) x 69.344T
stag stag

Hence; T = 852 K
stag
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Figure IBa - 7Mj/kg Air Only Shadowgraph

Unmodified

Modified

Figure IBb - 6Mj/kg Air Only

Figure 18c - 6Mj/kg Air and Fuel

No Flow

Flow

Figure IBd - 6 MJ/kg Nz and Fuel
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Circular wall jets In Rectangular Ducts, Preliminary Summary or Further

Experiments and Analysis.

R.G.Morgan, A.Paull, M.V.Pulsonetti.

The Department of Mechanical Engineering,

The University of Queensland.

Following an Initial series of experiments using wall injection of hydrogen

from circular Jets into rectangular ducts, Morgan and Casey (1), additional

analysis and extra runs have been performed in the reflected shock tunnel T4.

Following the analysis of Northam and Anderson, Ref 2, the mixing of circular

jets can be reduced to a dimensionless problem by using the Langley mixing

recipe and normalising length scales by jet spacing. Data from Ref l has

been replotted In Fig 1, for a 25"50 mm rectangular duct with a single jet

from l wall, equivalent to jet spacing of 50 ram, and for twin jets from 2

opposite walls with Jet spacing of 25 ram. In the non dimensionalised plot all

the data Is seen to collapse onto a single curve, consistent with the

treatment of Ref 2.

The results are for a combustion situation, and evidently ignition times

cannot be scaled In the same way. The data is only significant therefore if

reaction is sufficiently fast to decouple heat release from the length

scaling process, I.e. for a pure diffusion flame where heat release is only

mixing controlled. The approach of Morgan, Bakos and Tamagno Ref 3, was used

to estimate this effect. Taking the mixing fraction for the two ducts at

exit as given by the Langley mixing receipe, and allowing the mixed

components to burn with a heat release of 90 Mj/kg of hydrogen, the duct exit

pressures can be predicted and are shown in the dimensional plot Fig 2 to

give reasonable agreement with the measured pressure levels. The value of 90

Mj/kg is an engineering quantity, lower than the heat release given when

burning fully to water, found to give a reasonable approximation to

equilibrium combustion heat release at these conditions. In the approach of

Ref 3 the mixed layer is assumed to be uniformly mixed, but fuel rich and to

burn up all available oxygen. The mixed layer expands on combustion and

isentropically compresses the core of unmixed freestream air. The combined

evidence of Figs l and 2 suggests that to a first order the Langley mixing

recipe applies to this situation, and that reaction/ignition delays are not

significant.
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Another objective of Ref 1 was to investigate the effects of changing

boundary conditions on the mixing and combustion of circular jets in

rectangular ducts. Configurations 4A and 4C from Ref 1, reproduced here as

Fig 3, have geometrical similarity in the aspect ratio and length scale of

the internal mixing cells, but the wall boundary condition on the upper

surface of 4A is replaced by a plane of symmetry in 4C. It is not known how

the extra boundary layer In 4A will effect the mixing layer. This was

studied in Ref 1, but the injector diameters were not matched in the 2 cases,

so that a true comparison was not possible. The tests were repeated with 7

mm diameter sonic injectors and the result is shown in Fig 4. It is noticed

that a more pronounced wave pattern occurred for configuration 4C, twin

mixing cells in a square duct, but there was no significant change in the

overall pressure/ distance development. The main features of wave pattern

are attributed to the detached shock created due to the obtrusive nature of

the injectant, and it is possible that reflection of the wave off the wall

boundary layer in the small 25'S0 ram duct attenuated and diffused the wave

package. For the larger square duct the same wave packages would be created

at injection, but they would pass cleanly through the plane of symmetry

without attenuation or distortion.
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SCALING LAgS FOR HEASURENENTS IN EXPERIMENTAL SCRAHJET FACILITIES

M.A. Nettleton

Little has been published on the choice of laws governing the scaling

of data obtained from experimental models of scramJets to the design of

full-scale engines. Undoubtedly this is due to the wide range of

possible rate-controlllng processes and a lack of understanding of how

the readily variable experimental parameters i.e. the properties of the

alr stream and to a lesser extent those of the fuel stream may affect

the governing step. Generally the experiments involve monltorlng a

steady state property such as specific impulse. The distinction

between a steady flame and the transient process of ignition will

become apparent later. Now consider some of the possible

rate-controlllng processes and how they respond to changes in the

properties of air and fuel.

(1)

(ll)

Rate of formation of macro eddies (L-eddies) - the dominant

experimental variable in this case is the relative velocity of

the air and fuel streams. Variations in the other properties of

the two streams should be mainly manifest in terms of any

resultant changes in the thickness of the boundary layers within

and outside the end of the fuel injector. However nothing is

known on the possible effects of a flame on the production of

L-eddles in supersonic flows.

The final rate of decay of eddies to _ at which size molecular

mixing takes over (generally a rapid cascade from L to _ is
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assumed). Now the Important variable Is the molecular diffusion

coefflclent D and

DCT, P) = Do [_oJ [P )

The rate of mass flux Is given by the product of D and the

concentration gradient of the diffusing species (Fick's Law), so

that any change in gradient resulting from a change in pressure

of the fuel or air will be manifest in a change in the rate of

decay,

There may well also be a minor contribution to mass transfer via

thermal diffusion so that the mass flux G becomes

G

[_'_x d(laT)]- kD dn + KT dx

where KT is the thermal diffusion ratio.

[ill} The rate of build up of a pool of radicals in a molecularly-mixed

but unreacted zone. Note that I have intentionally avoided

referring to a conventional chemical induction period. This is

because of the possibility of radicals or atomic species being

generated externally to the zone e.g. the free-stream being

sufficiently hot to be partially disassociated or the presence of

an adjacent flame. The rate is then given by the appropriate

integration of the rate of mass transfer of active species and

the chemical rate of formation in unreacted pockets. Since the
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rates of chain branching reactions are very high only in the

transient condition of llght-up and, only then, in the absence of

atomic oxygen in the free-stream is the above a candidate for the

rate-controlllng step.

(iv) The rate of the 3-body reactions

(v)

H + H + M --_ H2 + M ÷QI

0 + 0 + M --_ 02 + M +Q2

H + OH + M --_ H20 + M +Q3

has frequently been considered as a prime candidate for the

slowest process. Its importance is reflected in the very strong

influence pressure should exert on its rate. However, there are

compelling reasons for challenging the wldely-accepted premise

that the rates should scale as Inltlal pressure squared. The

rates are given by the products of the concentrations (partial

pressures} of the species at the temperature and overall pressure

in the reaction zone. The relationship between these and the

initial temperature and pressure of the unreacted mixture is

extremely complex, even when its composition is uniform across

the duct section. An acceptable description of the more likely

situation of the mixed reaction zone surrounding the periphery of

the fuel Jet is evidently well beyond our present understanding.

We now consider a novel approach, based on the popular hypothesis

of 1960s of the existence of a standing detonation wave in

experimental scramJet ducts. Presently we shall regard the front

as a real one, that is, with the structure associated with

further fronts propagating transversely across the leading wave

which is inclined at a suitable angle to the approaching mixed
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flow for its forward velocity to match that of the oncomlng flow.

Then the stability of the front requires that at least one

transverse front remains present on the leading wave, so that

dlmenslons of the duct and spacing of the transverse waves must

be matched. The spacing of transverse waves Is a complex

function of the kinetics of the reaction and the presence and

nature of any inert diluent, but for mixtures initially at

ambient temperatures generally the logarithm of spacing decreases

llnearly with the logarlthm of increasing pressure.

In concluslon It seems probably that current views on scallng laws for

results from experiments in scramJet facllltles are overslmpllfled and

further effort is required to identify more preclsely the physlcal

mechanisms involved and how these are influenced by experlmental

varlables.
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SCRAM JET TESTING - GROUND FACILITY COMPARISONS

R. G. Morgan', R. J. Bakos", J. Tamagno", R.J. Stalker', J. I. Erdos'"

The results of a preliminary series of tests to
compare the effect of test gas composition on hypersonic
combustion are presented. Parallel experiments were
performed in the HYPULSE shock expansion tunnel and in
the T4 reflected shock tunnel using identical axisymmetric
models with wall injection. Test conditions were established
at the same stagnation enthalpy and static pressure, with the
reflected shock tunnel having approximately 50% by mass of
the oxygen in a dissociated form either as atomic oxygen or
as NO radicals. The expansion tunnel test gas contained
less than 3% of non-molecular oxygen, and therefore closely
represented the composition which might be found in flight.
The static pressure rise upon combustion was found to be
significantly greater when dissociated oxygen was present,
and this is attributed principally to the heat of formation of
the oxygen adding to the combustion heat release of the fuel
at these test conditions. By reducing the total oxygen
content of the reflected shock tunnel test gas it was possible
to approximately compensate for this effect. The criteria for
calculating the appropriate oxygen depletion are discussed,
and the results are interpreted in the light of premixed one-
dimensional computations.

NOTATION

a mass fraction of total oxygen in the form of O atoms
a, mass fraction of total oxygen in the form of NO

molecules
¢ fuel/oxygen equivalence ratio
¢, equivalence ratio referenced to ideal air oxygen

content
¢,' ,,_ for ¢qXJX < 1, -I for ¢,,X,/X > 1
d combustor internal diameter

h, heat of combustion of H2 from O 2 (90 MJ/kg H2)
hs heat of formation of O atoms from O2 (15.7 MJ/kg)
ha heat of formation of NO molecules from N2 + 02

(2.93 MJ/kg)
h,, heat release per mole of combustion products
O2 mass fraction O2
N2 mass fraction Na
NO mass fraction NO

Ar mass fraction Argon
x combustor model axial location
X mass fraction of total O content

Department of Mechanical Engineering,
University of Queensland, Brisbane
AUSTRAI.JA

General Applied Science Laboratories, Inc.,
Ronkonkoma, NY USA

X, mass fraction of total O content in "ideal"air
P static pressure
u velocity
p density
T static temperature
M Mach number

!-1, stagnation enthalpy
T, stagnation Temperature

Subscripts:

C
M
Tare
In

data from a hydrogen combustion test
data from a hydrogen into nitrogen mixing test
data from a fuel-off test

property at facility exit or combustor inlet condition

Introduction

Test facilities for the upper envelope of scramjet
flight are currently restricted to reflected shock tunnels and
shock expansion tunnels, (References 1 and 2). Both

devices have limitations in their simulation capabilities; The
reflected shock tunnel, by creating a stagnant high energy
reservoir, has test gas with significant residual dissociated
species contenL The shock expansion tunnel avoids this
problem by never stagnating the test gas, but the unsteady
wave processes used to generate high energy flow restrict
the useful test time, which in turn lim/ts the length scale of
models which may be used. The two test fadlity concepts
complement each other and, ff the differences between them
can be satisfactorily explained in a quantitative way, then
they form a powerful base for scramjet testing and
evaluation.

Both facility types have been successfully used for
scramjet combustor testing. Figures 1 and 2 show sample
axial pressure profiles for constant area ducts with hydrogen
injection for the T4 free-piston reflected shock tunnel, from
Reference 1, and the HYPULSE shock expansion tunnel,
from Reference 2.

The results are encouraging in that steady hypersonic
flows with mixing and combustion have been demonstrated
in pulsed facilities. Howevei', the model geometries and
injector configurations were sufficiently different in each
case that a direct comparison of the two fadlities is not
possible. The data from Figure 1 was obtained using a
rectangular section ductwith a parallel central injector. The
model used for the Figure 2 data was an axisymmetric duct
with wall injection from around the whole circumference.
For the comparisons reported here, an identical
axisymmetric model to that tested previously in the
expansion tunnel, was tested in a reflected shock tunnel at
nearly identical conditions of stagnation enthalpy, static
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pressure and IClt11>cr;lltlr¢.

The test flow in a reflected shock tunnel is created by

means of a steady expansion from the stagnation region
occurring behind the reflected shock at the end of the shock
tube. The gas in the stagnation region is approximately in
a condition of equilibrium composition due to the high
density levels and low particle velocity. At the stagnation
enthalpies corresponding to flight speeds, the stagnatiori
temperatures are such that significant dissociation occurs to
the oxygen and nitrogen molecules. As the flow travels

down the expansion nozzle, the temperature drops and the
composition shifts toward a reduced dissociation content.
However, due to the high particle velocities and low density
in the nozzle, reaction rates may in some circumstances be

insufficient to maintain equilibrium composition. The test
gas at the nozzle exit will therefore have a residual content
of the dissociated radicals created in the stagnation region.
The higher the stagnation enthalpy, the higher will be the
concentration of dissociated gas.

of hydrogen, and the pre-dissociated shock
tunnel flow may be expected to react faster
than ordinary air.

(iii) In some circumstances a
scramjet may be considered to be a pure
diffusion flame, where reaction rates are so
fast that heat release is mixing controlled.
Oxygen molecules have different diffusion
rates than atoms, and the local chemical
composition will affect the rate of heat
release. Furthermore, the macroscopic
development of the fuel-air mixing layer is
dependent on the local flow properties such
as Reynolds number, and this may also be
influenced by the dissociated 'oxygen content.

In summary, for a given static pressure, dissociated
oxygen increases the partial pressure of the oxygen
components, effectively enhancing mixing and combustion.

Processing of the test gas in an expansion tunnel is
different in several important aspects. The test gas is shock
heated in the shock tube portion of the facility where only
a fraction of the final flow stagnation enthalpy is added.
After shock passage the test flow Is expanded in a constant
area acceleration tube by means of an unsteady expansion
wave. This expansion accelerates the flow from a low
supersonic Math number to hypersonic velocity while
increasing the stagnation enthalpy. Because the test gas is
never stagnated while at large stagnation enthalples, it does
not experience the high temperatures necessary for
dissociation, and is thus delivered with a composition dose
to equilibrium.

The presence of non-equilibrium levels of dissociated
species may affect the flow in several ways. Perhaps most
Important is that some of the stagnation enthalpy will be
stored as atomic heat of formation, and will not be
converted directly to thermal or kinetic energy. It is
necessary, when comparing the results of reflected shock
tunnel tests with real flight, or with other tunnels which do
not produce dlss_iated air, to match the stagnation
enthalpy including thermal, chemical and kinetic energy
components.

For combustion testing, the presence of free-stream
oxygen atoms may have other significant effects, which must
be examined closely. There are three main mechanisms by
which the free oxygen atoms may be seen to enhance
combustion, and influence comparisons made between
reflected shock tunnel experiments and real flight.

(i) Combustion heat release When combustion

is from atomic oxygen form, the atomic
oxygen heat of formation is added to the
combustion heat release. This increases the

net heat release from approximately 90 MJ to
215 MJ per kg of hydrogen burned. This is
clearly a substantial increase and relatively
small oxygen dissociation fractions may be
significant,

(ii) Ignition delay times Forming of oxygen
radicals is a necessary step in the combustion
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This paper reports on preliminary experiments and
associated analytical work aimed at using the differences
between the two facilities to resolve facility-induced effects,
developing methods to quantify and compensate for them,
so that the results may be related to flight conditions. Only
the fu'st mechanism will be addressed, that of predicting,
and compensating for, the enhanced heat release due to the
chemical enthalpy of the dissociated oxygen. Adjustment of
the reflected shock tunnel oxygen content is examined as a
way to match the net heat release of combustion" when
compared to tests in undissociated air. In this way it is
possible to produce pressure profiles which are
approximately decoupled from the effects of differing levels

of free stream dissociation and allow a direct comparison
between reflected shock tunnel experiments and tests using
undissociated air.

Analytical Approach

Analysis of the reflected shock tunnel nozzle flow
using a one-dimensional, non-equilibrium, chemical kinetics
code (Reference 3) indicates that there are two significant
dissociation products present (as far as hydrogen combust'.'=n
is concerned), namely NO and O, in the range of stagnation
enthalpies from about 12 to 20 MJ/kg. Similar analysis of
the unsteady expansion system in the shock expansion tunnel
reveal substantially lower concentration of these species at
comparable enthaipies.

The effects of dissociation on hydrogen combustion
heat release are quantified in the following manner:
Combustion to water from the 3 oxygen-bearing constituents
of the test gas proceeds with heat release as indicated
below:

Ha + 1/2 O2 = HaO + 120.6 MJ/kg Ha (1)
H a + O = HzO + 246 MJ/kg Hz (2)
H 2 + NO = H20 + 1/2 N 2 + 164.6 MJ/kg H 2 (3)

_: These equations are not intended to represent
reaction schemes, but are used to calculate

differences in heat release for varying reactant
compositions.)
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reac|)¢l, fl [l(ffl! oxygc-n molecules, and may l)e seen It) give
significantly less heal release than the two other main
combustion paths. An approach [o matching heat release is
lo apply a correction to the free stream oxygen
concentration as was done in Reference 4. In other words,
the reflected shock tunnel tests could be performed with a
reduced oxygen concentration intended to reproduce the
results of combustion in an expansion tunnel or atmospheric
air with the same fluid dynamic properties.

The primary measured experimental parameter in
scramjet testing is duct static pressure distribution.

Corrections made to oxygen levels should be calculated to
produce identical pressure/distance profiles in the two
facilities. To match these exactly, a numerical simulation is

required which fully evaluates the changes in combustion
species composition produced by changing the free stream
oxygen level. However, a first-order correction based on the
three reaction mechanism identified above has been made
and numerical simulations and experimental data used to
assess the validity of the approach.

In Reference 4, a chemical equation was constructed
from the three reaction mechanism as a function of test gas

composition and fuel/oxygen equivalence ratio. This was
used to calculate the appropriate oxygen depletion level by
conserving heat release per unit mole of combustion
products. To first order, this should lead to the same
pressure rise, and should create the same wave pattern and
flowfield in the two cases. This is considered to be of

fundamental importance for scramjet ducts, which can only
be _yzed correctly in light of a fu!! wave capturing
treatment, Reference 5.

The heat release per unit mole of combustion
products is given by

_'h, + 8a h/ + 15,,
hc

hm . + (4)

(, +A4 2"7 - *" " .11 - ,'1 - --2sx

The lwo terms involving @. have been added to the
original equation for X (as found in Reference 4) In account
for matching of fuel mass flow rates in the comparison
experiments as opposed to matching of actual fuel/oxygen
equivalence ratio which was assumed in the original
derivation. Conserving fuel mass flow rate is important for
hypersonic combustion comparisons due to its significant
influence on mixing. The effect of these terms will be
discus.,_ed below.

It should be clear that the mass fraction X includes

the total oxygen content in all its forms. It is sensitive to O
and NO concentrations, which are functions of flow
enthalpy, and also equivalence ratio. Note also that the
heat release of 120.6 MJ/kg from equation (1), combustion
from oxygen molecules, is based on combustion to water
alone. The equilibrium composition of a hydrogen flame
contains dissociated radicals, and the full heat release is not

achieved. A heat release of 90 MJ/kg H2 is more
representative of that developed in a real combustion
chamber and is chosen for hc.

Experimental Conditions and Ap.9aratus

It is not possible to conserve all the flow parameters
when choosing test conditions in thc two facilities. For
example, the molecular weights of the test gases are
different, and therefore if flow velocity and temperature are
malched then the Mach number will have to be different.

The approach taken for comparison was to conserve static
temperature and static pressure so at to match combustion
conditions as closely as possible. Then matching stagnation
enthalpy prescribes velocity, and it is not possible to then
simultaneously match pilot pressure.

The test conditions chosen for these tests are given
in "table 1 and are based on the nominal Mach 17

stagnation enthalpy (15.3 MJ/kg) operating point of the
HYPULSE expansion tunnel A contoured Mach 5 nozzle
was used to obtain the quoted test conditions for the
reflected shock tunnel. For the expansion tunnel operating
at 15.3 MJ/kg. the test gas diffuser descn'bed in Reference
6 is necessary to compress the flow to the static pressures
required to support hydrogen/air combustion.

From this the modified oxygen mass fraction for the
reflected shock tunnel test gas is computed (by equating
heat release from (4) to that for the undissociated case) to
be:

8
• 2X.+.

X - (5)

B [A + 32-_X,)-+A-a(1-.')*2.o

Vcrherc

4
A -24_ -," ---

28

8 - I . 8,_ + 15,._
h,. /I+

As described previously, the operating principles of
the facilities are quite different and therefore so are the
time histories of the facility start-up and subsequent flow
establishment in the model. For the reflected shock tunnel,

a noz:,.le plenum pressure trace is shown in Figure 3.
Operation of the tunnel to achieve 15.7 MJ/kg stagnation
enthalpy is at a condition only slightly under tailored, and
therefore the stagnation pressure is held approximately
constant over a period of 1 msec. A corresponding static
pressure history, as measured in the model, is shown in
Figure 4, from which a corresponding steady pressure period
of 0.75 msec. can be seen.

An expansion tunnel Mach number trace, as derived
from pitot and static pressure data measured in a calibration
test, is shown in Figure 5 for comparison. It is clear that the
steady test period is significantly shorter than for the shock
tunnel. To insure flow establishment in the model, heat

transfer data axe examined for relaxation to steady state.
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Figure 6 shows a heat flux trace measured in the model for
a fuel-off run. This time history is typical of a laminar heat
flux trace, and shows relaxation well within the available

steady flow period.

The tests were run with the axisymmetric combustor

model shown in Figure 7. Its overall length to diameter
ratio is 24, and fuel is injected via a single annular slot
located 4.67 model diameters downstream of the inlet. Fuel

is injected at Mach 1.9 and radially inward at an angle of
15° from the model axis. The injector throat area to model

capture area is 0.062. This choice was made to permit the
injected fuel to be pressure matched to the duct inlet
pressure at stoichiametric fuel mass flow. Higher
equivalence ratios are obtained by raising the fuel plenum
pressure accordingly. The model was positioned for both
facilities in a free jet configuration, capturing the central
uniform core of the facility exit flows.

Model instrumentation includes 13 high frequency,
high sensitivity pressure transducers. One was located
upstream, and 12 downstream of the injector. An additional
transducer was located at the end of the model for the

shock tunnel tests. All were positioned at the same
azimuthal angle. Thin-film resistance gages were used to
measure wall heat transfer. These were located at the same

ludal locations but diametrically opposed to the pressure
transducers. Frequency response for both types of
instrumentation is 500

_est Results

As previously noted the reflected shock tunnel
experiments were configured. ' around results from
HYPULSE tests at a condition equivalent to flight Mach
number 17 (as reported in Reference 6). An equivalence
ratio of 3 was targeted as it had been shown to give good
mixing and combustion in the HYPULSE tests. The
corresponding T4 condition, shown in Table 1A, is seen to
have a large dissociated radical content.

Results of fuel-off tare runs in the two facilities are
shown in Figure 8. Although nominal facility exit pressures
were matched, it is clear that a higher average static
pressure is achieved in the expansion tunnel tests. A
complete explanation for this discrepancy is not available at
this time; however, results of calibration tests for the

HYPULSE test gas diffuser, as discussed in Reference 6,
suggest that the diffuser is producing a weak conical shock
system which is captured by the model. It is postulated that
this wave system results in a lower average combustor
entrance Math number and a higher average static pressure
than would be inferred from the last wall pressure
measurement in the diffuser (at x/d,,-1.O in Figure 8).
Unfortunately, because the diffuser exit pressure was taken
as representative of the expansion tunnel average exit
pressure (and chosen to be matched in the tests), the
reflected shock tunnel tests resulted in the lower duct

pressures.

Because duct pressure level is the primary diagnostic
used to gauge combustion heat release, it is necessary to
remove systematic variations in pressure level between the
two experiments. The tare run pressure distributions were
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therefore averaged to obtain a scale factor to relate the
results of other tests. The success of this method can be
seen in Figure 9 which compares the scaled pressure
distributions for hydrogen-into-nitrogen mixing runs in the
two facilities. It may be seen that the pressure distributions
agree quite well.

Figure 10 shows the scaled pressure�distance
development for the two cases using air as the test gas.
Enhanced combustion in the reflected shock tunnel is

clearly evident.

An alternative method of displaying this result is
shown in Figure 11. Here the difference between measured
combustion run and mixing run pressures are normalized by
the average tare pressures and plotted against distance
along the duct. The plotted curves are logarithmic
regressions of the form a + b log cx, fit to the data from the
injection station to the end of the duct in both cases. There
is considerable scatter of the data about the fit curves which

is primarily a result of the actual two-dimensional nature of
the flowfields. However, the pressure level increase, due to
combustion, is more easily quantified by this procedure.

In attempting to match the expansion tunnel results
in the reflected shock tunnel, it was decided first to
maintain the actual fuel/oxygen equivalence ratio at 3, and
use the procedure oudined above (equation (5) without the
modifying terms) to compute a required test gas oxygen
content. This leads to a total oxygen content of 0.0675, by
mass, for the reflected shock tunnel. The computed test gas
composition for this case is shown in Table lB.

In arriving at this oxygen content a new problem
becomes apparent. The reduced oxygen partial pressure in
the expansion nozzle leads to increased dissociation, and a
further shift in the beat release balance, required by
equation (5), toward even lower oxygen content.
Furthermore, the requirement of conserving stagnation
enthalpy requires stagnation temperature to increase. This

is because when the total oxygen content is reduced, less
stagnation enthalpy per unit mass of test gas mixture is
available in the nitrogen molecules than in the dissociated
oxygen atoms which they replace. This again leads to more
dissociation. The test gas composition which satisfies the
heat release requirement is found through a series of
iterations.

The solution for test gas composition now determines
what fuel injection conditions are required to achieve the
equivalence ratio of 3. The models were designed with
identical geometry for both tunnels so that required injector
plenum pressures (and thus mass flows) scale approximately
with the free stream oxygen mass fraction. This meant that
the T4 tests were to be performed with approximately i/3
the plenum pressure of the HYPUI_E tests. This injection
press are corresponds to an equivalence ratio of 1 for the
HYPULSE combustion tests, which showed little signs of
combustion" nminly due to mixing limitations, Reference 7.
Results of tests at this same injection pressure in 1"4, which
are not shown, again confirmed the absence of combustion,
even with the elevated dissociation levels.

Fuel/oxygen equivalence ratio had initially been



t'of]sidcJcd14)bcaprimaryparametertobematchedwhen
comparilig lacilities, l lowever, the mixing process is so
sensitive to injecfion pressure, and it has such an influence
on macroscopic flow properties in hypersonic ducted flow,
Reference 7, tirol it is now evident that tile injection

parameter.', m_st be conserved in order to reproduce the
same basic flow features in both facilities. This implies that

a compromise must be made on equivalence ratio by
con.,,erving fuel mass flow rate.

A test with the test gas composition given in Table
IB was subsequently made with the fuel plenum pressure
and resultant fuel flow rate matched to the HYPULSE runs

at equivalence ratio of 3. The pressure difference results
are shown in Figure 12 from which it is seen that
combustion takes place, but the heat release is lower than
(or the HYPULSE condition shown previously in Figure I I.
This is because the fuel/oxygen equivalence ratio is

approximately 9 for this test and the excess unburnt fuel
reduces the heat release per mole of combustion products.

Working from this result, the oxygen content was

recomputed by equation (5), this time conserving fuel flow
rate. This is accomplished by specifying the fuel-to-ideal-air
equivalence ratio, ¢,, to be constant at 3 and including the
modified terms in (5). The resultant test gas composition is
,,hown in Table IC where an oxygen content of 0.128 was
converged upon. Although no data were taken at this level
of depletion, a linear interpolation in X of the T4
regressions has been plotted in Figure 12 to show the
anticipated result. This curve is seen to be quite similar in
level to the ltYPUI.,SE regression curve.

Analyses were performed using a one-dimensional,
fully mixed, chemical kinetics code to predict rate limited

and equilibrium pressure levels using the hydr0gen/air
reaction scheme given in Reference 8. The fuel and test gas
were mixed in a chemically frozen, constant area process to
define start-line conditions for the combustion calculation.

The parameter plotted is computed combustion pressure
minus the mixing pressure normalized by the nominal
facility exit pressure. This parameter is sensitive to
combustion heat release, and approximately equivalent to
that plotted for the data. The equilibrium levels were
computed by allowing the calculation to run for sufficient
distance to allow axial gradients to vanish.

Figure 13 shows computed pressure parameter
distributions for the T4 and HYPULSE air conditions as

given in Tables 1A and 1D. More rapid ignition and
enhanced combustion for the T4 air are seen. Comparing
these distributions with the data in Figure i 1, very similar
pressure distributions are noted. In this regard, the analysis
of Reference 7 indicated substantial mixing at _o--3 for this
injector configuration. Also, by plotting differences between
combustion and mixing run pressure distributions, effects
due to wall shear, wall heat transfer, and finite rate mixing
are approximately canceled. Therefore, the close agreement
of experiment with the computations is not surprising, even
considering the simplicity of the analysis. And thus, the
predicted trend toward greater heat release with increased
oxygen dissociation is regarded as confirmation of cause for
a similar trend seen in the data.

Similar calculations were done for the oxygen

depleted conditions (Table 1B, with ¢° -- 3), and the
modified conditions (Table 1C, with _° = 3). These results
are shown in Figure 14. The extremely suppressed pressure
rise, which was observed experimentally for case IB, is well
predicted. In comparing case 1C with the HYPULSE
prediction, a more rapid ignition is seen for the reflected
shock tunnel. However, the down stream behavior and

equilibrium pressure levels agree fairly well. Considering
the strong agreement already demonstrated, between the
predictions and the data, it is clear that an experiment run
with the modified oxygen content of X=0.128 should match
the ltYPULSE pressure data.

.C,o_0.dtt,si9_

A series of experiments have been conducted to
compare the effects of oxygen dissociation on hypersonic
combustion at conditions simulating flight Math number 17.
It has been demonstrated that the effect of differences in

test gas composition on combustion heat release can, r,_ a
significant extent, be accounted for by adjusting the oxygen
content of the test gas.

"ll_ese parallel experiments were run in the
HYPULSE shock expansion tunnel and the T4 reflected
shock tunnel using identical scramjet models at nearly
matched levels of stagnation enthalpy, static temperature
and static pressure. Despite the nominally identical intake
flow conditions, a substantial difference in the duct flow
pressures was observed for the two facilities. However,
appropriate normalization of the data enabled meaningful
comparisons to be made between the two data sets.

Pressure rise due to combustion was found to be

clearly greater for the reflected shock tunnel tests run with
real air. This difference was shown to be consistent with
chemical kinetics calculations which accounted for the

dissociated oxygen resident in the test gas.

A first-order correction to the reflected shock tunnel

oxygen content to account for enhanced heat release was
described and implemented experimentally, It 'was found
that such a correction must be done by conserving fuel flow
rate, rather than fuel/oxygen equivalence ratio. This is

primarily a result of the large influence that injectant
stagnation pressure (hence, mass flow rate) has on the
mixing process for ducted hypersonic flow. An initial
experiment was run at matched fuel flow rate; however, the
oxygen depletion had not been optimized for this fuel flow
and the resulting pressure level fell below the expansion
tunnel level. Chemical kinetic and equilibrium
computations for this test gas, and for an appropriately
optimized test gas, indicate that the correct depletion will
yield the approximately correct pressure rise.

There remain several aspects of these comparisons
which require further investigation. This initial set of
experiments addressed only the issue of dissociated oxygen
effects on heat release. The influence on ignition, although
clearly evident in some of the calculations, was not
considered nor were the effects on fuel/air mixing. These
issues will require more detailed comparison tests and
correlation with more complete CFD simulations.
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Additional experiments and numerical simulations are
plannedfor the continuation of this work.

The portion of this work conducted at General
AppliedScienceLaboratorieswassponsoredbytheNational
AeroSpace Plane Joint Program Office, Mr. Curtis D.
Snyder was the Task Manager. The work done at the
University of Queenslandwas funded by a grant from the
NASA Langley Research Center, Hypersonic Propulsion
Branch, Griffin Y. Anderson - Branch Head. Their support
and encouragement are gratefully acknowledged.
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TABLE I NOMINAL TEST FLOW CONDITIONS

lit (MJ/kg)

M

N2

O z

i Ar

N

O

NO

X

i(lln .....

Table i A
T4 real air

15.70
,,.

7880

2065

0.927

4710

. ,.

Table ! B
T4 6.75% Oxy

15.70

8350

2120

0,885

4910

Table i C
T4 12.8% Oxy

15.70

8180

2037

0.885

4819

, , , :=

Table 1 D
H YPULSE

15.30

8355

2088

1.000

5078

5.17 5.31 5.30 5.75

.8470.9150
i,

• _ _ 3320

.0063

.0131

.0328.1080
r_

.7_7

9.70E-2
..

.2253

.0129 .0131 .0129

2.20E-6 3.30E-6 2.20E-6 3.00E-9

5.43E-2 7.90E-2 7.82E-4

.0508 .0114 .0281 .0103

.2320 .0675 .1280 .2320

.4180 .8100 .6200 .0034

.1168 .09O0 .1200 .0238

0.002

P

P
8

0.000

• H2 Injection

It He Inject;on

D fuel-Off

0 24

Axiol Distance (x/height)

Figure i. Rectangular scram jet combustor data, FIt -8.39 MJ/kg - T4 Reflected Shock Tunnel Facility.
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A Mass Spectrometer for Hypersonic Combustion Studies

K. A. Skinner B.Sc.(Hons).

Following on from the design discussed in a previous report, the Mass

Spectrometer has been constructed and is currently undergoing commissioning

in the shock tunnel, T4. A Change to the basic design has occurred during

1990. An extra skimmer has been added to the flow sampling system, making

it now a three skimmer system. This has been necessary because of our

inability to construct a skimmer with less than a 0.5 mm diameter orifice at

its tip. Although a third skimmer has been introduced, no extra evacuated

dump volume behind this skimmer has been required. Instead, the flow behind

the first skimmer is vented back into the mainstream flow around the outside

of the front skimmer. This is possible when the recovery pressure of the

flow between the first and the second skimmers is able to be kept higher

than the static pressure of the free stream flow. This requirement places

limits on the distance between the two skimmers, which are a function of the

orifice diameter, inlet Mach number and included skimmer angle. If the

distance becomes too large the second skimmer falls behind the recovery

shock (thus subjecting the sample gas to a density increase), and if the

distance is too small then the second skimmer chokes the flow.

The current skimmer system is shown in figure I. This arrangement has

been tested in the shock tunnel to demonstrate the existence of a molecular

beam and to measure the mass flow rate through the third skimmer. The

measurement was achieved by using a I mm diameter thin film stagnation point

heat transfer gauge constructed from a platinum film on a quartz substrate.

A heat transfer rate of 4 W/m 2 was measured 5 mm behind the third

skimmer. By making the assumption that the stagnation specific enthalpy

contributes only to the directed kinetic energy of the molecular beam and

that the stagnation heat transfer is related to the flow velocity and

density by the equation:

_l 1.265 x IO-4J_R e_ 3

a measure of the mass flux in the molecular beam may be obtained. R is the

front radius of the heat transfer gauge. With a stagnation enthalpy of lO.S

MJ/kg, (calculated from T4 operating conditions using ESTC), the above heat

transfer measurement was estimated to correspond to a mass flux of 4 x I0 -Is
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kg/mmZ/l_sec, if we assume as an order of magnitude estimate that the

particles each had a mass of 10 amu., this corresponds to a particle flux of

the order of 101= partlcles/mmZ//_sec. This particle flux Is approximately

the assumed value of the design stage of the mass spectrometer and with the

above specific enthalpy, corresponds to a particle density of 10 l°

particles�ram 3 In the Ionization region. With an electron beam current of 1

mAmp, and an Ionization cross section of the order of 10"=4mm z, this implies

sn expected Ion production rate of t061ons//Jsec.

Photographs taken of the front skimmer during a shot show that the

shock wave was attached to the lip. The roach number of the flow at the

front skimmer was approximately Mach 5. The math number at the second

skimmer was approximately Mach 10, but this value can be varied along with

the final molecular beam density, If desired.

I- / / / / / _/ /
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SUPERSONIC AND HYPERSONIC HYDROGENHIXING AND COHBUSTION

R.T. Casey and R.J. Stalker

INTRODUCTION

An experimental investigation of two dimensional mixing and combustion

of hydrogen has been conducted. The flow has produced by ejecting

hydrogen from the traillng edge of a midstream ejection strut in a

rectangular duct. Since the velocity of the hydrogen was less than the

velocity of the alrstream, the structure of the flow was wakelike.

The purpose of the investlgatlon was to compare predictions made by

using existing analytical models with measurements of flow parameters

in the combustion wake, and thereby to explore the validity of physical-

concepts which formed the basis of the models.

The analytical models all began wlth an equivalent turbulent

incompressible mixing flow, based upon measurements made in a Jet in a

coflowlng stream (Welnstein, 1956) I. The effects of combustions and

changes In species concentration across the combustion wake were

modelled through the Schvab Zeldovlch transformations (Kanway, 1975) 2.

These apply strictly only to a laminar wake. The effects of density

changes within the boundary layer on the boundary layer profiles were

modelled through the Howarth transformation, which also applies

strictly only to laminar flows, but has been used wlth some success in

turbulent boundary layers (Baronti and Llbby, 1966) 3. And the effects

of Mach number on the rate of growth of the combustion wake were

modelled through the convective Hach number concept (Dlmotakls, 1989} 4.
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The experiments were conducted In two series. The first series was

undertaken at the Australian National University, in the shock tunnel

T3. It involved quantitative flow visualization of the wake flow by

Bach Zehnder Interferometry at flow Hach numbers of approximately 3.5,

and was confined to the wake near the injection strut - i.e. up to some

35 Initial wake widths downstream of the strut trailing edge. The flow

took place In a constant area duct, with a 25 u x 50 nun rectangular

cross section.

The second series was undertaken at The University of Queensland, In

the shock tunnel T4. Essentially, it involved pltot surveys of the

wake, and focused particularly on the far wake - I.e. up to some 110

initial wake widths downstream of the injection strut trallln8 edge.

Tests were conducted at flow Hach numbers of 4.3 and 5.1, employln8 a

constant area duct with a 50 mm x 50 mm square cross section. A sketch

of the model is shown In figs

RESULd_ AND DISCUSSION

Hqwarth Transformation

For the near wake region, the Howarth transformation, combined with the

Schvab-Zeldovich transformations, produced fringe shift profiles which

were generally consistent with the experimental results. This Is

demonstrated in flg. I. Fig. l(a) shows the experimental fringe

profile, compared with the profile obtained from the incompressible

profile without the Howarth transformation, and with the Howarth

transformation. It can be seen that the use of the Howarth
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transformation causes a substantial change in the fringe proflle, and

brings it into reasonably close agreement with the measured profile.

Fig. l(b) also displays the same consistency between measured and

calculated profiles.

Combustor inlet conditions for these tests were: Air test gas, H2 fuel.

Test No. H, (MJ/kg) T(k) p(kPa) V(ms -I) M

4577 13.7 3288 141 3970 3.5 1.2

5633 14.5 3560 198 4090 3.5 1.3

For the far wake region, the results presented in figs. 3 and 4

i
indicate that the Howarth transformation yields a completely

unsatisfactory prediction of pltot pressure profiles for H2/Air. Since

evidence from static pressure distributions along the duct indicates

that combustion is taking place in these tests, this result is

consistent with the belief (Burggraf 1962) s that the Howarth

transformation cannot be applied to non-adlabatlc flows. In the cases

of both H2/Air and H2/N2 flows, the measured pltot profiles were

reasonably consistent with profiles obtained by using the

Schvab-Zeldovlch transformations to calculate concentration and

temperature distributions from the incompressible profiles, without

subsequently using the Howarth transformation.

Convective Mach Number and Wake SpreadlnR

There are two basic parameters which may be taken as measures of the

development of a combustion wake. One is the change in wake centreline

flow variables in passing downstream along the wake. This provides a
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measure of the rate at which momentum, thermal energy and/or species

are being convected from the external flow into the centre of the wake.

The other is the Increase in the width of the wake in passing

downstream. This provides a measure of the rate at which flow

variables are convected from the centre of the wake into the external

flow. In the case of wakes with self-slmilar profiles, these two

measures must be Interrelated but, In the more general case, this is

not necessarily so.

The Incompressible profiles from which the theoretical models are

constructed are self-slmilar, and so a single factor, called the

"spreadlng coefficient", can be used to characterize both the

centreline flow properties and the width of the wake at any downstream !

station.

As shown by fig. 2, this Is no longer true for the near wake.

Fig. 2(a} compares values of b(x)a, (the spreading coefficient

normalized with respect to the initial half width of the wake} which

were derived from measured values of the centreline fringe shift in the

wake, with values at the same downstream distance in the incompressible

Jet. In the incompressible theory the centreline distribution of b(x)a

depends on the magnitude of the difference between the initial Jet

velocity and the external flow velocity, but not on the sign of the

difference - i.e., a wake and a Jet yield the same distribution. It

can be seen that the measured values of b(x)/a, with a normalized

velocity difference of 0.66, are in accord with the distributions in

the incompressible Jet at approximately the same normalized velocity

6O



difference.

The growth of=the wake is shown by fig. 2{b). _I/_ is the ratio of

the measured wake width to that predicted by the incompressible model.

The theoretical curve shows the wake width, as predicted by using

convective Hach number theory, and it is seen that the experiments are

in general accord with this prediction.

Thus, the development of the near wake along its centreline is in

agreement with Incompresslble experiments, but the growth of the wake

shows a specific effect of compressibility. This is interesting in

that it suggests that the mechanisms controlling the centreline

properties are the same as in Incompressible flow, but the growth of

the wake Is affected by compressibility phenomena.

For the far wake, as displayed in figs. 3 to S, the experimental

evidence was more consistent. The estimated values of convectlve Hach

number were less than O.S, indicating that wake widths should be within

a factor of 0.7 of the incompressible growth rates. This is generally

confirmed by the pltot profiles of figs. 3 and 4, with the exception

that the wake of hydrogen in nitrogen appears to be growing more

rapidly than predicted by the incompressible model.

Fig. S shows centreline distributions of pltot pressure and, although

the distributions were somewhat disturbed by the presence of shock

waves and expansion waves In the duct, it can be seen that the measured

centreline pltot pressures are reasonably consistent wlth the

6!



predictions made from the incompressible model.

L..

Thus, the development of both the centreline properties and the growth

of wake are consistent with the incompressible model for the far wake.

In view of the fact that the convective Nach number is relatively low

in this region, this should not be surprising.
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A BRIEFOVERVIEWOF WALL INJECTEDSCRAMJET EXPERIMENTS

C. P. Brescianlni

In this section a brief overview of the experimental work, performed in

T4, on supersonic combustion with a wall injected scram jet is presented. The

experiments were broken up into two sets. The first set of experiments were

performed In 1989, and include shock tunnel run numbers 691-775. These

experiments used a wall injected scram jet with a constant area combustion

chamber, 25 mm high X 51 mm wide, as shown in Fig: I . Intake scoops were

located in between the exit of the shock tunnel's "Mach 5" nozzle and the

inlet to the scramJet. These scoops were required to reduce the Mach number

and to raise the static pressure. An example of the experimental static

pressure distribution (pressure/ inlet pressure), along the lower wall of the

scram jet combustion chamber, is shown in Fig. 3 The computed test

conditions for this case (using ESTC l and NENZF 2) are shown as "condition 3"

in Table I .

Table I Test Conditions

m_m

test gas H p • T
condition t

MJ/kg MPa K
i =l , _, ii i !

3 air 9.4 8.9 2270

5 air I0.0 12 2070

Pl P! ul

kPa kg/m 3 m/s

38 0.0558 3440

M _
1 N2,1 02 .I

3.6 4:.0 22.3

36 0.0583 3660 4.3 3.8 20.7

The larger pressure rise seen downstream of the injector when hydrogen

Is injected into air, than when hydrogen is injected into nitrogen (at

nominally identical conditions), indicates that substantial c6mbustion has

occurred in the former case. Similar results were also found at H = 5.9 MJ/kg

conditions, however, no large pressure rises where seen for the H = 3,6 MJ/kg

tests.

For run numbers 740-765 a simple "mixer", shown in Fig. 2(a), was placed

on the combustion chamber wall, downstream of the fuel injector step. Figure

4 shows the pressure distribution at similar conditions to Fig. 3, except

that the mixer has been used. Larger pressure rises are again seen for the

hydrogen into air case than for hydrogen into nitrogen, particularly at the

rear of the duct. Most of the experiments conducted with the mixer showed

larger "average" pressure rises than runs performed without the mixer. (The

main exception was at the low enthalpy condition where again no combustion

PRE_.DING P_GE BLANK NOT FILMKD



was observed). However, it could not be determined if this effect was due

Improved mixing rates, or some other pressure related effect.

The second set of experiments were performed in 1990, and include shock

tunnel run numbers 1478-1550. The scram jet model was similar to that shown in

Fig. l, except that the combustion chamber height was increased to 50 ram. The

"Mach 4" nozzle was use on the shock tunnel, and hence no intake scoops were

required to produce supersonic flow. For runs 1478-1497 only the tangental

wall injector was used to inject fuel For runs 1498-151"/, a single circular

perpendicular Injector was placed downstream of the injector step. For these

runs hydrogen fuel issued from both the tangental and perpendicular injectors

simultaneously. For runs 1518-1550 the perpendicular injector was replaced

with a "vortex mixer", shown in Fig. 2(b). Figure 5 shows an example of the

pressure distribution obtained when only the tangental wall injector was

used. The test conditions are shown as "condition 5" in Table 1. Although the

hydrogen Into air results appear to be slightly higher than the hydrogen Into

nitrogen results, the pressure rise Is minimal, and It is not certain whether

combustion has occurred or not.

Fuel Into air results with the tangental injector are compared to

pressure distributions obtained with the tangental�perpendicular injector and

the vortex mixer in Fig. 6. A large pressure spike appears at the rear of the

scram Jet for runs 1513 and 1518, most likely due to a shock wave emanating

from the mixer or the perpendicular fuel stream. The "average" pressure

distributions, however, are similar to run 1481 where only the tangental

injector was used. If mixing and/or combustion are improved by the addition

of the perpendicular injector or mixer, then the benefits do not appear to be

seen in the form of higher pressures in the combustion chamber, at least not

over the length of model studied here. Tests were also performed at

stagnation enthalpies from 3.5 - 11.0 MJ/kg, with similar results.
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Figure I Scram Jet Hodel In Shock Tunnel Test Section
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NUMERICAL MODELING OF SIDEWALL INJECTED SCRAM JET EXPERIMENTS

IN A HIGH ENTHALPY AIRFLOW

• 1111 Bill

C.P. Bresclanini ,R.G. Morgan and R.J.Stalker

University of Queensland. Brisbane, Queensland, Australia

Abstract

A wall Injected, hydrogen fueled scramjet Is modeled numerically using a

steady, two-dlmenslonal, parabolic, Navier-Stokes computer code with a k-c

model of turbulence and finite rate chemistry. The numerical results are

compared to experimental scram jet data taken in a shock tunnel and are found

to be in reasonable agreement. However, the numerical model required

adjustment of the initial turbulence length scale, over a large range of

sizes, before agreement with experiment could be obtained. This Indicates

that the numerical approach is not yet fully predictive. The numerical

results show that combustion In the scramjet, at the conditions studied, is

mainly mixing limited.
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constant coefficients appearing in turbulence model

constant In Law of the Wall
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fuel injector step height
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mass flow rate
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integration constant in energy wall function
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heat transfer rate

universal gas constant
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reaction rate combustion efficiency
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reacted hydrogen if the hydrogen and oxygen which are

mixed reacted completely

stoichiometrlc combustion efficiency

defined as reacted hydrogen, divided by the amount of

reacted hydrogen if mixing was complete and the hydrogen

and oxygen reacted completely

total fuel combustion efficiency
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Introduction

The current development of the American National Aerospace Plane (NASP)

has led to a revival of interest in high speed propulsion. Most of the high

speed air breathing propulsion research has centered around the scram Jet

(supersonic combustion ramjet) engine. The scram jet engine may be required to

operate at extremely high speeds (up to approx. B kin/s) and high Mach numbers

(up to approx. M 25). To verify the viability of the scramjet engine an

extensive series of ground tests in wind tunnels must be performed. Testing

of scramjet engines requires a wind tunnel facility which can not only

produce supersonic gas flow of the correct Mach number, but also the high

temperatures and pressures needed to simulate the combustion process. The

only type of facilities currently available for performing such "high

enthalpy" simulations, at stagnation enthalpies greater than 3.5 MJ/kg

(corresponding to flight speeds > 2.'/ km/s), are pulsed facilities. These

facilities create the extremely high stagnation enthalpy conditions required

by heating the test gas with a shock wave. Currently the only operational

pulsed facilities which can produce energy levels typical of hypervelocity

flight are the HYPULSE expansion tube (Tamagno, Bakos, Pulsonetti and

Erdosl), located at General Applied Science Laboratories, New York, and the

free piston shock tunnels, T3 (Stalker z) and T4 (Stalker and Morgan 3),

located at the Australian National University, Canberra, and the University

of Queensland, Brisbane, respectively. 4

Pulse facilities can create the extremely high stagnation enthalpy

conditions required, but the price paid is a reduction in the available test

time compared to a conventional wind tunnel. [n general, shock tunnels have a

significant advantage in test time over expansion tubes, however, expansion

tubes have the advantage of providing a test flow with significantly reduced

dissociation when compared to shock tunnels operating at the same stagnation

enthalpy conditions. Using these facilities in a complimentary fashion it is

possible to simulate supersonic and hypersonic combustion at speeds up to

orbital velocity.

Since this paper was originally written, the free piston shock tunnel

TS (Hornung and Sturtevant33), located at GALCIT, Pasadena, has also

been commissioned.

J_
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The first scram jet experiments to be performed in the pulse facilities

mentioned above, were conducted in the T3 shock tunnel during the early

1990"s, A thorough description of the experimental procedure and results can
4

be found in Stalker and Morgan. For these early experiments the hydrogen

fuel was Injected from the rear of a fuel injection strut located midway

between the upper and lower walls of the combustion chamber. This fuel

injection configuration was called "central injection". While experimental

results with central injection were very encouraging, it was realized that In

an actual scram jet engine, the heat load to an injector located in the middle

of a high velocity air stream may be unbearably high. A better alternative,

from a heat transfer point of view, is to locate the Injector along the walls

of the combustion chamber. This approach has the second advantage, in that if

an excess of hydrogen fuel is injected, the fuel can form an insulating layer

along the walls of the combustion chamber. This insulating layer may

significantly reduce the heat transfer from the airflow to the combustion

chamber walls.

To test the concept of the "wall injected" scram jet a further series of

experiments were performed by Morgan, Paull, Morris, and Stalker s,6. The

results from these wall injected experiments showed a significantly reduced

static pressure rise in the combustion chamber when they were compared to the

pressure rises seen with central injection, at the same nominai test

conditions. The static pressure rises were taken as indicative of the amount

of combustion which had occurred. In an attempt to explain the apparent

decrease in combustion the authors of Refs. 5 and 6 postulated the existence

of a significant layer of cold hydrogen and air located along the lower wall

of the scram jet model. It was presumed that this layer had been quenched by

the cold walls of the model to below the temperature required for ignition

and combustion. In this study a detailed investigation of the wall injected

scram jet flow field is carried out using a CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics)

code, aiming to reproduce the experimental results. By examining the

numerical results it was hoped that some of the reasons for the low static

pressure rises could be identified.
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Shock Tunnel Tests of Wall Injected Scram Jet

Description of Wall Injected ScramJet Model

The wall Injected scram jet model used In Refs. 5 and 6 is depicted in

Fig. I. The model was nominally 2-dlmensional, consisting of a 20 mm high, by

51 mm wlde inlet. A 5 mm step was located along the lower wall, 88.5 mm

downstream of the model's inlet. Hydrogen fuel (with total temperature equal

to room temperature) was Injected from the rear of this step into the model's

combustion chamber. Two types of nozzles were used In the wall InJector to

meter the flow of hydrogen. Details of these two nozzles can be seen in

Figures 2(a) and 2(b). The hydrogen flow rate was varied by changing hydrogen

injection (reservoir) pressure.

Downstream of the wail injector was a constant area combustion chamber.

Experimental data consisted of static pressure measurements at the inlet of

the scram Jet and along the lower wall of the combustlon chamber, as well as

heat transfer measurements along the lower wall. The final transducer In the

combustion chamber (a heat transfer gauge) was located 316 mm downstream of

the injector.

The high enthalpy test gas for the experiments was provided by the T3

shock tunnel which was operated in reflected, under-tailored, mode.

Under-tailored operation was used to lengthen the time before the test gas

(air or nitrogen) was contaminated with driver gas (helium). Typically test

times were of the order 0.5 - l.O ms. The test gas was expanded from the

stagnation conditions at the end of the shock tube, to the free stream test

conditions, by a nominally Mach 3.5 , contoured, axlsymmetrlc nozzle.

Numerical Modellng

Accurate modeling of all aspects of a short flow duration experiment,

Including the flow establishment time, requires a time accurate computer code

capable of solving the complete Navler-Stokes equations. Such computer codes

are currently available, an example of which Is the SPARK code 7.s. Numerical

simulation of pulse facility flows using SPARK have been performed by Rogers

and Weldner 9, and more recently by Jacobs, Rogers, Weidner and Bittner I°. The

computational effort required, however, is so large that such solutions have

so far been limited to non-reactlng cases where turbulent mixing effects are

usually ignored.

While tlme accurate solutions might be the ideal way to model short

duration test flows, present day computer limitations mean that it is more
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desirable to use a steady state computer code, provided that physically

realistic answers are produced. The steady state/ transient flow comparisons

made to date in Refs. 9 and 10 are very important in this respect, so that

the steady state approach can be verified. So far the results have been

encouraging. In Ref. 10 a 500 mm long generic scramJet was modeled with a

Mach 5 relaxing test flow to simulate under-tailored shock tunnel operation

in T4. The flow was treated as laminar, and hydrogen injection was not

considered. The general conclusion was that a flow duration of the order of a

few hundred microseconds was probably adequate for establishment of a flow

which closely approximated the steady state conditions (within experimental

uncertainty). The only significant exceptions to this were the flow

properties evaluated at positions where strong shock waves struck the model

walls. In these regions a significantly longer flow establishment time was

required and the numerical computations were not continued until steady state

was reached.

The computer code used in this study is known as CHARMS. The code is an

extensive modification of the original CHARNAL code described in Ref. II.

Although not as sophisticated as some of the computer codes currently

available to model scram Jet combustors (see Anderson, Kumar, and Erdos Iz for

a brief summary of some of these codes), CHARMS possesses a few significant

advantages. The code Is steady, 2-dimensional and parabolic, consequently,

the computer resources required to run the code are significantly reduced

compared with some of the more recent 3-dimensional, time accurate, full

Navler-Stokes codes. Since the flow In the model scram jet is expected to be

mostly supersonic with a predominant flow direction, the loss in accuracy in

applying a parabolic code, as opposed to a full Navier-Stokes code, is

expected to be very small. The main areas where the parabolic assumptions are

not accurate are in the small recirculattng region near the thick lip of the

cylindrical injector, and also the possibility of shock wave/ boundary layer

interactions.

Another significant advantage of CHARMS is that it possesses a

two-equation, eddy viscosity turbulence model. Although there must be some

apprehension in applying any of the currently available turbulence models to

the relatively unexplored area of supersonic combustion, the k-¢ model

remains a much more advanced model that the zero, or one, equation eddy

viscosity models which are usually used in the larger, full Navier-Stokes,

computer codes.

Previous computations of the wall injected, shock tunnel- scram jet
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tests, using steady state codes, have been performed by Rogers, Drummond, and

Weidner in, and Bresclanini and Morgan 14 Whereas these previous References

used only "nominal" inlet test conditions, the work here has been extended by

using test conditions calculated for each individual shock tunnel run, and

also re-evaluated experimental data. The current computations take into

consideration the finite rate chemical reactions, and the expected Inismatch

In the hydrogen and air static pressures at the hydrogen Injector.

Description of ComPuter Program

Conservation Equations

CHARMS solves partial differential equations for the transport of x and

y momentum, energy, and species, given by the following equations

. 8u 8u 1 8 / /4 yl 8u ) 8ppu-_ + pv = _ _ (11
8x 8y y= 8y o" 8y 8x

u

8v 8v 8p
pu_ + pv_ =

8x 8y 8y
(2)

8H pv OH 1 8 { /_ y .... ) ,
pu._ + _ = _ ! BH

8x By Y t By o"H 8y

8y o"u
I ) 8[u2/ 2) _._._ {
¢ 8y o"

H H

4-

,lhj m1p + /4 J

o"k o"e 8y ¢ ¢ Bym,J H

8m 8m 1 8 ( /4 | Bin}pu,_ + pv_ = -- y -- +
8x 8y y| 8y o" 8y

m

where

t 2
u 4. v

H = h + • + k
2

and I = 0 for plane flow, 1 for axisymmetric flow.

(3]

(4)

(s)

The density Is obtained from the ideal gas relation,
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p P

p M
W

(6)

where M Is the local mean molecular weight of the mixture. The solution of
W

the differentia] equations is accomplished by the finite difference method of

Patankar and Spalding Is. The effects of lateral pressure gradients in the

flow are calculated using the SIMPLE algorithm as described by Elghobashi and

Spalding 16.

The thermodynamic properties of specific heat and static enthalpy are

calculated using polynomial equations as functions of temperature. Values for

the coefficients used in the polynomials have been taken from the combustion

program described in Refs. 17 and 18.

Transport Properties

The transport coefficients appearing in the conservation equations are

taken as the effective addition of laminar and turbulent components,

Pl _t
= -- + _ (7)

O" O" ¢r
I t

Va]ues for the Prandt]/ Schmidt numbers (_H' _ ) used in the current111

computations are listed in Table 3. It has been assumed that the Prandt] and

gchmidt numbers are equal. A value of unity has been used for ¢ and ¢
I.u t.u

The laminar viscosity, for each component of the gas mixture, is

determined by using either a power law relationshlp or a Sutherland's

viscosity law. The local laminar viscosity of the mixture (l_j} is then found

by combining the components using Wilke's formula tg.

The turbulent viscosity is calculated by the well known k-¢ model of

turbulence z°. With thls model the turbulent viscosity is found from

k 2

#t = Cp--
¢

where C Is a constant, and k and ¢ are found by solving

following transport equations

(8)

the

8k 8k 1 a ( _ l 8k )pu------ + pv_ = ! _ y
8x 8y y 0y ¢ 8y

k

÷
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and

au ] 2t4t -- - pc
8y .

8c 8c 1 8 ( _ yl 8¢ )pu_ + pv_ = _ _ +
8X By yt 8y _ 8y

c

n

Cot T _t By

(9]

(IO]

"- simultaneously with the equations governing the mean flow.

The values assigned to the turbulence constants which appear In

-- equations [8-10) are the values given by Launder and Spalding 2z

C = 0.09 , C = i.44 , C = 1.92
-- #4 Cl C2

O" " o" = O" = 1.0 , O" = 1.3
I,k I,E t,k t.C

i

!
Wall Functions

CHARMS makes use of wall functions to relate the fluxes through the wall

with the values of the dependant variables at the near wall grid points. The

wall functions used assume that the Law of the Wall, given by

• 1
u = _ in ( E y÷ ] (11)

K

where K and E are constants, holds In the fully turbulent region close to the

wall.

•- The original CHARNAL code used wall function relations based upon

Incompressible Law of the Wall variables, however, compressible relations

_ have been Incorporated into CHARMS. If p and #4 are variables {as in

compressible flow] it can be shown that the Law of the Wall Is theoretically
÷

applicable if u* and y are defined as follows:

and

u
u • = err [12]

"rw /Pw

• YC / Tw Pw
y = (13)

_W
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The near wall Stanton number (SN) is evaluated from

SH m
S

÷ p. ]""[T--:
where

(19}

U
¢

T, = (20}
u=u

I c I/T du
u o

and PR ts an integration constant. This equation is based on the wall

function relation given by Spalding z6' except that it has been modified here

to account for the variation in fluid properties and shear stress throughout

the layer. Catalytic wall effects have been ignored in the derivation.

A relation for PH has been determined by Jayatiliaka zs from reference to

incompressible data and is given by

3/][ c i]Px = 9.24 ¢i........H_ - 1 1 + 0.28 exp -0.007 i,H (21)

O"H 0"H

Chemistry

An 8 reaction, "/ species, finite rate chemistry scheme, described by

Evans and $chexnayder 2_, is used to calculate the species source term,

Evans and Schexnayder have compared this 8 reaction scheme (which treats

nitrogen as inert} with a 25 reaction, 12 species scheme that treated

nitrogen as reactive. For the experimental test cases that they studied It

was found that the 25 reaction system was superior in predicting ignition,

however, once ignition had occurred, the 8 reaction system was as good as the

25 reaction system.

Experimental Test Conditions

Computational results are presented for two nominal, experimental Inlet

conditions reported in Ref. 6, namely the conditions referred to as "4.2

MJ/kg - Mach3.5" and "8.7 MJ/kg - Mach 3.5" in that report. These test

conditions correspond to the told-range of the likely scram jet envelope,
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covering the speeds 2.8 - 4.2 km/s.

The experimental data has been re-evaluated for this study and

differs to the data presented in the preliminary report. The main differences

are in the heat transfer rates, which had previously been incorrectly

integrated from the temperature signals. The experimental data was sampled

every 0.016 ms, with typically at least 100 points In time being recorded.

All the experimental pressures presented here have been averaged over 5

points in time (or 0.08 ms) to help eliminate noise.

The heat transfer measurements were taken using thin film heat transfer

gauges. The gauges measured the temperature of a thin film of platinum

painted onto a substrate of Down Cornlng "Macor" glass ceramic. The variation

In temperature was then Integrated to obtain the heat transfer rate into the

substrate according to the l-dimensional semi-infinite theory approach of

Schultz and Jones za. A value of 2000 J m -z K -_ s -l/z was used as the thermal

product of the substrate.

The stagnation temperature of the test gas in the shock tube was

evaluated using a l-dimensional, equilibrium, computer program ESTC zg. The

program used the experimentally recorded shock tube filling pressure,

Incident shock speed, and the stagnation pressure during the test time, as

inputs. The results are shown in Table 1.

Table 1 Conditions In Shock Tube

Run No. Test Gas P= tub= U p T H• hock S S

kPa m/s MPa K MJ/kg

7241 Air 150 2180 13.90 3120 3.9

7281 Air 150 2070 12.46 2880 3.5

7247 Air 54 2980 10.94 4730 7.4

7279 Air 54 2980 13.85 4900 7.7

7235 Air 54 2980 10.68 4710 7.3

7236 N 54 2980 10.88 5600 7.3
2

The flow conditions at the exit of the shock tunnel nozzle (and thus at

the Inlet to the scram Jet) were then estimated by using a quasi

l-dimensional, nozzle flow program, NENZF 3°. NENZF takes Into consideration

the non-equilibrium chemical effects which occur in the shock tunnel nozzle

as the test gas expands from stagnation to free stream test conditions. The
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I-dimensional nature of the computations, however, does not allow for

boundary layer growth in the nozzle or the 2-dimensional nature of the

pressure field. A first order correction was made by terminating computations

when the predicted static pressure agreed closely with the experimentally

recorded static pressure at the inlet to the scram jet. The results are shown

In Table 2,

Table 2 Scramjet Inlet Conditions

i,, | i ill. =

• t

Run No. H Ti Pi Pi ul MI _o2,1 ¢o2,1 71

MJ/kg K kPa kg/m 3 m/s Y. _,

724 1

7281

7247

7279

7235

7236

3 9

3 5

7 4

7 7

7 3

7 3

1080 148 0.478 2240 3.5 17.11 O. 12 1.33

1030 143 0.487 2170 3.5 6.25 0.08 1.34

2220 147 0.228 2970 3.3 22. 14 7.05 1.30

2340 184 0.270 3040 3.2 22.00 6.99 1.30

2190 137 0.215 2970 3.3 22.16 7.06 1.30

2100 119 0.191 3110 3.4 - - 1.30

• H = 0.3 MJ/kg for air at 300 K

The experimentally recorded, hydrogen reservoir (Injection) pressures,

and the type of hydrogen injection nozzle used for each shock tunnel run, are

shown in Table 3. The mass flow rate of hydrogen through the injector was

calculated from

= K PS,HZ (22)mR2

where the value of K was determined experimentally to be 3.2 X 10"s kg/s/'kPa

for the cylindrical injector. An identical value of K has been assumed here

for the source flow injector.

The equivalence ratio was then calculated using this hydrogen flow rate

and an air flow rate evaluated from the conditions shown in Table 2. The

results are also shown in Table 3.
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Table 3 Hydrogen Injection Conditions and Turbulence Constants

Run No. P
S,H2

kPa

Inject F F £ / H
rT_l I Ill: MOllt

Nozz ! e
J °'t, H,m

O"
I ,H,m

7241 993 1.0 cylin.

7281 927 ! .0 source

7247 993 ]. 6 cyl in

7279 10 10 i.3 source

7235 1320 2.2 cy_ in

7236 1390 f2.5) cyi in.

8 6

9 0

5 4

6 4

3 8

3 4

8 0

8 2

6 7

8 2

4 8

4 4

0.06 0.9 0.72

0.003 0.9 0.72

O. 0008 O. 8 O.72

O.Ol 0.8 0.72

Initial Conditions for Computer Program

Numerical computations began at the point of hydrogen injection, and

marched downbeat.am. The hydrogen conditions at the initial station were

estimated by (alculating the theoretical throat size (using one-dimensional,

isentropic relations, with _sz= 1.4 and Ts,sz = 300 K) which would give the

experimental hydrogen mass flow rates. The hydrogen was then isentropically

expanded, from this theoretical throat size, to the hydrogen injector exit

height (taken here as 5 mm) .

A step change in the velocity and temperature was assumed at the

hydrogen/air interface, and no account was been made for the boundary layer

which would exist on the top surface of the injector. If any recirculating

regions were present near the injector, their effects were lEvered. The

hydrogen fL_el was assumed to be initially moving parallel to the main

airflow.

The air stream conditions at the initial station were taken as identical

to those at the scram jet inlet (Table 2}, except for a small boundary layer

on the upper wall. Computed estimates for the size of the boundary layer awe

shown In Table 4. The value of Reynolds number/ unit Reynolds number, at an

axial distance corresponding to the injector step, would indicate that the

boundary layer Is most probably laminar or transitional at this point 31.

Nevertheless, because the k-c model employed is designed for fully turbulent

flows, the turbulent boundary layer thickness was used. The wall temperature

was assumed fixed at 300 K.

= - .... _ !
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Jt

Run No,

Table 4 Boundary Layer Thickness At Injector

H M R. R* ,3
x unit I

-i
MJ/kg m mm

7241 3.9 3.5 2.2 X 106 24.9 X 106 0.3

7233 7.4 3.3 0.8 X lO _ 9.1 X lO 6 0.4

_Tj i .| ! , '

6
t

mm

1.7

1.8

The calculated test gas composition Indicates that a substantial part of
J

the dissociated oxygen Is In the form of NO (compare _o= and _oz in

Table 2). Since the combustion model used in the calculations assumes

nitrogen to be inert, the oxygen In the form of NO must be "redistributed" to

either 0 or atomic oxygen. In the following computations the dissociated
z

oxygen fraction has been assumed equal to ,,
02

The Initial values of turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation were

estimated from

[I,c ]k - max k

' backlround

(23)

and

C k 3/z

¢ = _ (24)
t

¢

These equations are based upon an assumption that P/¢ = I in the regions

of turbulence production. The value of kb,cklromul WaS estimated by

kba©k/round • 4.0 X lO -4 Uz

as suggested by Spalding et. al. II

(25)

The dissipation length scale, t c , required In equations (23) and (24),

was adjusted until reasonable agreement was obtained with the computed and

experimental heat transfer results downstream of the injector. The final

values used are indicated In Table 3. It Is unfortunate that a single value

of t / H , suitable for all the test conditions, could not be found. The
¢ J

reduction In lc/ Hj , seen in Table 3, could be due to the corresponding

decrease In the mass and momentum flux ratio of the two gas streams at the

Injector which may decrease the mixing rate. The number of cases studied

here, however, is too small to draw any firm conclusions. The initial value



or t was assumed constant across the flow except near the walls, where l
C C

was limited to ensure that the mixing length (t) did not exceed _y The
lit

values of K and E used in the computations were:

,< = 0.435, E = 9.00

These values have been previously suggested by Patankar and Spalding Is,

and have been found to give good results for wall jets.

Numerical Results

H - 3.9 MJ/kg , _b = 1.0

Figure 3(a) shows the computed static pressures, on the lower wall of

the scram jet, normalized by the initial air stream static pressure for run

number 7241. Also shown on Figure 3(a) are the experimental results obtained

using the cylindrical (run 7241, _b = 1.0) and the source flow (run 7281,

= 1.0) hydrogen injection nozzles. The overall pressure level predicted by

the computer program is in good agreement with the experiments, although

agreement in the pressure distribution shape is not so good. The widely

spaced pressure transducers pr°vlde only coarse axial resolution, and it Is

difficult to make out the exact shape of the experimental pressure

distribution. The large troughs In the computed pressure are due to the

Initial mismatch in the air stream and fuel stream static pressures which

results in a strong shock/expansion structure downstream of the injector. The

large troughs apparent in the computed profile appear to be missing in the

experimental results. This may be due to lack of the lack of resolution, or

it may also indicate that the modeling of the Initial conditions at the

injector needs Improving. To treat the flow behind the cylindrical nozzle,

shown In Fig. 2(a), as simply a step change between two uniform, parallel

velocities Is obviously simplistic. The experimentally recorded H reservoir
2

pressures may also be too low, as this pressure is recorded in quite a small

plenum chamber, located upstream of the injector. A higher stagnation

pressure would result in larger predicted static pressures at the rear of the

hydrogen injector, creating a closer match In the fuel/ test gas static

pressures, and reducing the strengths of the shock and expansion waves.

The predicted wave structure downstream of the injector can easily be

seen on Fig. 4(a), which Is a contour map of static pressure normalized by

the air stream inlet pressure. On the contour map the flow is travelling from

left to right, with hydrogen injection at the lower left hand corner. The
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differences in the inlet conditions. The experimental results have been

normalized using the theoretical Inlet test conditions shown In Table 2. b

Figure 4(b) shows contours of water mass traction. No significant water

is produced until 40 mm downstream of Injection.

Figure 4(c) displays local equivalence ratio contours of 0.2, l.O, and

5.0 =. The enclosed area represents the region where significant combustion is

most likely. According to Huber et. al.aZself ignition may be expected to

occur In regions where the local mixture equivalence ratio Is approximately

0.2 and the temperatures are above 800 K. The combustion region is seen to

spread out into the hot air stream as the flow continues downstream. The

spreading rate is slow, however, with the combustion region not even reaching

the half way point across the flow by the end of the duct.

Static temperature contours are shown in Fig. 4(d). A significant region

of cold gas can also be seen near the lower wall. This cold region appears to

be the result of the large amount of Injected cold hydrogen, rather that due

to significant heat loss through the walls.

Combustion and mixing efficlencles are shown in Fig. 3(d). The reaction

rate efficiency ,_ , is seen to be large once Ignition has occurred. The

finite rate chemistry appears to be limiting the combustion by only a small

extent. On the other hand, the mixing efficiency, 7laxx. appears to be poor,

reaching only 19 _ by the end of the duct. Thus, even if reactions were

infinity fast, the fraction of the total injected hydrogen which would burn

would remain small.

H - 7.4 MJllcg , @ - 1.6

Figure 5(a) shows the computed pressure distribution along the lower

wall of the scramJet for run number 7247. Two experimental results are again

shown. One using the cylindrical hydrogen Injector (run 7247, H = 7.4,

_$ = 1.6), and the other the source flow injector (run 7279, H = 7.7,

= 1.3). Both the shape, and the overall pressure level measured at the end

of the duct appear to be well predicted. The main source of the large

b

¢

A recovery factor of 0.9 has been used to evaluate H
&W

The local equivalence ratio contours Include hydrogen and oxygen in

all forms except HzO
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predicted pressure waves is again the mismatch in the initial hydrogen/air

static pressures. The lack of axial distance resolution in the pressure

measurements makes It difficult to determine whether such a pressure wave is

present In the experimental results. Significant pressure waves due to

combustion are also superimposed on the final computed pressure distribution.

This can be seen by the significant difference between the pressure profiles

obtained when the program is used with and without the chemical reactions.

The l-dimensional calculations, also shown on Fig. 5(a}, predict almost

Immediate Ignition. The ignition process is no doubt aided by the high gas

temperatures, and the large fraction of dissociated oxygen initially present

in the flow, By the end of the duct the pressure level predicted by the

2-dimensional calculation approaches that of the ideal l-dimensional case. ^

significant part of this pressure rise is due to the growing boundary layers,

as can be seen by the pressure rise also present in the no reaction case.

These boundary layer effects are not considered in the l-dimensional

calculations.

The heat transfer predictions, shown in Fig. 5(b), fall between the two

experimental results, although the predictions are closer to the cylindrical

injector results, which were used as the Initial conditions for the

computations. The experimental results collapse significantly when plotted as

Stanton numbers on Fig. 5(c). The predicted results, in this case, agree

particularly well with the experimental results for the cylindrical nozzle

case.

Water contours ,Fig. 6{b). show that almost immediate ignition is

predicted after injection. This agrees with the l-dimensional calculations on

Fig. 5(a).

The local equivalence ratio ,Fig. 6(c}, and temperature, Fig. 6(d),

contours show a very thin flame front spreading out into the hot air stream.

The flame front is located well away from any cold gas located near the

walls.

Figure 18 shows that 93 7. of the mixed hydrogen has reacted (VlRR},

however, due to the low mixing rate, only 22 7. of the total hydrogen

available for reaction has been converted to water (WSTOICH).
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H = 7.3 MJ/kg , @ = 2.2

The air stream test conditions for run 7235 are similar to run 7247,

except In this case the equivalence ratio has been increased to 2.2. The

experimental results, see Fig. 7(a), show a slightly higher pressure rise

than for run 7247, whereas the computed pressure rises are similar in size.

Both the computed and experimental pressure levels are close to the ideal

l-dimensional case by the end of the duct.

The heat transfer results, shown on Figures 7(b) and 7(c), indicate

a significant decrease in heat transfer compared with run 7247. This is to be

expected because of the Increase in flow rate of the insulating hydrogen

fuel. It may also be due, to some extent, on the decrease in the mixing rate

caused by the decrease In the mass and momentum flux ratios of the two gases.

Figure 7(d) shows that the computed mixing and combustion efflciencles are

very similar to those predicted for run 7247 by the time the flow reaches the

end of the duct.

H - 7.3 MJ/kg , H2 Into N2 _.

Run 7236 Involves a test where hydrogen is injected into nitrogen,

and thus chemical reactions are expected to be negligible. The hydrogen flow

rate is similar to run 7235. The experimental pressures, displayed on Fig.

8(a), show an unusually large fall below intake pressure, indicating that the

Intake pressure reading may have been In error. Nevertheless, the pressures

remain fairly flat after this point, as would be expected without combustion.

The heat transfer rate, shown on Figures 8(b) and 8(c), are also unexpectedly

larger than for the hydrogen into air case.

Discussion

The way in which the quasi-steady experimental results have been

presented Is worthy of discussion. All of the experimental pressure and heat

transfer distributions presented in this study were for simultaneous points

In time. In Ref. 10, however, a great deal of success was found in the

transient numerical simulations, by normalizing the values with upstream

reference values to produce the quasi-steady values. The transformation used

was
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_J ix,t) - _ q ix,:,!) - (26)

O (x ,¢ -- t )
o del& v

and is based upon the "hypersonic equivalence principle". The time delay,

was taken as the nominal transit time for a fluid parcel to travel
Tdelay*

from the reference position.

Although such a transformation has not been applied to the experimental

data presented here, it should be noted that if it had been used, then the

pressure rises and heat transfer results would be reduced. The conclusions

reached In this study would then remain the same, except that the mixing may

be even less than what Is currently Indicated.

Certain points about the present computer simulations should also be

considered. First, the effects of "unmixedness" on the reaction rates have

not been examined. If unmixedness was taken into consideration it may

indicate that there are certain slow reactions which are significant in

delaying the overall combustion rate. The effects of including the nitrogen

reactions in the chemistry model should also be examined. These nitrogen

reactions are expected to be important at the low enthalpy conditions, where

the low temperatures can cause significant ignition delays. The nitrogen

reactions may also be Important at the higher stagnation enthalples because

of the increase In the amount of NO in the air stream produced by the shock

tunnel.

Second, the validity of a marching code is fundamentally dependant on

the accuracy of the upstream initial conditions. Some of these parameters,

such as free stream temperature and velocity, injector boundary layer

thickness, and turbulence levels, are not known from direct measurement but

are calculated as described earlier. The results of any computed analysis,

and the rather unsatisfactory process of adjusting empirical constants to

match experimental data, should be interpreted In the light of uncertainties

in intake conditions. A concerted effort is currently being made, both in

Australia and overseas, to develop instrumentation to more closely define

flow parameters.

Finally, the effects of compressibility, and pressure gradients, on the

turbulence model need to be looked at in more detail. Although the k-v model

usually gives very good predictions In planar, parabolic flows, it must be

remembered that it was initially developed with reference to incompressible

flows, and its use in high Mach number/ high enthalpy flows, without
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modification, may begin to push the model beyond its limitations. The

Interactions between turbulence and the chemical kinetics also needs to be

considered. Developments of advanced turbulence models for used in

supersonic, and hypersonic, reacting CFD codes is an area currently requiring

serious attention. 12

Conclusions

Numerical simulations of high enthalpy, wall Injected scramjet

experiments are presented. The numerical results for the lower enthalpy (3.9

MJ/kg) condition showed reasonable agreement with experiment. The computed

results show a significant Ignition delay and a low mixing rate between the

fuel and alr streams.

The numerical results for the higher enthalpy (7.4 MJ/kg) and lower

equivalence ratio (_ = 1.6) case showed good static pressure and heat

transfer predictions when compared to the shock tunnel experimental data. The

numerical results Indicated almost Immediate ignition but also a low mixing

rate.

When the equivalence ratio was increased to 2.2, the heat transfer rate

to the walls decreased, as would be expected. Shock tunnel results for

hydrogen Into nitrogen showed virtually no static pressure rise, indicating

that genuine combustion was present for the hydrogen into air experiments.

For both enthalpy conditions the predicted flame front spread outwards

into the hot air stream. A layer of comparatively cold gas was found to be

present near the lower walls of the scram jet model, however, this cool layer

appeared to be due to the large amount of injected cold hydrogen which had

not reacted or mixed significantly with the air stream, rather than due to

cold model walls. The total amount of mixed hydrogen which had combusted to

form water was found to be quite high, while the percentage of the total

amount of injected hydrogen which had reacted was small. This indicated that

the main combustion limiting factor, after ignition had occurred, was the

rate at which the hydrogen mixed with the air stream.

To obtain agreement with experimental heat transfer results the

computations required adjustment of the initial turbulence dissipation length

scale over a large size range. This means that the code does not yet process

a true predictive capability. The CHARMS code, however, has shown itself to

be extremely useful In providing information about the scram jet flow field

which was not, or could not be, directly measured. The code requires further
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experimental data so that any Improvements to the code can be validated,

especially at the high enthalpy, high Mach number, conditions where previous

experimental results have not been available. New data from pulsed facilities

will greatly assist in achieving this goal.
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Fig. 3 Axial variation in a) normalized static pressure;

b) heat transfer rate; c) Stanton number; d) combustion and

mlxin8 efficlencies; along the lower wall of a constant area

scraumJet combustor.

Run 7241, H = 3.9 MJ/kg, _ = l.O

Experimental results :

cylindrical injector

A source flow injector

run7241
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e) Normalized -tstJc pressure (p/pt); contour step - 0.20

b) HaO Isis frl_ct|on (_o); contour step " 0.05

¢) Local mlulvelenee rltloa; # - 0.2, 1.0, 5.0
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d) Stat|c temperature (T|; contour Step - 250 K

Fig. 4 Contour laps, Run 7241, H - 3.9 14J/kg, l_ " 1.0
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MACH 5 CONSTANT AREA DUCT TESTS

A. Paull

A series of tests were initiated to determine the combustion length of

hydrogen in a square duct (49.5mm x 52.1mm) when injected from the wall

into a free stream in which the Hach number was nominally 5. However, it

became acutely apparent that the flow down the duct was being disturbed

from unknown sources even when the injection ports were covered. The

pressure fluctuations (see Figure I) which were measured along the

centreline of a wall in a nominally square duct could be as much as 50Z

in excess of the mean pressure. For combustion experiments this is

simply not good enough because the static pressure has a significant

effect on the combustion length. Hence, if the duct has regions of

higher pressure, combustion may be induced by this region. Thereby an

incorrect result would be obtained if it was assumed that the pressure at

which combustion occurred was that at the intake. In fact, for the

conditions which were initially used for the combustion tests, pressure

rises attrlbuted to combustion were only observed downstream of the

pressure rise produced by the unknown disturbances.

Sources for these unwanted pressure rises were then sought. Four main

areas were considered. .7

(I) Transducer calibration

(2) Model alignment

(3) Leading edge effects and

(4} Hodel irregularities.

f. Transducer Calibration.

In was noted above that pressure rises observed in the duct were also

closely associated with the onset of combustion. This would indicate

that the pressure fluctuations observed in the duct were real and it was

unlikely that inaccurate callbratlon of the pressure transducers was the

primary .cause for these fluctuations. Not with standing, It is important

to obtain accurate calibrations of all transducers in any experiment.

Prior to all experiments performed In T4 new calibrations of all the

transducers are made. The transducers are usually mounted In a container

which can be exposed to a sudden known pressure rise' It has always been
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observed that this technique usually produces a calibration whlch is

different to that of the manufacture_. Furthermore, a different

calibration is obtained by each experimenter. {Calibrations were

generally within ±fOX of the mean}. This indicates that something

changes between each calibration.

The transducers used in the experiments reported here were PCB I13A. The

transducers were mounted as specified by the manufacturer using a steel

sleeve to prevent the front face from touching the model (see Figure 2).

However, this technique is successful only if care Is taken in assembly

and in the manufacture of the transducer mount. If there is any

imperfection of the transducer mount then either the steel sleeve will

press onto the transducer or there will be a leak past the transducer.

Both problems will produce incorrect measurements.

The steel sleeve could be prevented from touching the transducer by not

screwing the floating clamp nut (see Figure 2) up too tight. However, if

it is not tight enough leaking will occur. An aura of good luck is

sometimes needed to obtain a workable balance. As such an aura is

generally elusive some leaking occurs and as a consequence the

manufacturers calibration is inaccurate. {Totally unacceptable results

are obtained if the sleeve touches the the sides of the transducer}.

It can be seen that if the transducer is first calibrated in a special

calibrating rlg and is then removed and remounted In the model then this

approach is also inaccurate. There is no guarantee that the leak rate

when mounted in the model will be the same as the leak rate when mounted

in the calibration rig. However, this source of error is eliminated by

calibrating the transducers when they are mounted in the model.

It should be understood that the leak is only very small, in fact so

small it can only be detected by the apparent difference in gauge

sensitivity. Ideally, the leak would be totally eliminated, but until

such times that a suitable mounting technique becomes available the

practice of calibrating the transducers after they have been mounted in

the model would appear to be a satisfactory solution to inaccurate

transducer calibrations.

The technique used to calibrate the transducer was to employ a large

pressure vessel as a reservoir which would be pressurized to 80 kPa

gauge. The reservoir was connected to the gauge mounted in the model by

a hose and a fitting which would seal on the model and cover the

transducer. A fast acting valve was then opened to expose the gauge to

this pressure. The hose from the vessel to the gauge was approximately
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1.5 metres long and had flexlble walls. This resulted in a pressure rise

as seen in Figure 3.

As can be seen this technique would not provide an accurate absolute

_!ll,l_tlon (,f m Ii,nu, luc_r. (An a}._olute calibration can be obtained by

using a shorter stiffer hose), lloweve,, this tedu=lque w_g _l)pl|_d Ill

turn to each transducer. One transducer (usually the one furthest

upstream) was then used as a reference and the output voltages from the

other transducers were divided by that of the reference transducer (see

an example in Figure 5). This provided a relatlve calibration for all the

transducers in the model. It can be seen that from the normalized trace

in Figure 5 that the calibration of transducer on channel 130 is 0.9707

times the callbratton of the reference transducer on channel 110. To

obtain an absolute calibration the calibration of the reference

transducer must be obtained independently. However, even if this could

not be obtained, the relative calibration was all that was required to

determine whether or not the duct had unwanted disturbances. It was also

shown that the relative calibration was repeatable to within tt_.

From Figures 3 and 4 it can be seen that the relative calibration is

constant over a range of pressures. By necessity this is rbqulred,

otherwise one of the gauges has a non linear response to pressure and

therefore Is useless. If a nonlinear response did occur the mounting of

the gauge was Inspected and usually found to be at fault. However, if no

fault in the mounting could be found the gauge was replaced. It can be

seen that this technique not only provides an easy way to obtain relative

calibrations but also checks how constant this calibration is in time and

over a range of pressures.

As a further check of the gauge calibration, gauges that were measuring

low values of pressure were interchanged with gauges measuring high

preumlrea: Htnor differences were detected, however, as was expected,

the overall presence of a large d|stulb;_nce was stl]l ob_elved.

!

2. Nodel Alignment.

One obvious source of large pressure rises is the mis'-"allgnment of the

model to the flow. Particular care was taken to align the model with the

flow. This was checked by measuring the pressures along opposite walls.

They were found to be symmetrical for the flrst 350 mm of the duct, but

there wam some asymmetry appearing further downstream. This could not be

explained.
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3. Leading Edge Effects.

It is well known that a blunt leading edge is a mechanism for producing a

disturbance which can propagate into the duct. It Is believed that the

effects of leading edge bluntness were eliminated by making the leading

edges razor sharp. The leading edge radius was less that 0.1mm.

It Is also well known that the boundary layer which starts in the duct at

the leading edge wlll produce a weak shock which eventually decays. As

the shock is weak it will travel approximately along a Hach llne. From

the conditions listed In Table I and with the aid of Flgure S It can be

seen that weak shocks originating at the leading edges would produce

pressure rises along the centreline at 136, 259, 408, and 518 H from the

leading edges. Note that the two transducers furthest upstream in Figure

i were not on the centreline but were located 12 _a off the wall. Thus,

from Figure 5, It can be seen that a pressure rlse should be observed

between these transducers at approximately 204 mm from the leading edge.

From Figure i It can be seen that the position of the pressure rises Is

In relatively good agreement with that predicted for a weak disturbance

originating from the leading edge. There is no apparent record in Figure

I of the disturbance arriving from the side walls between the first two

offcentre transducers. However, the time history record of the first

transducer had oscillations with a magnitude of the order of 10% of the

mean and with a period of approximately 0.5 ms. This could be one of at

least two things. It could be the result of Insufficient vibrational

isolation or it could be the result of an instability In the location of

the disturbance which is expected In this region. The disturbance could

be wandering back and forth across this transducer thus producing an

oscillation in the pressure. At the time frame in which Figure i was

taken the pressure was at Its lowest value of Its fluctuation. Thus, the

low value of the pressure measured on the first transducer In Figure 1

may be miss leading.

A two-dimensional parabolic Navler-Stokes solver (Bresclanlnl (1991)) was

used to determine the shock strength generated by a fully turbulent

boundary layer which starts at the leading edge. This worst case

produced a pressure rise of the order of I0_ of the intake pressure.

Thus, the magnitude of the rlse is considerably greater than that

predicted. This could not be explained.

3.1. Contoured Intakes.

Having eliminated leading edge bluntness and having observed the location
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of the disturbance would be consistent with originating at the leading

edge, it was believed that a significant proportlon of the disturbance

resulted from the formation of the boundary layer. Hence, efforts Were

concentrated on reducing the effect produced by the boundary layer.

In an attempt to eliminate this disturbance It was observed that Jacobs

(1989} had produced a relatively clean flow In a larger duct by expanding

the flow at the intake to the duct from nominally Mach 4 to Mach 5. It

was thought that the pressure drop experienced at the leadlng edge

somehow decreased the pressure irregularities down the duct. Hence, a

similar intake was designed for the smaller duct used here. It was

assumed that the intake gas was frozen, ideal and invlscld. The intake

was designed to expand the gas from Hach number 4.49 to 5.58. A Hach

number of 4.49 could be obtained by using the appropriate nozzle at the

end of the shock tube. Figure 6 is the profile of the Intake. The flow

in the duct was assumed to be two-dlmenslonal, l.e. the slde walls of the

duct were not contoured. Pressures were measured downstream of the end

of the contour on the same walls which were contoured.

Figure 7 Is the pressure measured down the duct when the Intake flow was

at the designed condltlons. It can be seen that the disturbances still

have unacceptable magnitudes. Conditions at the intake were varied,

however, this did very little to eliminate or change the nature of the

disturbances.

An attempt was made to account for the boundary layer In the design by

Initially over expanding by an extra 2 degrees and then faE_ng back to

the original contour by using a parabollcally fitted contour. The

pressure measurements from this attempt were also unacceptable (see

Figure 8). The only encouraging thing about this attempt was that the

disturbances were less broad than those measured previously (co,pare

Figures 7 and 8).

4. Hodel Irregularities.

It was concluded that all attempts to remove the disturbances in the duct

by changing the intakes were failing for reasons which had not been

addressed. When the model was checked for alignment it was noted above

that the disturbance was becoming asymmetric In the last quarter of the

duct. This suggested that there was a problem with the symmetry of the

duct.

The duct was constructed originally to be as versatlle as possible and

therefore was made from fourteen different pieces which were screwed
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together. A lot of effort was made to ensure the duct was true for its

entire length and that there were no points at which leaks could occur.

However, if there was asymmetry appearing in the pressure either side of

the duct, then this would suggest that the alignment was not good enough.

It was not believed that better alignment could be obtained 'with the

existing model. Hence a new model was built which was simply to assemble

and easy to align. The dimensions of the duct were 54.5mm x 55mmwlth an

error of less than ±O. Imm.

This model to date has only had limited testing, however from Figure 9 it

can be seen that the results are encouraging. There are still some

pressure fluctuations which start at 275 mm from the leading edge,

however, this is a far better result that was recorded previously {Figure

I). It is currently believed that these fluctuations result from the

formation of the boundary layer. Techniques for removing this effect are

being pursued.

5. Conclusions

I. The inadequacies in the pressure gauge mountings produces different

sensitivities to those specified by the manufacture. Calibrations should

always be done in the assembled model.

2. Small mis--'alignments in the model can lead to large disturbances.

Table I. Table of conditions.

Figure Run No.

1 2012

7 2062

8 2072

9 2197

!

Total Enthalpy Ho Vo Po Po Ml Pt I

m/s kPa kg/m 3 kPa

4004 23.5 0.053 ....

3455 92.5 0.202 5.53 21.5

3269 74.5 0.190 5.98 12.6

3794 13.5 0.036 ....

10.4 5.27

8.06 4.47

7.07 4.58

9.19 5.42

Notation

P pressure

M Hach number

V velocity

p density

subscript 0

subscript I

condition at nozzle exit

condition downstream of contoured intake (were applicable)
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PARAI_.TRIC STUDY ON TtEUST PEO(X_TION IN THE TWO DI_4_I_IONAL ,o_RAM,ET

Gary A. ALLen, Jr.
University of Queensland

Brisbane. Austral la

*b, tr,ct

The paper examines thrust productlon In the two
dlRenslonal scram Jet. The method of analysis used
is the nonhomentroplc (nonimentropic) method of
characteristics. This method is used In
dmvelopln_ a computer proE& _-' which takes a Mach
number distribution as input and determines the
thrust produced on the ncramJet's dlvergln8
section, l"na Mach number distribution is found
experimmtelly or throulh another numericel
method. The resultin_i program is essentially a
poetprocessor which determines thrust for
different stressor geometries for a slven Hach
number distribution. In the paper some optimal
smiles For maximum pressure are described.

1. Introduction

There are many possible anramJet 8eoaetrieu with
different thrust production processes. In this
paper ve will examlna one of the simplest
|eoaetries which Is the two dimensional open duct
scrsaJet. The particular thrust production
process which t,e will study occurs where the burnt
sad quenched fuel-air mixture has passed over the
diverjlnl section of the scramJet. A phenomena of
|mrt|culmr interest In this paper Is the influence
upon thrust by the variation of diverslng section
smile.

Our theoretical model for the thrust production
process yam the steady, compressible, two
dlsonsionel Ruler equations, sesuain8 a perfect
8as. The Ruler equations sere solved through s
computer prolp'luR main8 a numerically Integrated
form of the nonhomentropic method of
cherecteristics. The advents•e• in uslnl this
simple theoretical model were in the resultant
computer prolras heinl small, extremely fast and
usable on a lot# cost personal computer.

2. Theory

The fundamental equations are the steady, two
diRenalonal, comprLssibla L=uler equations cast in
Cartesian coordinates:

(2)

(3)

Where p is density, u is velocity in the x
direction, v is velocity in the y direction, p 18
pressure. The x direction is pLrallel to the
local streamline. The y direction Is normal to the
local streamline. If we assume the flow Is
lsentropic siena the streamline (but not
necessarily lsentropic norul to the streamline),
ve say recast equations {1)-(3) into the sore
simplified form:

" _-[Nl-1)q_ (4)DO

]_ " T Mz P

(5)

t;here • is the streamline angle with respect to an
axis in inertial space. M Is the Math number. 7
is the ratio of specific heats. _ is the
coordinate alorqi the characteristic (Hach wave)
which is deflected by an ar_le # from the
streamline. ( Is the coordinate alorq; the
cheracteristic which is def|ected by an ankle
minus p from the streamline. Flfrurm 1 depicts the
streamline with these different coordinate systems
and the two characteristics.

The use of characteristics in studyln8 the
scramJet le by .o means criminal. Antonio Ferrl
In his cleeei6 paper |I] on axlsyanetrlc 8cramJets

Iodel, In a paper by R.J, Stalker. et el, [2] the
thrust production process for a two dinonalor.ml
ecramJet was described usln8 diverllNI and
converÁinl Mach mires baaed on an approximate
theory developed by Velnbau_ [3}. Our approach to
this problem employs the physical model used by
Stalker. et el. with a nonleentroplc (or sore
precisely a nonho_ntropJc) characteristics method
as shown in Vinc_ettl end Kruger [4].

J

Streamline. Characteristics and Coordinate _;ystem
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If We we#e t.o nestles the (low wii completely

luentlOlml¢: (s |slam amuumiJtt-q_ (of the scram Jet
ploblen), then we co,.ald [mthen almpllfy equatlona
(4) & IS} into the classical Hethod of

Characteristics solution fore:

8 (6)
_(u-e) - o

a (7}
_(_.e) - o

t/here u !s the Prandtl-Heyer function which Is

defined as:

. . [,--r-il

- - II ] (el

It should be Mnt|onod there tm a no_ntroplc

formulation which uses the Prandtl-Heyer function

am • dependent variable. This fern can he found

In Llepoann and Roshko (S]. UsIrqJ the

Prendtl-Heyer function for the nonhosentroplc case

seems &dvantaseous since this formulation I8 quite

co_oaCt and accurate for the lsentropic regions of
the flow. Unfortunately the use of the

Prandtl-Heyer function In nonhomentroplc flow

requires carrying the temperature as a dependent
variable In the vortictty terms. This would

create s host of added end unnecessary problems.
11_erefore It was concluded the preesure-theta

technique shown In equations (4) & (S) _s the

superior approach.

classical 14ethod of O_aracteristlca sethud

sho_ in equation (6) & (7) can be integrated

exactly. Ve nay not eseuse the scram Jet problem

In fully lsentropJc. Therefore we aunt employ the

ho_ntroplc fornulation as shown in equations
(4) & (S) which need to be integrated numerically.

If • first order finite difference technique Is

used on equations (4) & (S) then the following Is

der |veda -

" - [Pk " Pal
°a'el ,

IN_ - 1} _
-or " a [Pt'ei]

T N i Pt

(9)

(10)

The solution procedure assumes all conditions are

knotm st points ! and J as seen in Figure !. The

value| for Pk and • k ere found directly from

equations (9) & (iO). However to propagate the

uolutton, the Xach n_Laber for point k needs to be

calculated as well. This Hmch number is found by
asstmln 8 the flow is lsentropic alon 8 streamlines.

The usue! procedure seen In textbooks Is to

extrapolate the path of the streamline backwards
to the line con_ectln 8 points I and J. The values

For pressure and Hach n,,mber are then found by
interpolation along this line. Once the Hach

number and pressure have been found on the stream

line then one can calculate pressure at point k by

utilizing the tsentropic chain. Our experience

has indicated the use of both Points i and J In

the extrapolation/interpolation process node the

computation overly implicit and saga|fled error.

a better mined was to extrapolate upstream to the

next Hach wave and perform the interpolation
there.

In principle this method can deal with shock waves

since the theory allows for changes In entropy
alor_ a streshlino. _vever this theory was

usable only because the combustion process wag

assumed to be quenched before it encountered the

scram Jet' s thrust producing expansion fan.

Unfortunately It Is likely that Induced shock

waves would cause local reisnition of the fuel-air

mixture Introducing complicated chemical and real

gas effects which were not modeled by the theory.
Therefore the computer program developed with this

theory looks for the coalescence of Hach waves
which would Indicate the fo_tion of a shock

wave. When a shock wave is detected, the program

prints out a yarning messase. Fortunately induced

shock eaves do not occur until the scram Jet Is

near its operating limit. Therefore Induced shock
waves were not • serious limitation to this
Nthod.

3. Comvu_e_ Program

The computer program developed in this study yam

optimized for both speed and ninl_ memory

requirement (25 (3_U seconds on an IBN-PC/AT). The

basic scramJet _eoutry descrlhed by the computer

program is depicted In Figure 2.

The computation starts at the leading 14ach wave

which Is the first 14ach save of the expansion fan

radiating from the diverging section corner as

sho_n In Ftlpare 2. The fuel/air nixing layer aloe_

the leading Mach wave 18 divided into forty

characteristic pairs, The air region above the

fuel/sir layer region Is divided Into another

forty pairs up to the top of the duct. The
scramJet is asstmed to be an open duct type, vtz.

no upper surface.

The expansion fan Is divided into five regions
where each region is subdivided into seven

sectors. Six hundred end forty characteristic

pairs are generated for each rag|on, t_hen the

next-region iS calculated, ell but_ last* sector

of characteristic pairs from the previous region

are thrown away resulting in the computer's data

memory requirement being kept beto_ 64 kilobytes,

This 64 kilobyte memory restriction is a

consequence of using personal computers with the

Intei 80x86 microprocessor.
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Figure 2. Basic ScramJet Geometry

Once the expansion fan has been calculated, the

prollru then calculates the characteristics do_n

to the surface of the diverging section (thrust
surface). The charscterlstlcs are each evaluated

to determine If they cross prior to encountering

the thrust surface. Tf the characteristics do

cross, then It Is assumed a shock wave has formed

re•ultlh8 In the computer program generatlnll a

u•rnln 8 SeUlaSe. Characteristics reflectleqi away
from the thrust surface are not checked to see if

they cross mince St Is not believed that reflected

induced shock wives are slBnlficant to thrust

product Ion.

The characteristics leudln 8 to the thrust surface
are divided Into ten regions each with six hundred

and forty charact•ristlc pairs. Calculation of

total thrust is found by Integrating the local

wall pressure over the thrust reslon using the
trapezoidal rule.

The scramJet is assumed to always have central

fuel Injection since our experimental data used
central injection. Wall injection can also produce

• central fuel/slr •Ixlng layer by fuel being

Injected sway fro• the wall and passing some

lateral distance before combustion begins.

The fueilair mixing layer as It encounters the

leading I_ch wave Is described by a Gausslan
distribution for the Hach number. The Initlal

velocity vector Is assumed to be parallel to the

_11. The Initial static pressure Is assumed to
he unlfor• across the duct. The Gausslan

distribution for Hach number Is matched to the

duct air layers on both boundaries of the fuel/alr

mixing layer. The ratio of specific heats is

assumed to be uniform throughout the scramjet. It
should be emphasized that these Initial conditions

are input parameters based on experimental data

and are not actually calculated.

l

The program was tested against a nozzle deslgnlng

program written by P. Jacobs (6] to establish

It's basic validity. The nozzle designing program
was developed to solve for homentroplc flow with

Rlemann lnvarlant characteristics. It was found

the two programs generated results with very good

agreement even though the characteristic mesh
resolution and solution procedures Mere different.

4. ProRram Xnltlallzation Data

The experimental data used for initializing this

computer program was taken from the B.J. Stalker,

et al. paper. The data was generated In the T-3
shock tunnel at the Australian National

University, Canberra. Table 1 shows the test

conditions for the three experlDents used. This

data roughly corresponds to a flight Hach number
of about eight.
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Figure 3. Mach Number Profiles Prior to the

Expansion Fan (from ref.[2])
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Te!t Case No. i 2 3

Stagnation [nthalpy (HJ/kg} a 4.3 6.1 8.7

Precombustlon Pressure (kPa} b 140 180 160

Precombustlon Temperature (K) 1300 1900 2500

Precombustlon Velocity {ka/sec) 2.42 2.85 3.26

Precombustlon Hath Number 3.50 3.35 3.40

Ratio of Specific Heats, ; 1.3S 1.32 1.32

6Experimental error i 3X, bExperlsental error * 5X

Table I. Experimental Test Conditions (from re£.[2])

The initial Hach number profiles In the duct used

for the parametric study are shown In Figure 3.

These Hach number profiles are measured normal to

the duct's axle of symmetry in the fuel/air mixing

layer Just prior to where the duct's flou

encounters the leading Hach wave (see Figure 2).

The actual disenslons of the experimental scramJet

were not provided in the original Stalker paper.

They are hoe provided In Figure 4,

All diaemllans 4re In ail|lemters. 3ill

//////7/ /._ ....t"
rash - : S -----')

Figure 4

_°'IZ--_ ;" InJector Ctnter: IM

1nat t=st !kJr f ace

Physical Dimensions of the £xpertmenLal

ScrasJet

5. DlverllnR Section Anele Effect on Thrust

The angle of the T-3 experimental diverging

section yam fifteen degrees (see Flgure 4). The

vertical axis In Figure 5 uses the pressure

parameter APlP. This pressure parameter Is based

on static pressures and |s defined as:

&P Pressure(Fuel On) - Pressure(Fuel Off}
-is " Pressure(Precombustlon)

(ll)

The precombustlon pressure yes leasured in the

duct Just prior to the leading Hach wave of the

expansion fan. The Fuel On and Fuel Off pressures

were measured from a set of pressure taps on the
thrust surface. The Fue/ On value was the emil

pressure ,leasured when combustlon had occurred.

The Fuel Off value van the wall pressure measured
when combustion had not occurred due to the fuel

(hydrogen) not being injected. The horizontal

axis in Figure S is the radial distance tn

millimeters dovnstreal from the diverging section

corner as shown in Figure 2.

The broken horizontal line corresponds to the Fuel

Off value for pressure. An Interestlng

develol_ent in Figure $ is the region between 230

ms end 310 mm where the pressure has dropped below

the Fuel Off value. The scramJet Is actually

producing negative thrust in that region. The
Mach waves uhlch crested this negative thrust

esanate from the fuel-sir mixing layer where the
thrust surface reflected Hach eaves of the amain

thrust hump also cross. This negative thrust

region also reflects Hach waves resulting tn the

thrust surface pressure oscillating as a decaying

slnusoldal converging to the Fuel Off value.
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o
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/
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D,stor,¢e +,ore the Romp Cotter ;n Mdl;me|er$

Figure 5. Pressure Distribution at IS Degrees

for Case 3
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A parametric study usa performed uhlch involved

varying the angle of the diverging section• The
results of this study are depicted in Figures

6,|-6.3 which correspond to the three cases

examined experimentally, These plots are
truncated where the primary thrust hump reaches

the Fuel Off value.
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Figure 6.1. Variation of the Diverging Sections

Angle for Case 1
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Figure 6.3. Variation of the Diverging Sections

Angle for Case 3

Each plot shows nine different pressure traces for
dlf£erent diverging section angles starting vith

an angle of three degrees and going throulOt a

range of angles st two degree increments to a

flnal diverging section angle of nineteen degrees.
It usa observed that the maximum pressure occurred

tn Figure 6.1 st a ramp angle of 11.40 degrees.
In Figure 6.2 the maxlmu= pressure occurred at a

ramp angle ef 9.95 degrees• In Figure 6.3 the
maximum pressure occurred at a ramp =m81e of 11.05

degrees.

Thrust vas calculate by integrating the pressure

over the entire length o£ the trace. Plots

shoving thrust as s functlon of dlverglng section

angle for the three test cases are shown In Figure

7.
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Figure 7. Scram Jet Thrust as a Function of

Diverging Section Angle
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Figure g. ScramJet Axial Thrust as a Function of

Diverging Section Angle
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Before this study was performed, It was speculated

that the Euler equations might reveal an optimum

diverging section angle which yielded maximum
thrust. Figure 7 shows the total thrust Increased

monotonically ss diverging section angle

Increased. Axial thrust Is the component of total

thrust which would overcome drag In s hypersonic
vehicle. Figure 8 shows axial thrust Increased

as diverging section angle Increased. Obviously

the Euler equation model for thrust production

would breakdown where the diverging section angle

Increased sufficiently to cause flow separation

from the wai|. Also our model of a scramJet

assumed the thrust surface was Infinitely long.

Clearly in an actual scramJet the thrust surface

Bust have a finite length. The relevance of

thrust surface length was demonstrated In Figures

6. t - 6,3, where the pressure hump Increased In

length with •n increase In diversil _ section

angle. At so•e angle the pressure hump would

spill off of the thrust surface. Although it was

not revealed by our approach with the Euler

equations, for = scrsmJet with a finite length

thrust surface there would be an optimal diverging

section angle for Bmximum thrust production.

§,_ Numerical Err_[

The _ain source of error in the numerical method

cones from the uncertainty in extrapolation of the

• treamllne's path. This uncertainty In the

• treamltne°s position degraded the accuracy of the

interpolation process. This in turn reduced the

accuracy of the solution st point k thus

propagatinl the error. When the flow field was
fully lsentroptc (and therefore streamline path

independent), the computation was extremely

accurate. Figure 9 shows this type of flow with

ore pressure trace calculated by the classical

Prsndtl-Meyer techniqu• versus a second trace
calculated by the nonhomontropic technique.

i I0

¢ 0a
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_o6
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i °'

oo
0 40 80 120 t60

Dlslonce If o• the Romp Co(net in Md_neterm
2OO

Figure 9, Comparison of the Prandtl-Heyer

versus Pressure Solution Methods

Figure tO shows the consequence of error In

streamline tracking and interpolation for a

nonhomentropic flow. One trace In Figure 10 Is
calculated by taking the initial conditions across

a duct with uniform pressure and velocity
direction. The solution Is propagated dotm the
duct by the method of charlcteri|ttcs to the

leading mach wave of an expansion fan and then

passed through the fan. The second trace Involves

having the Initial conditions Imposed directly on

the [eadJnl[ mach wave and then passed through the
expansion fan. The two traces should be Identical

but are different due to errors accumulated In the

streanfunctton tracklrq[ and Interpolation in the

duct. It would appear this error never exceeded
ten percent of the exact value.
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Figure !0. Traces Differing due to Error

In Stream Function Tracking

7. F-XZ_er Imentsl Verification

The R.J. Stalker, et sl. paper which provided the

initialization data for this work also provided

experimentally measured pressure distributions of
the scramJet thrust surface. Unfortunately it was

found these pressure distributions were

contaminated by • reflected shockvave which

originated from the trailing edge of the fuel

injector strut. Fortunately there existed from
the sane experimental study unpublished cases

gathered by R.G. Horgan where the fuel Injector
was moved 15 centimeters and 20 centiBeters

further upwind In the scranJst channel.

Consequently the fuel injector strut shockwave
would in these cases reflect from the lover

channel surface prior to reaching the diverging
section corner and thus not contaminate the thrust

surface data. The Hach number distributions for

these two cases were the sane as In Case 2 of the

original paper but scaled up in slze to allow for
the 15 or 20 ca. additional distance the fuel/slr

mlxing layer propagated down the scrasJet channel.
These new Hach number distributions are shorn in

Figures li.i and 11.2.
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Figure 11.2. Hach Number Distribution
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The resultant pressure distributions calculated
for these Hach number distributions with the

experimental data collected by R.G. Horgan are

ehotffl In Figures 12.1 and 12.2.
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Figure 12.1. Pressure Distribution

for Case 2 with 15 cm. Displacement
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Figure 12.2. Pressure Dlstribut[o_
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The theoretical versus experimental data In

Figures 12.1 and 12.2 correlates as well as one

would expect for shock tunnel data. Unfortunately

these results are by no means conclusive. An

attempt was made to calculate the Hach number

distribution directly (without goln 8 through a

scaling argument) using the CHARNAL program.
CHARNAL was developed at NASA Langely and solves

the compressible Navler Stokes equations usln8 a
k-¢ turbulence model and also models hydrogen

combustion In sir. CHARNAL predicted

significantly wider Hach ntuaber distributions than

those previously used. When the CHARNAL Hach

n,,ober distributions were used as Input for the

characteristics program, the resultant pressure
distributions were shifted 50 millimeters

dovnstream. However the _ARNAL results are In

doubt since unpublished experiments performed by
Robert Casey at the University of Queensland T-4

shock tunnel facility Indicated that CHARNAL

predicted significantly wider Hach number

distributions compared to those he measured

experimentally. It Is suspected the k-c

turbulence model in CHAR_AL may not be adequately

modelln8 viscous diffusion In the £uel/alr mixing

layer.

8. Conclusions

In this paper we have Investigated the thrust

production process In the two dimensional scramJet

usln_ a hlgh speed computer program written for
small personal computers. _e have shown that for

speclflc dlvergtn_ section angles the peak
pressure on the thrust surface achieves a maximum

value. However we have also shown the axial

thrust does not have a maximum value for a

specific dlvergln_ section angle provided the

thrust surface is Infinitely long. Rather the

axial thrust Increases monotonically with

diverging section angle.

Computer Investigations of the scramJet are

usually restricted to the province of super

computers doing runs on the order of CPU hours.

This study has demonstrated that useful
Information can be obtained from a small and fast

computer program using the Method of
Characteristics.
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The glancing interaction of a PrandtI-Meyer
expansion fan with a supersonic wake

M. K. SMART e and R. J. STALKER
Department of Mechanical Engineering

University of Queensland, Australia

ABSTRACT

The glancing interaction of a Prandti-Meyer expansion fan
with a supersonic wake is examined. The particular super-
sonic wakes of interest are the combustion wake generated
by a vertical strut injected scramjet, and the side wall
boundary layer of a supersonic wind tunnel. A physical
structure for the interaction is defined, and an approximate
analysis of the downstream behaviour of the wake is
presented. The phenomenon of wake over-turning by the
glancing expansion fan is introduced, based on this analysis.

over-turning produces a high pressure zone on the
expansion generating surface, which for the vertical strut
injected scramjet, is part of the thrust nozzle. Combustion
wake over-turning is suggested to be a major thrust producing
mechanism in this form of scramjet.

l_reuure measurements were taken on the expansion
generating surface of a glancing interaction involving the side
wall boundary layer of a small supersonic wind tunnel.
Results from the analysis presented were found to be
consistent with these measurements.

NOM_TURE

A
M
m

mb

P

Pq,

P_
Pe
Ap

R
R.

cross-sectional area of the bulge
flow Mach number
mats flow rate into the groove per unit length
along the expansion surface
mass flow rate into the bulge per unit length along
the expansion surface
flow pressure
equivalent pressure over the expanded wake
thickness (_), which generates the same thrust as
the spreading pressure field
expanded free stream pressure in experiments
undisturbed free stream pressure in experimonts
pressure rise on wedge due to boundary layer
over-turning in experiments
bulge radius
forebody radius of bulge
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Paper No 1764.

T
V
x

a

P

k

It

0

dO

.y
P
c

flow temperature
flow velocity
distance along the expansion surface
over-turning angle of the wake
ratio of thrust per unit upstream width of the
wake, to the thrust per unit upstream width of
the mainstream
angle of the interaction line relative to the
mainstream flow direction
wake thickness i
turning angle of the wake through interaction
turning angle of the mainstream through the
interaction

turning angle of the mainstream through the
incremental interaction
ratio of specific heats
flow density
non-dimensional wake thickness parameter

/itan a(') d'

Subscripts

M mainstream
W wake
I upstream of the interaction
2 downstream of the interaction
x component in the direction normal to the interaction

line

z component in the direction tangential to the
interaction line

N normal to the expansion surface
P parallel to the expansionsurface

1 INTRODUCTION

Consider a two-dimensional wake in a supersonicflow. The
Mach number in the wake also is taken to be supersonic,but
is lower than the surrounding stream. Bounding the wake on
the spanwise side is a plane surface. As shown in Fig. 1, a
sharp convex corner at the surface generates a centred
Prandti-Meyer expansion, which propagates across the wake
to participate in a glancing interaction.
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Figure 1. Flow configuration.

This type of flow situation is common on supersonic
vehicles, when the wake of a wing or a fin interacts with the
expansion waves generated by downstream pans of the
vehicle. However, it is of more immediate interest for two

other situations. As shown in Fig. 2(a) the first occurs in a
supersonic combustion ramjet (Scramjet). In this case the
wake is formed by fuel injection, from a strut, into the
combustion chamber duct. The fuel mixes and burns with the
stream tubes of supersonic air passing through the duct,
raising the temperature and speed of sound, and lowering the
Mach number, in a manner which is not uniform across the
duct. This produces the wake structure which is of interest
here. Of course, if the combustion chamber is long enough
the wake structure degenerates into a uniform Mach number
distribution, but it is unlikely that this state w/il be realised

in practice. Therefore, scramjet thrust production is expected
to involve supersonic wakes, and the use of expansions to
release energy from them.

Such a process has been studied in two dimensions in Ref.
I. There the expansion was due to the wave generated by a
comer located in a plane which is parallel to the plane of the
wake. This would be represented in Fig. 2(a) by divergence
of the sidewalls of the duct, rather than the bottom surface
divergence which is shown in the Figure. In the two
dimensional case it was found that the mechanism o| thrust

production was peculiar to supersonic flow, with the low
Mach numbers in the wake interacting with the expansion
wave to generate thrust producing compression waves. The
present study can he seen as an extension of this work,
exploring the way in which a similar mechanism might
operate in a three dimensional flow, represented here by
placing the comer at right angles to the plane of the wake.

The second situation occurs when an expansion fan
participates in a glancing interaction with a boundary layer,
as shown in Fig. 2(b). In this case the wake becomes the low
Mach number boundary layer and if the viscous flow in the
subsonic sublayer close to the wall is neglected, this interac-
tion can be seen to be similar to that involving the combustion
wake, with the wall being a plane of symmetry. The upstream
effects of this interaction are expected to he small (2),
indicating that downstream effects are likely to be of most
interest. This is also a feature which is similar to the
combustion wake.

The discussion in this paper concentrates on the down-
stream effects of the glancing expansion-wake interaction just
described. The phenomenon of wake flow over-turning in
response to the expansion is investigated first. This is seen to
produce a wake flow downstream of the interaction with a

velocity component directed towards the expansion generat-

(a) SCRAMJET _ _ Ex oo r,si_
_ j Fan

C I I I/,",/:,1/
U _1 iiii

I it/ su_c,
V_Twin Swept

- Injector Struts

(b) EXPANSION-BOUNDARY LAYER /NTERAETION

/_.._£xpansion [

Figure 2. Examples of expansive interactions.

ing surface, As a consequence of this velocity component,
part of the surface experiences a pressure rise. An approxi-
mate analysis for predicting this pressure rise is presented,
and is found to be consistent with experimental measure-

ments of an interaction involving the side wall boundary layer
of a small supersonic wind tunnel.

2. FLOW OVER-TURNING

The interaction between a wake and a Prandtl-Meyer
expansion is modelled by assuming that the wake is thin. The
analysis then bears a resemblance to that used for glancing
shock.boundary layer interactions(Z). However, unlike a
shock-boundary layer interaction, the pressure change im-
pinging on the boundary layer in this case occurs smoothly
over the finite angular width of a Prandtl-Meyer fan.

In order to accommodate this difference, the separable
nature of the Prandtl-Meyer fan is used. The interaction is
modelled as a large number of very weak expansion fans
impinging on the wake one after another, As shown in Ref.

2, the equations of motion of a boundary layer, when
expressed in terms of perturbations to the dependent
variables (i.e. pressure, density and velocity) turn out to be
linear if the perturbations are small with respect to undis-
turbed values. Thus, the interaction of each of the very weak
expansion fans with the wake can be treated independently
of the others, and, provided that the resulting perturbations

are not too large, the results can be added to yield a
description of the overall reaction.

The expected physical structure of the interaction of a very
weak expansion fan with a wake is shown in Fig. 3. Viewed
in plan in Fig. 3(a), the pressure change in the wake is seen
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Figure 3. Weakexpantion wave interaction.

to occur acrou a region which is thin with respect to its
spanwise extent. The flow can then be described in terms of
the cross-sectional view shown in Fig. 3(b). For simplicity,
the wake is regarded as a uniform flow, with a subsonic
component of Mach number in the direction normal to the
leading Math line of the expansion. Initially, the mainstream
has a sonic component of Math number normal to the leading
Mach line, but it becomes supersonic in passing through the
interaction,

Streamlines far out in the mainstream will cross the

expansion without deflection in the planeof view of Fig. 3(b)
(they deflect normal to this plane). The falling pressure
impinging on the wake causes it to thin as it enters the
interaction and, as it does so, expansion waves which do
cause flow deflection in the plane of view will propagate into
the mainstream. In order to match the no deflection condition
well out into the mainstream, these waves must be cancelled
by other expansions propagating back towards the wake. As
shown in the Figure, these cause the edge of the wake to
deflect back towards the mainstream, thus allowing the edge
of the wake to resume the upstream flow direction as it
emerges from the interaction. The expansion waves in the
mainstream therefore form a 'lambda' pattern in the plane of
view, and thereby allow the mainstream to accommodate the
thinning of the wake.

The over-turning effect in the wake takes place in the plane
of the wake itself. In order to calculate the effect it is noted
that, if an interaction line is formed by bisecting the angle
between the leading Mach line and the trailing Mach line of

the expansion, as displayed in Fig. 3(a), then it can be shown
that there is no net component of pressure gradient along the
interaction line. Thus, referring to Fig. 3(c), the turning of
the flow in the wake can be determined by first resolving the
upstream and downstream wake Math numbers, M,,, and
M,,z respectively, into their components normal to and
parallel with the interaction line. The weak expansion is
specified by the angle d0u (not shown in the figure) through
which the mainstream flow turns as it passes through the
interaction. The pressure drop associated with the thin
expansion is assumed to occur instantaneously along the
interaction line. The interaction line is swept at angle k to the
oncoming mainstream flow, and the wake turning angle, v, is
in the the sense shown in Fig. 3(c).

It should be noted that the interaction model assumes that
derivatives of the flow properties in the 'z' direction are zero,
meaning that the flow is cylindrically symmetric. FoLIo_ng
Ref. 3, it is acknowledgedthat this will not be true close to
the corner which generates the expansion. However, Ref. 3
also indicates that a close approximation to a cylindrically
symmetric situation will be developed within a distance of the
order of ten wake thicknesses from the corner. Provided it is
accepted that substantial errors may occur close to the comer,
a cylindrically symmetric analysis can be used for all the flow.

For cylindrical symmetry, the 'z' component of velocity
remains constant across the interaction. Treating the flow in
the wake as one.dimensional and isentropic_ it then follows
that the components of M,z normal to and parallel with the
interaction line are

"_/ 2 (T,(I+_..1M_x,)_I}M"= (x)

and

M..,:M.., V T,- (2)

where

3,°t

, (,)=
,+ = v,

O)

The resultant wake Mach number downstream of the interac-
tion, M,2, the wake turning angle through the interaction, _,,
and the reduction in thickness of the wake as it passes through
the interaction may simply be calculated as follows.

M,= = V M2-'=+ ML= .,. (4)

v= _=- 4,2 (s)

where 4)t= cos-'(M,,,]/M.t)
4'_= cos-I(M./M.2)

and _+'i
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An example of flow over-turning is evident in Fig. 19(a) of
Ref, 3, In that figure experimental surface streamline
patterns, obtained by the china-film technique, are displayed
for a glancing interaction of a 3° Prandtl-Meyer expansion
with a fiat plate boundary layer in an M = 1.85 mainstream.

At some twenty boundary layer thicknesses downstream of
the interaction, the surface streamlines are almost straight,
indicating that they have ceased to respond to the low
momentum cross flow of the low speed portion of the
boundary layer. However, the deflection of the surface
streamlines is 5=+1 ° with respect to the upstream flow
direction. This is well in excess of the mainstream flow

deflection of 3°, and indicates that over-turning of the main

part of the boundary layer is persisting well downstream of
the interaction. It is interesting to note that a reasonable
mean value for the boundary layer Mach number is 1.48, and
if this is used for M,,t in equations (1)-(5), it is found that
u-4.1 °. Whilst the accuracies involved are such that this
cannot be seen as a quantitative check of the theory, it does
indicate a reassuring order of magnitude consistency with the

observed phenomenon.
As indicated earlier, the analysis for a weak expansion fan

can be extended to a strong expansion fan by invoking a

superposition process. Given a single weak fan analysed
according to the preceding analysis, the exit conditions from
this interaction may be fed as input to a second weak
interaction. In doing this it must be noted that the main-
stream and the wake have been tamed different amounts

through the first interaction, and hence the direction of the
respective flows fed to the second interaction are different.
The second weak interaction may then be analysed. This

procedure is continued until the analysis for a full strong
interaction has been performed. It is well suited to implemen-
tation on a computer where parameters such as weak
incremental expansion strength and Mach number may be

easily varied.

$. THRUST DUE TOA COMBUSTION WAKE

At this point it is interesting to consider the thrust due to
over-turning as it occurs in the interaction of an expansion

fan with a combustion wake. Using once again a uniform
profile for the wake, a configuration which is particularly
simple to analyse is first chosen, where the surface down-
stream of the expansion generating comer is adjusted to
accommodate the over._rning. As shown in Fig. 4, this
involves local deflection of the surface in a groove which just
matches the width and deflection of the over-turned wake,
and therefore allows it to pass downstream without any
further pressure rise.

As the pressure in the groove is the same as the pressure
on the surrounding surface after the comer, the larger
deflection of the groove surface ensures that its component

of surface pressure in the upstream direction is greater than
for the mainstream part of the surface. Hence more thrust is
generated by the over-turned wake than by the mainstream.
Allowing for the thinning of the wake which occurs in passing
through the expansion, it can readily be shown that _, the
ratio of the thrust per upstream unit width of the wake to the
thrust per upstream unit width of the mainstream is given by

_b2tan v

p- (7)

As an example of over-turning induced thrust, combustion
wake data from Ref. 1 is employed to indicate that a typical

_ £xponsion Fon_

\

Figure 4. Thrust by Inca| sudace deflection.

mean wake Mach number of 2-7 would correspond :5 a
mainstream Mach number of 3.5. For a comer expansion
angle of O= 15 °, calculations yield a wake turning of u: 19.76 °
(over turning angle = 4.76 =) and _/_: = 0.893. The wake then

produces 19.7% more thrust than the mainstream. This thrust
increment due to wake over-turning could make a significant

contribution to the thrust budget of a scramjet.
Combustion wake over-taming will also generate thrust on

a flat expansion surface downstream of the corner. However,

unlike the tailored groove surface, this more practical
configuration produces a complex supersonic flowfield. As
indicated in Fig. 5(a) the crossflow towards the surface which
is associated with over-turning in the wake causes accumula-
tion of fluid at the downstream surface and leads to 'bulging'
of the wake as more and more wake fluid arrives there.

Comparing this with the tailored groove configuration, all
wake fluid which previously filled the groove in the expansion
surface, now fills the developing bulge above it. Wake fluid
entering the bulge will undergo a small pressure rise as it
straightens to follow the flat surface, and the growing bulge
will deflect surrounding mainstream streamlines. Hence the
wake bulge and the region of the mainstream about it form

a spreading zone of elevated pressure on the expansion
surface, contributing to a thrust. In order to obtain an
estimate of the thrust irtcrement generated on a flat surface,
the features described above have been incorporated into an
analytical flow model through a series of simplifying assump-

tions. The approximations inherent in these assumptions are
ultimately tested in Figs 10 and 11, where it is seen that they
yield predictions of surface pressure that are consistent with

experiment. The model is summarised in the following
paragraphs.

The major thrust producing feature of the flow is expected
to be the growth of the wake bulge on the flat constraining
surface. Estimates indicate that changes in the thickness of
the planar wake above the bulging region will produce effects

on the thrust increment which are small enough to be
ignored. Given this, the elevated pressure generated on the
fiat surface outside the wake bulge is, to a first order,

equivalent to that about a full body of the bulge shape in a
supersonic stream at the expanded mainstream Mach number
(the bulge being a half body with the flat surface as a plane
of symmetry). To complete the pressure distribution, the
pressure is assumed uniform inside the bulge section, the
magnitude being equal to that at the bulge surface. Hence the
pressure distribution generated on the flat surface, and

Q
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Figure 5. Wake bulge model.

therefore its thrust increment, is dependent solely on the
wake bulge development along that surface.

Consistent with the assumption of uniform internal press-
ure, the bulge is assumed to be circular in cross section as
shown in Fig. 5. Of course, this state will only be obtained
some distance downstream of the corner when the local
compression and expansion waves generated there have
suffered sufficient cross-stream reflections to allow nearly
uniform pressure to occur over the bulge cross-section. It is
by taking the view that only very few reflections are required
tO produce effectively uniform pressure across the bulge
section, that the assumption of semi-circular bulge formation
close to the corner can be seen as a reasonable approxima-
lion.

The axisymmetric body shown in Fig. 5(b) consists of a
cylindrical forebody of radius R0 equal to half the expanded
wake thickness (R0-bd2), followed by an axisymmetric
profile which is dictated by the wake mass flow into the bulge
region. The two profiles join at the comer. At this point a
slope discontinuity occurs corresponding to the initial wake
growth close to the corner. A body of this shape is used to
model the expanded wake thrust increment.

The tailored configuration of Fig. 4 points towards a simple
method for the calculation of the wake bulge geometry. In
this configuration, all over-turned wake fluid was allowed to
flow smoothly into a recess in the expansion surface. It
therefore seems reasonable that all fluid which entered the
groove in Fig. 4, will now contn'bute to the bulge growth in
the flat plate configuration of Fig. 5. Referring to Fig. 6(a),
the wake mass flow rate into the bulge per unit length,
denoted din/dr, it then simply

dm
_" = m VN_ (kg/sm) (8)

(o) Bulge Development Based On Hass gedistribufion
About A Cylindrical Core.

,,

Llv.r% %

\

(b) Bulge Profile Based On Combustion Wake Data.
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Figure8. Bulgedevelopment.

This rate is uniform along the expansion surface. The wake
flow velocity parallel to the expansion surface, Ve, is also
constant. The wake mass flow rate into the bulge with respect
to distance along the expansion surface, per unit length,
dm/dx, is then simply

--_ = /Ve = p_VNt_IV, (kg/m2) (9)

As wake fluid enters the bulge it will be redistributed in some
manner, and experience a pressure rise. The densityvariation
corresponding to this rise is expected to be small. Its
contribution to the bulge profile development wig then be of
second order and it ignored in this analysis. The relationship
between dm/dx and the rate of rate of change of bulge cross-
sectional area long the expansion surface, dAIdz, is then

dm dA
•_- = p2 _" (kg/m 2) (I0)

From equations (9) and (10), and the fact V./Vr = tan ct and
= 2R0, dA/dx is given by

dA
_- = 2 R0 tan a (11)

The rate of change of bulge radius along the surface is then

dR = 2Reta n i, (12)
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Given that R = R0 at the corner (x = 0) as shown Fig. 0(a),

equation (12) may be integrated to yield the bulge profile

/
R '_ /, 4tana x x

Re V' _r Re' Re
(13)

The slope at the discontinuity at x = 0 is

(14)

The profile based on the combustion wake data of Ref. i is
shown in Fig. 0(b). Note that the profile is quite slender for
the small values of over.turning angle produced.

A number of techniques are available for determination of
the supersonic flow field past this axi-symmetric shape. The
one chosen here is a second order perturbation technique by
Van Dyke t4) which uses an approximate solution to the
supew, onic perturbation equation including terms up to a
second order. This technique has been shown to produce
results for slender quasi-cylindrical bodies close to those from
the method of characteristics.

Using the axisymmctric profile shown in Fig. 6(b) and an
expanded Mach number of 4.47 corresponding to the
M =, 3-5 mainstream expanded 15 °, a first order estimate of

the pressure distribution generated on the flat surface due to
combustion wake over-turning is shown in Fig. 7. In order to

determine the thrust ratio _ for this distribution, an equiva-

lent pressure (P_e,) generated over the expanded wake
thickness bz which produces the same thrust as the spreading

pressure field is calculated. I_ is then

_P,q,(x) (15)
_lPz

For the flow in question I_11_:,, 0.893 once again, and P,_,

peaks at 1.41 Pz at the corner and decreases close to linearly
to 1.37 P= at x = 80 nun. It follows that _ - 1.259 at the corner
and drops to I_," 1.223 at x=80 ram.

A direct comparison of these I_values with those calculated
for the grooved configuration is not possible due to the
different wave drag generated by the two geometries (z).
However, it is encouraging to note that the I_values for both
are of the same order.

The flow configuration just examined corresponds to that

produced by a vertical strut injector in a scramjet, followed
by a straight thrust surface. The pressure distribution on the
flat surface calculated here suggests that if the combustion

wake from the injector is fully developed, then significant
thrust may be extracted from the wake with minimal thrust
surface length. This is a promising result for scramjet
propulsion where the engine mass is a prime consideration.

4. ANALYSIS FOR A CONTINUOUS WAKE

For simplicity, the over-turuing analysis described earlier for
a glancing Prandd--Meyer expansion-wake interaction used a
uniform supersonic layer for the wake. Extending this
analysis to include a real continuously varying Mach number
wake, it is noted again that the analysis follows that used for
a shock-boundary layer interaction (z). In such an analysis,
with interaction lengths which are not too short, the interac-
tion with the mainstream of each stream tube in the boundary

P

._.S

.13

Figure 7. Pressure distribution generated on fiat expansion
surface by combustion wake,

layer is essentially independent of the presence of other
streamtubes. The same approximation is used here.

In the case of the over-turning analysis for a supersonic
boundary layer, it may appear that the picture is complicated
by the presence of the slow viscous flow close to the waD.
However, in developing the 'triple deck' model of a shock
boundary layer interaction, Lighthill O) showed that this
viscous subiayer does not take a direct part in the interaction,
serving only to determine the effective distance from the wall
at which the flow takes on an inviscid character. This distance
tends to be small. For example, for the experiments reported
in Section 5, the viscous sub-layer makes up approximately
2% of the boundary layer thickness. At this distance the
Mach number is approximately one-third of the mainstream

Mach number. This layer therefore makes only a small
contribution to the over-turned mass flow, and so its effect

may be ignored.
Given this, the preceding analysis may be easily extended

to a continuous profile combustion wake or boundary layer.
Applying it to the interaction of a weak fan with each
streamtube in a wake, the entire wake will thin as before and
a continuous distribution of Mach number and streamtube
direction will occur downstream of the interaction. Invoking
a superposition process once again, the passage of each

stream tube through a'strong interaction may be determined
with similar attention to the variation of flow direction and

Mach number as was required for the uniform wake.
Turning attention to the calculation of thrust due to over-

turning of a combustion wake, it also may be easily extended

to include a continuous wake profile. The simplest configura-

tion to analyse, in which the surface downstream of the
corner is adjusted to accommodate the over-turning, is shown
in Fig. 8.

Note that for the continuous combustion wake the groove
is now curved and deflection peaks at the wake centre line
where the Mach number is a minimum. Thrust ratio fl will

now vary across the groove. The total I_ for the wake can be
determined by integration.

To determine the thrust increment generated on a flat

expansion surface downstream of the corner, the same
procedure introduced for the uniform wake is used. Even
though there is no distinct interface between the continuous
wake and the mainstream, the flow is expected to be
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Figure 8. Continuous groove thrust surface.

dominated by a growing wake bulge along the surface, as for
the uniform wake. Hence the mainstream and the wake will

be separateo again ano me pressure O_stnt)utton on the t!at
surface will be calculated from the flow past an axi-symmetric

body in a supersonic stream.' This distribution will then take
the same form as shown in Fig. 7 for the uniform wake.

The calculation of the bulge profile will be slightly
different. The mass flow rate into the bulge is assumed to be
equal to that flowing into the groove sltown in Fig. 8. This
will need to be integrated across the wake, and will remain
constant witk distance downstream of the corner. Following
then the same procedure as for the uniform wake, it can be
shown that the bulge profile is

F'where ,T.= tan a(,)de

o

and

(16)

• - 2p/_

where p is the distance across the wake
|t is found that for the M = 3.5 combustion wake data used

earlier that the extension to the more exact continuous layer
analysis did not greatly change the magnitude of the
generated pressure distribution, changing the value of '_ in
equation (16) only by some 5%. This is because this wake was
such that the Mach number everywhere was greater than 50%
of the mainstream value. However, for profiles such as
boundary layers, where the Mach number can vary greatly
from that in the mainstream, it has been found that the effect

of a continuous profile is much more significant. For
example, an insulated wall turbulent boundary layer yields a

value of :_ approximately 25% greater than the value of
tan a obtained from the mean boundary layer Mach number.

S. EXPERIMENTS-GLANCING EXPANSION FAN
AND BOUNDARY LAYER INTERACTION

To corroborate the physical structure of the glancing Prandtl-
Meyer expansion-wake interaction presented up to this

Test Section Flow Characteristics.
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Figure 9. Experimental configuration.

point, a series of experiments were performed on the
interaction of a fin induced expansion with a side wall
boundary layer in a small supersonic blowdown tunnel. A
tunnel at the University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia,
of asymmetric construction to a design by Stalker and
Winarto (6) was used. It enabled a range of uniform Mach
number to be obtained in a 134 x 102 mm 2 test section by
use of a sliding lower nozzle block. The experimental
configuration is sketched in Fig. 9(a), and consisted of an 8°
rotatable wedge mounted normal to the side wall. Pressure
offices were mounted in the wedge and also in the side wall
very close to the expansion side of the wedge as shown in Figs
9(b) and (c). The average wall boundary layer thickness for
the experiments was _,,_ = 12 mm, hence the wedge mounted
pressure orifice arrays extend well into the mainstream.
These two arrays begin at the wall at 2-5 and 5 boundary layer
thicknesses downstream of the wedge leading edge and are
swept back for ease of mounting.
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Experiments were performed for Mach numbers of 3.37
and 2.62. The flow characteristics of the test section limited

the maximum expansion angle for smooth supersonic flow
past the wedge, and useful experiments were able to be
performed up to an expansion angle of lff' at M = 3.37 and
9" at M = 2.26. The complete series of experiments are
documented in Chapter 6 of Ref. 7. All pressures are
normalised with respect to the free stream test section

pressure, Pp, measured on the test section side wall upstream
of the wedge. The mainstream wedge pressure, P,, was
calculated from the free stream conditions and the measured

wedge expansion angle.
Experiments were first performed with zero expansion

angle for both Mach numbers. Wedge pressure levels were
expecled to be close to the free stream, and were found to
he within 2%. Given this, any pressure increment above the
undisturbed wedge pressure experienced in the remainder of
the experiments must correspond to boundary layer over-

turning. All experiments with positive expansion angle
displayed consistent behaviour and a typical result is shown
in Fig, l0 for M=3.37 and 0=8 _. The wall mounted array
results showed good correlation with calculations along its
length. Pressure peaked near the wedge leading edge as
expected, and at a consistent level of AP/PF=-O.I8 for the
M-3.37, 0=6, 8 and 10_ experiment and AP/P_=O.IO for
the M - 2.62, 6 = 6, 8 and 9_ experiments, (AP is the pressure
increment above P,,). Consequently the peak incremental
pressure rise factor, denoted Ap/p,, increased with expan-
sion angle. The pressure levels decreased along the wedge in
the flow direction at a rate roughly consistent with calcula-
tiom. The final two tappings in all M = 3.37 experiments
experienced some upstream influence from the confused flow
downstream of the wedge. This effect was not apparent in the
M - 2.62 experiments.
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Figure 11. Wave structure near wedge.

The upstream lateral array showed average pressure levels
consistent with calculations, however, the form of the
distribution along the array was different. A graph of the
distribution for M=3.37 and 0=6 ° is shown in Fig. ll(a).
The difference in form is thought to be due to an omitted
effect of the "continuous nature of the boundary layer. In
calculations, the bulging layer was treated as a solid body and
disturbances from it propagated into the mainstream from its

surface (the bulge-mainstream interface). A wave pattern of
tee lateral flow produced by this configuration is shown in
Fig. 1l(b). In reality no distinct interface exists between the

mainstream and the layer and the constraint of the layer over-
turning will initiate waves across its span.

Examining Fig. ll(a), the farthest tapping from the wall
experiences Some compression, due to waves beginning in the
outer regions of the layer where the Mach number deficit

relative to the mainstream is not large. The central tappings
show a strong compression zone. This region is possibly
influenced by waves from the initial constraint of the inner

portion of the layer at the wedge leading edge. The tappings
nearest the wall detect lower pressure. This may correspond
to expansion waves from the region of the layer downstream
of the wedge leading edge. A possible wave diagram which
corresponds to the measured pressure levels is shown in Fig.
ll(b).

The wall tapping adjacent to each lateral array is also
shown in the lateral distribution graphs. In all cases, the wall
tapping shows consistently higher pressure than the closest
wedge tapping which is in both cases 2 mm from the wall.
The reason for this phenomenon is not clear.

The downstream lateral array result showed a spreading of
the elevated pressure as expected. With this spreading the
form of the lateral pressure distribution smoothed, and both
the form and level of pressures recorded were reasonably

4it
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close to those predicted from calculations.
These results indicate that the calculation procedure

predicted with reasonable accuracy the pressure distribution
along the wedge close to the tunnel side wall for a range of
expansion angles. The average pressure level along the lateral
array 2.5 boundary layer thicknesses downstream of the
wedge leading edge was also able to be predicted. By five

boundary layer thicknesses from the wedge leading edge,
both the magnitude and form of the lateral distribution was
able to be obtained with the procedure.

I. CONCLUSIONS

A physical model of the glancing interaction between an
expansion fan and a supersonic wake was presented in this
paper. The following conclusions can be made from this
work.

(i) The glancing interaction of an expansion fan with a

supersonic wake turns the wake more than the main-
stream. The wake also thins as it passes through the
interaction.

(ii) In the case of the wake being a combustion jet, the cross
flow associated with over-turning produces accumulation
of fluid on the surface downstream of the comer which

initiated the expansion. This leads to a region of elevated
pressure adjacent to the wake and therefore a thrust.

Based on surface pressure distributions calculated using
an analytical procedure formulated from the model this
phenomenon is considered to be a major thrust produc-
ing mechanism in a vertical strut injected scramjet.

(iii) Experiments involving the interaction of a side wall
boundary layer with an expansion fan generated by a

tilted wedge, showed good correlation between wedge
pressure measurements and calculated results. The
discrepancy in the form of a lateral pressure distribution

(iv)

found to occur 2.5 boundary layer thicknesses from the
wedge leading edge, can be explained using the physical
model of the interaction presented. It is therefore
attributed to simplifying assumptions used in the calcula-
tion procedure. Five boundary layer thicknesses from the
wedge leading edge however the form of the calculated
lateral preuure distribution does approach that of the
measurements.

Glancing expansion-Boundary layer interactions appear
to be dominated by the Lighthi]l inviscid middle deck of
the boundary layer as has been found previously for
weak shock interactions.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

In their earlier report, the authors have presented a study of wave

drag In hypersonic scramJets with straight line geometry (Figure 1).

The design Mach number is defined as the Mach number at which the shock

wave from the leading edge of one plane meets the opposite plane at the

shoulder. The part of the centered expansion fan generated at the

shoulder cancels the reflected shock wave and results In a symmetrical

wave distribution according to the llnearlzed theory in which the width

of the expansion fan and the altered flow properties in the regions of

wave Interactions are ignored.

The Inefficiency of the llnearlzed theory was highlighted In the

calculation of the wave drag, oblique shock angles, and the flow

properties In the complex regions of wave interactions.

However, the straight llne geometry has failed to simulate the

assumption of the linearlzed theory which states that the flow at the
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(,,_II.I!_ ;,nt_llel to th- flow at the Inlet. The authors have studied

a suEface contoured duct geometry with _lougated dtverger_t section.

This model gives an outlet flow which is parallel to that at the inlet

and eliminates any wave spillage from the system.

In thls report, the authors present the performance of the surface

contoured hypersonic scramJet at various Hach numbers and at the design

Mach number of 6 with heat addition at the throat at the deflection

angle of 6 degrees. The the study is extended to the effects of va_n8

deflection angle on the surface contouring.

z

=

=

7"

I

_.0 THE GEO_rRY OF THE SCRAHJET

The contoured geometry of the scramJet is given in Figure 2. In this

geometry the thrust surface is contoured to align with the flow

direction in the region of interaction between the reflected expansion

fan and the surface. The reflected expansion fan is contained within

the duct with the elongated geometry rather than part of it spilling

out of the duct as was the case in the straight llne geometry

(Figure 3}.

The surface contouring along the drag surface Just before the shoulder

is used to counteract the smearing of the reflected shock wave and

slightly increased to encompass the reflected shock in this region.

This eliminates the flow from further reflecting and gives similar

conditions assumed in the linear theory. The drag coefficient obtained

at the design Hach number by the code is better compared to that

obtained with the linearlzed theory since the parallel flow assumption
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is satlsfled with the contoured geometry.

The height of the throat with the surface contouring together with

slightly extended convergent region equals to the height at the throat

with the straight line geometry. However, the outlet area is 3 percent

greater than the inlet area. This is a direct resultLof the entropy

Increase across the shock waves. If the energy loss due to the entropy

increase across the shock waves to be recovered, the outlet area needed

is 3.1 percent greater than the inlet area if calorifically perfect gas

is assumed.

3.0 BESULTS

The ratio of the biplane wave drag to that of monoplane is given in

Figure 4. If the results of the contoured surface is compared to those

with the straight llne geometry, it is seen that the wave drag obtained

with the contoured surface Is lower than the wave drag obtained with

the straight line geometry at all Hach numbers. This is due to the

Increased outlet area and the elongated divergent region. The effect

of the elongated divergent region is more evident when the reflected

shock waves meet the surface due to the increased length rather than

missing it. With the straight llne geometry, the biplane wave drag

reaches to that of monoplane at Hach number 1S. The reflected shock

wave with the contoured geometry meets the surface up even at Mach

number 20. This increases the thrust produced within the systems hence

reducing the overall drag.
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As It was In the case of the scramJet with the straight line geometry,

the heat is added aL the throat without the addition of mass or change

in the compressibility factor. The thrust obtained under these

idealized conditions varies linearly with the amount of heat added

until the condltions of chocking is obtained.

As it was mentioned earlier an elongated divergent region is needed to

eliminate part of the reflected expansion fan spilling from the system

at the design Hach number. For this configuration the thrust region Is

90 percent greater than that with the straight llne geometry. The

overall Increase in the length of the Busemann scramJet is 45 percent.

To study the shortening effect in the thrust region at the design Hach

number with heat addition, the scramJet Is recontoured to align the

flow direction at the surface when the heat added at the throat equals

to the combustion heat of one kilogram stolchlometrlc hydrogen. Thls

reduces the length of the surface contoured scramJet. With thls

configuration the increase In the length of the expansion region due to

the surfasce contouring is halved.

The ratio of the biplane drag coefficient to that of monoplane drag

coefficient as a function of added heat is given In Figure 6. The

thrust obtained with the surface contoured geometry is higher In all

cases.
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The surface contouring of the scramJet Is repeated for deflection

angles of 2, 4, 5 and 8 degrees. The flow angle leaving the scramJet

is 0.02 degrees in each case. The increase in the length of the

divergent region and In the overall length of the scramJet as a

function of the deflection angle are given in Figure 7. The increase

In the length of the scramJet indicates the increasing width of the

expansion fan as the deflection angles get bigger.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

When the surface of the scramJet is contoured in order to eliminate the

internal waves further reflecting from the surface at the design Mach

number, the flow at the outlet is parallel to the flow at the inlet.

l]_is allows the wave drag produced within the system to be better

compared with the results obtained from the two-dimensional linear

theory. At the design Hach number the system fails to glve zero wave

drag due to the finite dimensions of the expansion fans and the altered

flow properties in the regions where the waves interact each other.

Therefore, the numerical result is more realistic than their

counterparts obtained by the linear theory.

At Mach numbers where the linear theory predicts that the biplane drag

coefficent to be equal to the monoplane drag coefficent, the code

gives smaller wave drag. This is again more accurate since the code

takes into account of varrylng flow properties in the complex regions

of wave interactions.
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The Fi8ure 4 shows the Ineffiecency of the straight llne geometry in

the absence of the added heat to the system. However, when the heat

Is added to the system, the benefits of the surface contouring diminish

since the thrust surface where the pressures are high due to the heat

are smaller.
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Figure I. ScramJet with the straight llne geometry (Busemann biplane).
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Figure 2. The geometry of the surface contoured scramJet.
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Reflected expansion fan

a. Straight line geometry

Reflected expansion fan

b. Surface contoured geometry

Figure 3. The shock waves and the expansion fans within the scramJet.
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SllOCKINDVCEDHEATRELEASE

ANOPTICALSTUDY

Report for the year March 1990 to March 1991

by Nlcholas Ward

INTRODUCTION

In the past scramJet studies have involved injecting fuel into high

pressure and temperature flow within the scramJet duct and investigating the

effects of the heat release following Its combustion. A difficulty of such

studies has always been in differentiating between heat release effects and

mixing effects emanating from the injector. This study was designed to avoid

this confusion by eliminating an injector and investigating instead heat

release brought about by recombination of dissociated nitrogen in the

incoming flow. The heat release brought about by this recombination closely

resembles that resulting from combustion of fuel. In this way even weak waves

resulting from heat release could be detected and studied.

Recently interest has shifted from scramJet configurations involving

fuel Injection within the duct to configurations where fuel is mixed into the

flow far upstream of the intake shocks. In this situation the flow reaching

the scramJet Is premixed and needs only to cross the Intake shocks in order

to Induce combustion and subsequent heat release. This Is the situation under

study here. Dissociated nitrogen in the flow is 'premlxed' and requires only

to cross the Intake shocks for recombination and subsequent heat release to

take place. Thus this study can give insights into the behaviour of this new J

scramJet configuration.

This iS an optical study. It involves the use of a double pass

differential lnterferometer to examine the density gradients in a scramjet

intake and duct during hypervelocity flow. This flow is generated by the T4

shocktunnel. In this way a detailed examination of the flow for each shot can

be carried out throughout the duct and any waves generated by heat release

can be detected. Coupled with this is a computational prediction of the

expected theoretical recombination at all points throughout the scramJet
\

duct. Comparison with recombination observed optically can then be carried

out.



Previous to March 1990 most work had revolved around the development

of the differential Interferometer. A basic system had been assembled and

aligned, but despite improvements the image quality was still quite poor and

breakdownswere frequent. Also, a computer program had been developed to give

basic flow paths after a shock taking into account dissociation and

recombination and, in preparation for experiments in the T4 shocktunnel, a

scramJet model had been designed and built.

REPORT

At the start of 1991 the image quality from the differential

Interferometer was poor and desperately in need of further refinement. One

big problem was the background speckle pattern superimposed on the image due

to the laser light source travelling through a multimode optic fibre before

entering the optics system. It was decided to eliminate this by replacing the

optic fibre with mirrors to convey the laser beam undistorted from the laser

to the optics. This improved the situation dramatically, but also facilitated

the discovery of a low quality plane mirror in the system which had to be

replaced with one of superior flatness. This done the image quality was quite

good, with adequate ( if a bit uneven ) illumlnation of the image, good

parallel fringes and a sharp silhouette of the model in the test section.

To this time the system had been developed using the helium-neon

laser which runs coaxlally through the ruby laser cavity as the light source.

It was now time to get the system working with the pulsed ruby laser itself.

Thls involved checking that both lasers were indeed truly coaxially aligned,

finding a safe and appropriate power for the ruby laser, developing a

triggering system and incorporating into the optics a narrow band filter to

cut out lumlnosity of the T4 flow and other interfering llght sources. This

was all carried out successfully.

Lasers can be very unrellable machines, and I was shortly to be

reminded of this. Within a matter of weeks I was beset with a shattered

reflector tube around the ruby and the breakdown of a selection of

electronics components In the high voltage power supply and water cooling

units. These were all repaired, the main cost being time, and subsequently

the system was ready to be tested on real flow situations generated by the T4

shocktunnel.

The first set of experiments carried out on the T4 shocktunnel using

this optics system was in August 1990. These showed quite reasonable detail

around the leading shocks from the duct intake wedges. Interference fringes

could be traced across the shocks and their curvature after these leading
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shocks was quite noticeable. See Figure I. Fringe detail "back further in the

duct was not so clear though, apparently due to the intake shocks reflecting

along the duct. Efforts to change the position of the duct entrance and allow

the intake shocks to escape proved unsuccessful.

Analysis of these first results proved the value of the differential

lnterferometer system. From the position and curvature of the fringes behind

the Intake shocks the axial component of the dissociation fraction gradient

could be calculated and hence an indication of the recombination rate in this

region. Also, an apparent relaxation zone around these intake shocks was

observed.

In order to attempt to clear up the fringe pattern in the duct so

that useful observations could be made In this region in future experiments

it was decided to carry out some modifications to the model. The duct plates

were replaced with a selection of Interchangeable segments and bolt holes

were elongated into slots in the support beams to allow for tailoring of the

duct during experiments to allow the intake shocks to escape before entering

the duct.

A second set of experiments were carried out in early November 1990.

For these a pltot probe was placed above the model to check the

synchronisation of the image to the test flow period and other parameters

were recorded to allow estimation of dissociation fraction _ and

temperature, pressure and mach number of the test flow. The model was modified

in sltu between T4 shots as were the experimental flow conditions. Although

some detail of the fringe pattern within the duct was observed, and this did

suggest that some recomblnatlon-was taking place in the duct, this was only

when the duct was drastically narrowed and the resulting images were of low

quality and could not be rellably reproduced. See Figure 2. It was concluded

that image quality and reproduclblllty had to be improved still further.

The problems with image quality were tackled on three fronts. Beam

separation in the test section caused by the wollaston prism was of the order

of ten millimetres and subsequently there was a large 'shadow' area around

the silhouette of the model in which fringe information was lost. To reduce

this two new smaller angle wollaston prisms were ordered. The second area

which could be improved was the sharpness of the imaging of the test section.

To do this a two lens system was deslgned and ordered which would focus the

test section perfectly onto the image plane. Finally and most importantly the

numerous fine background fringe patterns and unevenness in the illumination

apparent in the images had to be dealt with. It was suggested that this may

be due to the very long coherence length of the laser light used amplifying
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FIGURE 2. Differential Interferogram of flow entering narrow duct
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FIGURE 3. F£nal optics configuration
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any imperfections in the system, and it was decided to try a multiple core

fibre bundle to destroy this coherence. Other areas which It was decided to

look at were the use of a spatial filter to eliminate uneven illumination

from the laser beam after it left the ruby cavity and before It entered the

optics, and to Investlgate the effect on the image quality of such optics

components as the beamsplitter and the narrowband filter.

While awaiting the arrival of components to enable the above

investigations into image quality to be carried out work was begun on the

development of a new computer program to take a set of T4 experimental

conditions and predict the dissociation fraction _ throughout the duct. This

was later extended to present this a distribution graphlcally against

position In the duct. This program now allows selection of optimum

experimental conditions for the study of recombination effects in the

scramJet duct. Also, some new Intake wedges were designed and built to

supplement those already used and allow maximum variability of shock

positions and flow conditions in the scramJet duct.

ADDENDUH

The image quality and reliability has since been improved

dramatically with the Inclusion of a spatial filter to improve the beam

quality leaving the ruby laser, the upgrading of the beamsplitter and the

narrow band filter, and the remounting of the camera lens to allow for the

accurate focussing of the test section. A new smaller angle wollaston prism

Is also in use. The differential lnterferometer is now working at its

optimum. See Figure 3 for final optics configuration.
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A DRAG MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE FOR

FREE PISTON SHOCK TUNNELS

S.R. Sanderson'. J.M. Simmons'" and S L. Tuttle "'°

The University of Queensland

St. Lucia, Queensland, Australia

AIAA-g1-0549

A new technique Is described for measuring drag

with lO0 ps rise tlme on a non-llftlng model in a

free piston shock tunnel. The technique involves

lnterpretatlon of the stress waves propagating

within the model and Its support. A flnlte element

representation and spectral methods are used to

obtain a mean square optimal estimate of the time

history of the aerodynamic loading. Thus, drag is

measured instantaneously and the previous

restriction caused by the mechanical time constant
of balances Is overcome. The effectiveness of the

balance is demonstrated by measuring the drag on

cones with 5o and 15 ° semi-vertex angles In

nominally Mach 5.6 flow wlth stagnation enthalples

from 2.6 to 33 HJ/kg.

[. Introduction

Hyperveloclty Impulse facilities, such as free

piston shock tunnels, have an Important role in the

development of technologies for hypersonic flight.

They are capable of generating the high enthalpy

flows associated with external aerodynamics of

spaceplanes at near orbital velocities and the

internal aerodynamics of scramJet propulsion

systems. Important model test parameters are drag

and thrust but their measurement Is complicated

greatly by the very short test times of impulse

facilities.

Bernsteln: has produced a comprehensive review of

the force measurement techniques used In short

duration factlItles during the period 1955-70. Nlth

the decline of interest in hypersonic flight, few

papers appeared after 1970. Bernsteln outlines the

two modelllng assumptions that are inherent in force

balances prior to the new techniques described here

- the model behaves as a rigid body and the members

of the force balance structure are simple, lumped

parameter elements. Balances are then categorized

as stlffness-domlnated force balances or

inertia-dominated accelerometer balances. As the

time scale over which a force balance must operate

Is reduced, the stiffness of the balance members

must be increased. Eventually a situation Is
reached where the distributed mass and stiffness of

the balance members are no longer insignificant,

Tractions along the length of the balance structure

elements are then no longer constant and

accelerometers placed on the model do not accurately
reflect Its motion.

From the llterature 1-s we conclude that for

practically sized models, stlffness-domlnated

• Presently, Graduate Student, California Institute

of Technology

"" Professor and Dean, Faculty of Engineering

Member AIAA

""Graduate Student, Hechanlcal Engineering

balances are only suitable for test times greate:

than about 200 ms. Inertia-domlnated acceleromete:

balances can lower thls acceptable test tlme to on:;

about lO ms. None of the papers reviewed describes

a technique that is appropriate for testing in the

l ms flows experienced In free piston shock tunnels.

Aerodynamlc force measurement in free pistc=

shock tunnels is currently based on surface pressure

measurements made at dlscrete pressure tapplngs cn

the surface of the model. Integration of the

dtscretlzed pressure distribution to obtain drag is

feasible only If model geometry Is simple and _f

drag due to skin friction is Inslgnlflcant. This

paper describes a novel approach to direr:

measurement of drag, includlng skln friction, by

interpreting the transient stress waves propagaLtn_

within the model and Its sting support. To date.

shock tunnel models are restricted to conflguratlo_s

that generate negligible llft. The mechanlca_

configuration of the drag balance is derived fro=

the Hopklnson pressure bar 9 and modifications of _:

that have been used for dynamic testing of materla:s

subjected to large transient stresses to't1

threads

wave

Flg. I. Diagram of new drag balance.

II. Modelling the DraR Balance

The new drag balance Is shown diagrammatically !n

Figure I. The model for testing, in this case

cone at zero incidence and so subjected to dra_

only, Is attached to a sting in the form of

slender cyllndrlcal elastic bar. The sting is

suspended by several vertical threads so that It is
free to move In the axial (freestream} direction.

The time-history of drag applied to the model can

inferred from the output of strain gauges tha=

respond to the passage of stress waves along the

sting. The strain gauges are placed near the mode_

end of the sting In order to maximize the

observation time before the onset of complications

caused by the return of stress waves reflected frc=

the free (downstream) end of the sting.

Finite _m_nt R_pre_¢ntatlon

An axlsymmetric mathematical representation of

the elastic model and the sting, based on a finite

element method, is used to interpret experlmenta_

data. It is achieved for a cone on a hollc_
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Fig. 2. Comparlson of computed and analytlcal

(straight llnes) solutlons for stress at

mld-point of bar in uniform bar test case.

Stress is normalized by static stress.

cyIlndrlcal sling by spatlal dlscretlzatlon with a

finite element code based on that by Bathe s2. The

computational effort Involved in the direct

integration of the resulting second order

dlfferentlal equations was mlnlmlzed by using the

Bullrsch-Stoer a!gorlthm 13.

Numerical Results

The finite element method was valldated by

computing the stress .wave processes following the

application of a step load to the free end of a

free/fixed circular steel bar. The system was

approximated by a mesh of axisymmetric billnear

quadrilateral elements. Axial stress at the

midpoint of the bar, normalized with respect to the

static stress, is shown in Figure 2, wlth the

one-dimensional analytical solution superimposed.
Osclilatlons In the numerlca] solution arise from

the coarseness of the mesh and non-one-dlmenslonal

wave propagation modes. The computed solution is

seen to be valid after a considerable number of wave

reflections,

Fig. 3. Finite element mesh for |5 ° cone and stlng.

The finite element method was next applied Lo the

drag balance. The axlsymmetric mesh Is shown in

Figure 3 for a cone with 15 ° semi-vertex angle (a

cone with 5° semi-vertex angle was also mode|]ed),

Except for a small stainless steel tip, the cone is

constructed from aluminium. A tubular brass sling

extends to a length of 2 m (not shown). The

aerodynamic loading in time is modelled as a step
uniform pressure acting on the surface of the cone.

with base pressure assumed to be negligible. The

output of the balance Is the axial stress in the

sting, as would be measured by strain gauges bonded

to the surface of the brass tube 200 am behlnd the
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Fig, 4. Finite element solution (fin e mesh) for

stress at gauge location due to step

uniform pressure applied to 15 ° cone.

Stress ls normalized by static stress.

base of the cone. Convergence of the numerical

solution has been demonstrated 14 by changing the

fineness of spatial and temporal discretizaLlon.

The solution is shown in Figure 4, Oscillations are

inevitable In a mathematlcal model that is analogous

to an undamped array of masses and springs.

_ffect o r _oad Dlstrlbutlon

For the operation of a static drag balance in the

absence of llft It is sufficient to make only one

measurement to define the drag force. When the

model cannot be treated as a rigid body, the output

of the drag balance depends on both the magnitude of

the drag and its distribution over the surface of

the model. Conversely. from a single measurement It

iS not possible to define uniquely the loading that

produced the measured response, In reality, the

loading distribution can be adequately described by

a small number of parameters, and hence by a small

number of measurements. To avoid the need for a

numerically accurate prediction of the stress waves

propagating within the model, It is best to maximize
the number of wave reflections within the model_

These wave processes then need only be accurate in a

general sense wlth any errors being averaged over a

number of reflections. This results in a drag

balance that has low sensitivity to loading

dlstrlbutlon. Finite element computations TM of the

step responses, for both a uniform pressure

distribution and a point load at the vertex of the

cone, show no dlscernlble sensitivity to load

dlstrlbutlon for the 15 e cone. Slight sensitivity

to loading distribution is shown for the 5 ° cone for

which the wave reflections within the longer model

are more apparent. However, the difference in

1oadlng dlstrlbutlon between a uniform pressure and

a point load is extreme In terms of practical

appllcaLion.

Ill] Using the Cpmputed Response _o Obt_,)n Dra R

The dynamic behavlour of a tlme-l;_varJant,

causal, linear system with slngle input u(t) and

single output y(tl Is described by the integral

t

y(t] = | g{t - z) u(T} dT (I)
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The preceding flnJte element analysis can be used

to obtaln the unit Impulse response function g{t)

from the computed step response. In this section

the inverse dynamic problem is solved. A method is
described for Interpreting the noisy measured output

to obtain the unknown aerodynamic drag u(t] acting

on the shock tunnel model.

For the discrete time problem, u(t), y(t) and

g(t) are replaced by the discrete time serles u I, Yt

and 8,; i = O, I, 2 ...... The sampling Interval ls

&t and t = l.&t. The convolution integral (I)

becomes the stimmatlon,

Y* = _ 81-1 ' uj (2]

j-o

Inverse dynamics problems are studied In many

disciplines. UnfoPtunately, they are often poorly

conditioned. Difficulties arise through the

amplification of measurement noise by the inversion

procedure zs'Is, The description of the problem is

now expanded to include measurement noise n(t) added

to y(t}. In discrete tlme the noise Is nt, the

output of the system Is Yl and the measured output

IS Z! w Yl ÷ _I"

The inverse problem may be interpreted as a mean

square estimation problem. Ne define the error

function, J, as

S-1 . 2

J " E lu, - u,J (31

The real and estlpated inputs to the system

are u o ..... Us_ , and Uo, .... uN_ I respectively and

N is the length of the data. Thus the Inverse

problem comprlses determining the estlmator,

$o ..... $w-I. where,

That Is, the estimation error, (ui - ul}, is

orthogonal to the data, z I. Note that we must
reconstruct the aerodynamic load before Its effect

Is sensed by the strain gauges, This is apparent

_rom consideration of the implicit for_ of (4) for

u. Hence we must implement an acausal algorithm to

solve the inversion problem and consequently we

deflne the error function, J, for both future and

past times. The non-causal nature of the inversion

problem precludes the use of the more common

Wiener-Hopf and Kalman Is predlctlon and fllterlng

results, t/hllst these technlques may be applied to

the acausal smoothing problem, the impllclt nature

of the right hand slde. of (4) distinguishes the

smoothing and inversion problems. Press et al TM

note that an elegant solution to the Inversion

problem may be obtained using spectral methods and

they derive the result in a deterministic manner.

Continuing with the current stochastic formulation

we note that Parseval's identity may be used to

deflne the error function in the frequency domaln,

"' Oil _ }] - E E lUl- (8)
J-O

Equivalently,

-}l = E { IUI - UI_R } ; j=O.t ..... N-t
(9I

and for an optimal estlmate (77 implies,

E_(UI-OI)_I_ " 0 ; J=O,l ..... N-I
i ]

(I0)

¢,_, z= - Z s,-k- _k :
k=O k=O

1=0.1 ..... N-I, (4)

wuch that the expected value of the error function

J, given by {5), ls minimized,

{?o, 'I }3 = E ut - u_ J z, ; l=O.1..... N-I
I

(5)

Using the convolution property of

transform we write (4;) as,

#Z

Uj - _ ; J=O,t .... ,N-1

Substitutln 8 for Oj in (10} gives,

the Fourier

{ll)

E { lUJ - _]ZI_Gj) _3} = 0 ; J=O,l ..... N-t . (12)

Here E {.} denotes the expectation given the data0

z. We omit the reference to the data and henceforth

all expectations may be taken as conditional on z.

Since each term of the summation is greater than

or equal to zero, an equivalent requirement for an

optimal estimate Is that

. (6]

be minimum for I = 0 ..... N-I. Generally, mean

square estimation problems such as thls may be

solved by application of the orthogonailty

prlnciple 19. For Ji to be a minimum we require that

Note the intractablllty of the above substltutlon in
the time domain.

Since Yj = G)Uj.

I Oj Oj j 0 ; J=O,l ..... N-1 (13)

For Gj=O, this implies that

E { (Z, - Nj) _j - ¢jZj_j } -- 0 ,

where Nj represents the measurement nolse. It

follows that

E { Zj_j (l- "j)-Nj ("_j • Nj) } - 0 .
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Since nj and yj are uncorrelated,

= O, and

length and small vertex angle increase the

surface-to-frontal area ratio, thereby glvln 8 rise

to significant skin friction. Details of the model

and sting design considerations are presented by
Sanderson 14 and Tuttle _°.

¢I = 5==-I- Yt ; j=0,1 ..... N-I (14}
Szz, J

Thus, given the power spectral density of the data

Sz= and the noise variance u as a deslgn parameter,
(14) determines the optimum filter, ¢. Combining

the filter wlth the Impulse response function In

(11) we obtain the mean square optimal solution of

the inverse problem,

u L - F -s [_j Zi] ; I,J=0, I ..... N-I (15)

Here F _t denotes the inverse discrete Fourler

transform to be evaluated using standard FFT

algorithms 13.

A further consequence of the use of discrete

Fourier transforms is the implicit assumption of

N-periodicity of the signals. This conflicts with

the causal nature of the physical system as deflned

by (1). By padding all tlme series to twice their

length with trailing zeros, causality is enforced

for the first half of the slgna113. Subsequent

application of the discrete Fourier transform

provides the desired scausal filter properties.

lohm_)

Te of cn \ _s

_,,e.,i, ,t._)

P_n of Cn " t7 lqi

Je_

/

\
T_ar _$5 gtl_

_3t73 x t6l I

The sling was constructed from hollow brass

tubing to make Its bending stiffness high relatlve

to Its axial: stiffness, thereby simplifying the

supporting of It in the test section to minimize

non-one-dimensional effects. For consistency with

the finite element representation, a continuous

contact surface between the model and the sting was

achieved wlth an epoxy adhesive. The sting was

suspended horizontally in the test section with two

vertical wires, This provides vibratlon lsolatlon

in the horizontal plane, _ending effects from

tunnel vibration excitation in the vertical

direction are cancelled by usln 8 two diametrically

opposed foil resistance strain gauges cemented to

the sting 200 mm from the base of the" cone. To

shield the sting from the flow, the stlng and the

supporting wires were enclosed in a close fitting

shroud. The freely suspended m)del could not reach

significant velocity during the I ms duration of the

test flow.

pat_ Acoutsl_lop

The outputs o£ the drag balance and the general

shock tunnel instrumentation were recorded on an I]

bit diglta] event recorder, each channel of which

recorded 204g samples with a sampling time of 5 Vs.

Obtalnln2 the Impulse Response

The unit impulse response function is obtained

from the finite element computation by

differentiation of the step response of the balance.

The computed step response in Figure 4 exhibits

non-physlcally significant oscillations associated

with the spatial dlscretizatlon of the governing

equations. To avoid differentiating these

oscillations a ninth-order polynomial is first

• fitted to the computed step response. The

discrettzed Impulse response is scaled to represent

the response of the balance to a load of 1N applied

for 5 _s (one sampling interval}.

Fig. S. Hodel-sting geometry for prototype balance.

150_ ....... Ind_ofed _og - balance output|V. ]mplementat|on of _ Dra2 Balance

experiments conducted with the 15 ° cone to evaluate .....

a prototype drag balance in the University of

Queensland T4 free piston shock tunnel. Preliminary

experiments with the 5 ° cone are also included•

H._eI and Stln_ 1

The model-sting geometry for the 15 ° cone Is
shown In Figure 5. The 15 ° semi-vertex angle _{J;'

results In a weak bow shock wave behind which the

composition of the nitrogen test gas can be assumed o

to be frozen at the composition existing at the exit 0 OJ 0.4 0.6 OJ i l_ |.4

of the shock tunnel nozzle. The ratio of surface Time (ms)
area to frontal area Is low so that skin friction is

only a minor component of the total drag• The mass

of the aluminium cone ls 1.7 kg, The main

difference wlth the 5 ° cone is that its 425 mm FIg. 6. Vertical dynamic calibration wlth 15 _ cone.
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V, ExperlmentaLRe_ulL_

Dyn@m|c Calibration of Balance

The drag balance was callbrated dynamically to

validate the deconvolutlon procedure. A known

weight was Suspended from the vertex of the cone by

a hlghly stressed steel wire whlch, when cut,

provided a rapld step unloading of the model. This

process was performed with the model and sting

suspended both verticaily from the free end of the

sting and horizontally in the test section of the

shock tunnel. The vertical test is considered to be

the more accurate, but the horizontal test was

needed to show that the sting suspension system In

the test section has an insignificant effect on the

performance of the balance 14. The raw balance

output from a vertical test on the 15 _ cone with a

statlcally calibrated strain gauge bridge, the drag

history deconvoluted from it and the level of

applied loading are compared In Figure 6. The

computed drag measurement is a valid estimate of the

applied load until the arrival el the stress wave

reflected from the rear end of the sting.

Force bolOn:e output

"1--: .... - ' ' 1

i =r .......

'I //+ \ "

,est sscti0n pits! pressure

Drn K Mcasuremenl_ in _hpc_ _unnQ_

Nitrogen was used as the test gas In the T4 shock

tunnel to minimize chemical reactions, thereby

sLmplifylng comparison of drag measurements with

theory, Eight test section stagnation enthalpies

were used. from 2.6 to 33 HJ/kg. The Lest section

conditions were computed _rom measurements of

primary shock speed, test section pilot pressure.

shock tube filling pressure and nozzle stagnation

pressure after primary shock reflection,

Figures 7 and 8 show two representative results

for the 15 ° cone. Each comprises plots of force

balance output, test section pilot and nozzle

stagnation pressure histories and the ratio of Lest

section p[tot pressure to stagnation pressure,

allowing for the flow transport tlme through the

nozzle, Also plotted Is the prediction ot cone drag

from the lnvlscld Taylor-Haccoll zt theory for a

perfec_ gas (frozen chemistry) attached conlcal

shock and no base pressure,

Force bolonCs output

1_ ;" ,

o --G- o, ........ :=

Test section pilot pressure

_ _ r _ I __

Ot . ,

0 O:_t - 014 0.6 O.l ; 1.2 • 1.4 1.6 t.l 2

Nozzle stognQtlon pressure

"" o_ o.2 o++ o.6 el , iI i.,+ ,.d ;.I

_.+ Ratio of pilot to sloci/nation pressure

u,¢o . • ,,.1 , • ,

 o:if
_ O" 0 _2 0-4 0.6 O I I '.2 . ;.4 ,.+ '+E 2

Time {ms)

Flg. 7, Experimental results wlth 15 _ cone for

nozzle stagnation enthalpy of 3.96 MJ/kg
and the following test section condlttons:

Hach number - 6.9, velocity = 2640 m/s.
static pressure = 6.64 kPa, pilot pressure

= 320 kPa, static temperature = 450 K,

density - 0.0492 kg/m 3, _ • 1.40.

Nozzle stagnolion pressure

-:I .....
_z o.4 04 _s ; ,.z ,.4 ;._ ,4 s

+ _+ . ROt+ of pitot to slognolion presses ' . •

I[llllll/a  -_0._

i °°
O 0.2 _4 O+& &| ! 1.2 1.4 1.6 I.,

Time {ms)

Fig. 8. Experimental results with 15 ° cone for

nozzle stagnation enthalpy of 17.2 MJ/kg
and the following test section conditions:

Hach number = 5.4, velocity - 5000 m/s,

static pressure = 6.86 kPa, pilot pressure

= 256 kPa. static temperature = 2090 K,

density = 0.0105 kg/m _. 7 = 1,32.
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The test section conditions In the captions of

Figures 7 and 8 correspond to conditions that
existed at the start of "steady' flow in the test

sectloh, as determined from the constant ratio of

pitot pressure to stagnation pressure. The start of
the line for predicted drag marks the beginning of

'steady' flow and shows the predicted drag for the
computed test section conditions. The predicted
drag at other times is obtained by scaling the test
sectlon conditions according to the measured

instantaneous pltot pressure. The oscillations at

the beginning of the normalized pressure trace are

due to division by zero and have no physlcal

significance.

Figure 7 Indicates that the deconvoluted drag

follows the test section pltot pressure after about

I00 _s from the peak of the pltot pressure• Because

of Its 400 _s mechanical tlme constant, the

uncompensated balance Is not able to follow the fast
initial development of the flow over the model but
It is sufficiently fast to /allow the flow during

the period of 'steady' flow. Later the
uncompensated balance overshoots due to the delay In -l
transmission of the unloading wave as the tunnel jstagnation pressure falls. The deconvoluted drag
measurement follows the pitot pressure until the
arrival of the stress ways reflected from the free _ _

end of the sting.

o.2
Accuracy

The repeatability o£ the technique was assessed

for the 15 ° cone by comparing deconvoluted drag
histories for multlple shock tunnel tests at the _l
same nominal conditions." Thls does not account for L
any systematic error due to inaccuracy of the finite _I f

elementconflrmedmodel.However,thethe accuraCYcallbrationOfthis model6). _was by dynamic (Fig. _ I_fFigure 9 compares the deconvoluted drag histories

from five tests at the conditions In the caption for 0
0

)'ILl

0 0.4 0.6 0.8 I 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8

Time (ms)

Fig. 9. Comparison of deconvoluted drag histories

with IS° cone from repeated tests at

conditions nominally identical to those

defined in the caption to Fig. 71

Superimposed dotted lines are for fiv_

tests. Solid llne is the average of five

testsl
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Experlmental results for 5° cone :

I.I "

Nozzle stagnation enthalpy of 19.3 HJlkg

Test section conditions :

Hach number ffi5.03 , velocity ffi5340m's.

static pressure ffi38.0 kPa, pltot press==e

- 1170 Pa , static _emperature ffi 2880 _:,
denslty ffi0.0433 kglm-, ¥ I+_3.

Nozzle stagnation enthalpy of 7.78 HJ/kg
Test section conditions :

Hach number - 5.90, velocity - 3670 m/s,

static pressure ffi21.2 kPa, pltot press;=s

- 1060 kPa, static temperature - 967 _.
density ffi0.0738 kglm_ _ - 1.33.

Nozzle stagnation enthalpy of 4.7 HJlkg.
Test section conditions :

Hach number = 6.16, velocity = 2880 m s.

static pressure _ 7.32 kPa, pitot pressu=e

= 443 kPa, static _emperature = 530 _,
density ffi 0.0465 kg/m , _ ffi 1,33.

Nozzle stagnatlon enthalpy of 25,7 HJ/kE
Test section conditions :

Hach number = 4.8, veloclty - 5700 m s,

static pressure = 17.4 kPa, pltot pressu=e

- 614 kPa, static temperature = 3330 )_

density = 0+0159 kglm 3, _ = 1.33



Fl_urf_ 7, Tu eliminate the et'fect ,n _;li_,ht

Variations in Lust conditions for each t_._;t, the

_Ir:_g data has been normalized by the instaHLancous

stagnation pressure and the cone base area. On the

basis of these results, the technique app[jed to thu

15 ° cone is conservatively estimated to give results

repeatabl_ to ¢10 percent under the opernt ink
condl t ions used.

To assess accuracy further the method was

extended to the more complicated measurement problem

posed by the S ° cone. Because of the _maller base

area, Signals had at most one-half the level of

those for the 15 ° cone. This resulted In a poor

signal-to-noise ratio, necessitating a refinement uf

the filtering process Incorporated in the [nverslon

process, a digital, second-order low-pass

_utterworth filter with a corner frequency of 1.5

kHz was used to filter the deconvoluted tlme history
of drag. Sample results from a series of tests _0

are shown In Figure tO. The theoretical prediction

was modified to include a skin friction component.

In this challenging sltuatlon the drag balance

continued to exhibit acceptable accuracy.

YI=. Conclusions

A prototype drag balance has been developed and

its use demonstrated in a free piston shock tunnel,

The time history of the drag applied to the model is

inferred from the output of strain gauges that

respond to the passage of stress waves along the

sting, Tests with a 15 ° cone indicate that drag

measurements agree with predictions for a model on

which drag due to skin friction is small. The

uncertainties of about tO percent are acceptable,

considering the penalty imposed by the short test

time and the harsh operating environment. The
method Is also seen to work acceptably well when

skin friction on a 5 ° cone is no longer negligible

and the signals are much smaller. Results to date

indicate that any accuracy limits encountered are

due to the electronics employed, rather than to any

def|clency in the principle of the balance,

A fLnlte element representation is needed to

obtain an accurate Impulse response function for the

deconvolutton procedure. For situations in which

the drag Is not dependent significantly on the

loading distribution, impulse response functions

might be obtained from the dynamic calibration

procedure described above, but care would be needed

to ensure sufficiently fast removal of the load.

The use of non-metallic materials such as nylon

Is worth Investigation because much shorter response
times can then be obtained 14. However, the effects

of material damping would need careful

consideration. In principle, the basic technique of

the balance Is extendible to measurement of drag In

the presence of lift, and to simultaneous

measurement of lift, drag and moments.
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q

MEASUREMENT O_N_NA FLVE DEGREE CONE i

Drag, including skin friction, has been measured on a 5° cone, 425 mm in

length. The drag measurement technique described in "A Drag Measurement

Technique for Free Piston Shock Tunnels" has been further refined. It

was mentioned that the more complicated measurement problem posed by the

5 ° cone necessitated the inclusion of Butterworth low pass filtering of

the deconvoluted drag signal. This was performed with the Wiener filter

In its original place (smoothing the measured drag before deconvolution)

as proposed originally. Thus, in order to obtain the results shown in

the aforementioned paper, a double filtering technique was required.

Subsequently, it was found that the Wiener filter could be omitted and

the original, extremely noisy, raw measured drag could be deconvoluted.

Only after the deconvolution process was the Butterworth low pass filter

used to smooth out the data. In other words, all filtering can be left

until after all manipulation to the measured data has been done, so that

a completely original, unaltered, measured signal is deconvoluted, and

the whole process is once more a single filter procedure. Filtering is

performed in the time domain. Negligible time delay is introduced by the

filter chosen (second order Butterworth low pass filter with a cut-off

frequency of I.S kHz). The rate of change of the signal during the test

time is slow enough that the cut-off frequency does not reduce the

response of the system In this region. Only the initial rise of the drag

signal is slightly rounded by the filter.

The attached plots show the degree of accuracy attainable on the 5 ° cone

with ordinary foil resistance strain gauges. (Note : a drag of SO N

corresponds to a strain of 3 pc, persisting for several hundred

microseconds with a signal-to-noise ratio of approximately unity).

All attempts to improve slgnal-to-nolse ratio electrically resulted in

an order of magnitude increase in this ratio. This was achieved during

dynamic calibration of the balance outside the shock tunnel. It was

found, subsequently, that the signal-to-nolse ratio of the strain
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n=ea:Juremcnts was .,;trm_gly flow depeJ_dent, and that pool" signals would

have to be tolerated under many tunnel operating conditions.

THRU,gT MEASUREMENT Oh/ A SCRAM JET NOZZLE

The force balance technique is now being applied to the measurement of

the net thrust produced by a two dimensional symmetric nozzle attached

to a rectangular cross-sectioned scram jet. Although symmetry of the

system means tlle net force is co-axial with the nozzle-duct axis, the

inclined nozzle walls mean that at least two internal stress components

are present. This complicates design and measurement of the net thrust

(which will give rise to some axial, compressive stress wave). The

measurement of' this in the presence of possible large transverse

flexural stress waves is currently being studied.

RF.FERFNCE_

I. S.R.Sanderson, J.M.Simmons, S.L.Tutlle, A Drag Measurement Technique

for Free Piston Shock Tunnels, AIAA Conference Paper, Reno, Nevada, 1991
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E×per_men_al results Cor S_ cone

(a) Nozzle s_agna_on entha_y oE 19 3 Mj/k_

Test sec_Lon cona_!ons :
Hath number = 5.03 ve!oc!ty = S340m/s.

_Ca_Ic pressure = 38.0 kPa. pLtot pressure

- [tTO Pa static temperature = 2SS0 K,

density = 010433 Rg/m ], y !.33.

(b) Nozzle stagnat£on enthalpy of 7!78 HJ/kg

Tes_ section conditions i

Hac_ number = S _O. ve!oc::y = 36T0 mrS.

s_a_c pressure = 2!.2 kPa. pitot pressure

• 1060 kPa, s:aalc _empera_ure = 96T K,

densLty = 0.0738 _g/m_ y = 1.33.

(c) Nozzle s_agnation enLhalpy o£ 4.7 MJ/k8.

Tes_ sect:on conditions :
Macb number = 6.16, ve!oclty = 2980 m/s,

s:a_lc pressure = 7.32 kP_, pi_o_ pressure

= 443 kPa, static _emoera_ure = 530 K.
density = 0.0465 k_Im', _ = 1.33

(d) Nozzle stagnation enthalpy o_ 2S.7 MJ/kg

Tes_ sectLon conditions -

Math numOer - 4. S, velocity • 5700 m/s.

s_aL_c pressure - 17.¢ kPa. pilot pressure

= 014 kP_. static temperature • 3330 K.

density = 0.0159 kglm _. _ = 1.33
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A SKIN FRICTIONGAUGEFORUSEIN HYPERVELOCITYIMPULSEFACILITIES

G.M. Kelly*, J.M. Simmons" and A. Paull*"
The University of Queensland

Queensland, Australia

Introduction

Hypervelocity Impulse facilities, such as free piston shock tunnels and

expansion tubes, have an Important role In the development of technologies

for hypersonic flight. They are capable of generating the high enthalpy

flows associated with external aerodynamics of space planes at near orbital

velocities and the internal aerodynamics of scram jet propulsion systems.

Important model test parameters are drag and skin friction but their

measurement is complicated greatly by the very short test times of impulse

facilities. Skin friction measurement [s also made difficult because the

wall pressure can be an order of magnitude greater than the wall stress

generated by skin friction. Skin friction gauges for use in conventional

shock tunnels have been reported 1. However, their ability to perform

satisfactorily in the very short duration flows associated with free piston

shock tunnels and expansion tubes does not appear to have been demonstrated.

This paper reports the development of a transducer capable of measuring skin

friction with a rise time of about 20 #s. Results prove the effectiveness of

the concept when used to measure skin friction on a flat plate.

Gauge Design

The gauge design is shown schematically in Figure 1. It comprises a thin

metal disk or thermal cover (I0 mm diameter and 0.4 mm thick) mounted flush

with the surface of the model and bonded to a stack of two piezoelectric

transducer elements (each 7 turn by 7 mm and l.S mm thick). The material

*Ph.D Student, Department of Mechanical Engineering IT5

*'Dean, Faculty of Engineering. Member AIAA

*"Research Fellow, Department of Mechanical Engineering

PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED



chosen for the elements was the piezoceramic PZT-'/A. its rigidity and

density were such that for the configuration in Figure 1, gauge natural

frequencies were above 300 kHz. In theory the elements, appropriately
• -

orientated and with electrodes on the appropriate surf'aces, respond on|y to

the shear force generated by skin friction, but in practice, pressure

sensitjv|ty (normal to the disk) was found to be sigr_ifJcant. For this

reason the two-element gauge was designed, with one piezoceramic element

inverted with respect to the other. One element provides an output e
1

proportional to the sum of the effects or skin friction _ and pressure p

applied to the disk and the other provides an output e z proportional to the

difference ((1) and (2) below). A weighted summation of the two outputs

therefore provides a direct measurement of shear stress.

= a T + b p {I)el l !

e z = azT - bzP (2)

A calibration procedure would Involve applying a known transient shear

stress, with p - O, to the transducer to determine constants a and a 2, and

a transient pressure, with ¢ m O, tO the transducer to determine the ratio or

constants bz/'o z. Hence, an unknown shear stress ¢ can be determined from {3)

and simultaneous measurements ot outputs e I and e z.

• 3 + (bl/b2)e z = (a ! + (b|/bz)a 2) (3)

Plezoceramics exhibit a 'Curie' temperature above which they begin to

depolarize. To avoid this the thickness of" the thermal cover and its

material were chosen to prevent unacceptable levels of" conductive heat

transfer from the hot test gas in the boundary layer, Several materJa|s were

evaluated, lnvar was finally chosen because it has a very small coefTiclent
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of thermal expansion, thereby preventing the transducer elements from being

strained due to thermal expansion of the disk.

The impulsive nature of the flow in free piston shock tunnels results in

stress waves in the model, with the skin friction gauge being exposed to a

vibration-induced acceleration environment. To counteract this, rubber

vibration isolation was included in the design [Figure 1]. The technique

effectively lowered acceleration induced output from the gauge to a level

that could be handled by filtering during signal processing.

The shear stress levels on the model were typically 1250 Pa but for some of

the flow conditions they were as low as 200 Pa. Since the charge produced by

the plezoceramic elements Is small (of the order of 5 pC for some conditions)

amplification of the signal was requirecl. To minimize noise contamination a

charge amplifier was located as close as possible to the site of signal

detection. It was housed directly beneath the gauge in a chamber which was

vented to atmospheric pressure and completely Isolated from the test section

flow. This was done to remove the effect the test flow may have had on the

electronics.

Results

To determine b]/'o z a small shock tube was used to apply a transient pressure

to the gauge. A technique for transient shear stress calibration yielding a
1

and a z Is being developed. It is based on sudden removal of a weight

attached to the disk with a thread and needs further refinement. However,

the following results are not dependent upon it. They can be viewed as a

demonstration of the correct functioning of the gauge, or alternatively, as a

calibration of the gauge against a value of skin friction determined from the

theory for a simple compressible flat plate boundary layer and known shock

tunnel test section conditions.
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Table 1 The Four test conditions

i 2 3 4

Stagnat ion

Enthai py (MJ/kg)

Stagnat ion
Temperature (K}

Stagnat Ion
Pressure (MPa)

Temperature (K}

Pressure (kPa)

Density (kg/m 3)

Velocity (m/s)

Mach No.

= ........

12.07 9.50_7 7.34 5.76

6348 5287 4373 3763

5.88 3.62 I. 63 0.77

3383 2262 1952 1463

114 65.8 27.4 12.1

0.107 0.079 0.046 0.027

3486 3134 2789 2444

3. 096 3.129 3.198 3.2i6

Figure 2 is a typical digitally filtered response from the skin friction

gauge (see Table ! for test conditions with air as the medium}; i.e. it is a
J

plot of e I + (bl/bz)e z against time an'd from (3) should be proportional to

the shear stress on the gauge. The data was sampled at 1 /as intervals. The

flow Is established in the test section in about 20 /is at which time the

gauge registers a constant mean value with small fluctuations superimposed.

(Note that the gauge gives a negative output For positive skin friction).

This 'steady' flow lasts For about 200 gs after which large fluctuations

appear and the response departs from the steady mean value. To prove that

these fluctuations were associated with the flow and not with the gauge, a

commercial piezoelectric pressure transducer was mounted in a second flat

plate model to measure static pressure on the surface. The second flat plate

model had substantially different geometry and different flow-Induced stress

wave reflection times but the onset of large fluctuations occurred in the

unfiltered outputs from both the pressure transducer and one piezoceramic

element at the same time, about 250 /as after the start of the flow. We

conclude that the large-scale unsteadiness after 250 ps is due either to

shock wave reflections resulting from the impulsive flow meeting the back

face of the dump tank or to the arrival of the helium driver gas. However,
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In the available 200 ps of useful test time, the skin friction gauge

Indicated steady boundary layer flow (Figure 2}.

Figure 3 displays the skin friction gauge averaged output voltage in the 200

/as test time plotted against theoretical shear stress values obtained using

the method of van Driest 2. The test section stagnation pressure ranged from

0.9"7 MPa to 5.88 MPa. The flow Mach number was nominally 3.2. The

relationship is linear, confirming the fact that shear stress has effectively

been isolated from the unwanted contributions due to pressure, temperature

and flow-induced vibration. One of the major problems encountered in the

development of the gauge was the decoupling of pressure and shear stress. For

the range of conditions considered, pressure varies as a nonlinear function

of shear stress. Hence, if the gauge was responding to pressure the linear

relationhip in Figure 3 would not occur. Using the nominal manufacturer's

sensitivities for the piezoceramic material, calculations indicate that the

gauge outputs for the theoretical shear stresses should lie along the second

straight line in Figure 3. This small difference is not surprising and

further confirms the proper functioning of the gauge.

Conclusions

Tests of a prototype skin friction gauge at Mach 3.2 in a small free piston

shock tunnel have demonstrated the effectiveness of the design concept and

the calibration against theoretical skin friction values in a simple flow.

The gauge has a rise time of about 20 /as, sufficiently short for most shock

tunnel applications and approaching the rise times needed for expansion tube

applications.
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CAPTIONS FOR FIGURES

Fig. I Schematic of skin friction gauge

Fig. 2 Uncallbrated time-history of filtered gauge output for the

following test section conditions : Mach number = 3.1, velocity =

3486 m/s, static pressure - I14 kPa, stagnation enthalpy ,, 12.1

MJ/kg, temperature = 3383 °K

Fig. 3 (a) Measured gauge output (Volts) and (b) predicted gauge output

versus theoretical shear stress for test section stagnation

pressures from 0.'/7 MPa to 5.88 MPa. Line (b) is determined from

nominal manufacturer's sensitivities for the plezocersrnics.
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Fig. 2 Uncalibrated time-history of filtered gauge output for the

following test section conditions : Mach number = 3.1, velocity =

3486 m/s, static pressure = 114 kPa, stagnation enthalpy = 12.1

MJ/kg, temperature = 3383 °K
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Fig. 3 (a) Measured gauge output {Volts) and {b) predicted gauge output

versus theoretical shear stress for test section stagnation

pressures from 0.77 MPa to 5.88 MPa. Line (b) is determined from

nominal manufacturer's sensitivities for the piezoceramics.
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High enthalpy, hypervelocity flows of air
and argon in an expansion tube

A. J. NEELY, R. J. STALKER and
A. PAULL
Department of Mechanical Engineering,
The University of Queensland, Australia

ABSTRACT

An expansion tube with a free piston driver has been used to
generate quasi-steady hypersonic flows in argon and air at
flow velocities in excess of 9 kn'Js. Irregular test flow
unsteadiness has limited the performance of previous expan-
sion tubes, and it has been found that this can be avoided by
attention to the interaction between the test gas accelerating
expansion and the contact surface in the primary shock tube.
Test section measurements of pitot pressure, static pressure
and flat plate heat transfer are reported. An approximate
analytical theory has been developed for predicting the
velocities achieved in the unsteady expansion of the ionising
or dissociating test gas.

NOTATION

E thin film output voltage
E,,, Eb dissociation energies per molecule
E. ionisation energy per molecule
k specific enthalpy
k thermal cgnductivity
K law of mass action coefficient
m mass
P gas pressure
Pr Prandtl number
q gas velocity

heat transfer rate
r mixture ratio
IR universal gas constant
R gas constant per unit mass
s entropy per unit mass
T gas temperature
To, Tb characteristic dissociation temperature
7", characteristic ionisation temperature
t time

U gas velocity
u internal energy per unit mass
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Y
p

Subscripts and

I..20
e

r

o

w

displacement
iomsation, dissociation fraction
temperature coefficient of resistance
ratio of speci,c nears
gas density
oynamic viscosity

superscripts

gas states
edge of the boundary layer
recovery
initial

wall
reference

1. INTRODUC_ON

The expansion tube provides an alternative to the shock
tunnel as a means of producing high enthalpy, hypersonic
flows (o. Both use a shock tube as the basic source of test gas.
However. whereas the shock tunnel employs a steady
expansion through a nozzle to accelerate the test gas to
hypersonic speeds, the expansion tube uses an unsteady
expansion in a constant area tube. This has the advantage that
both the stagnation enthalpy and the effective reservoir
pressure of the test flow are increased through the expansion.
It has the disadvantage that the test times areless than those
for a reflected shock tunnel, although they are generally
greater than for a non-reflected shock tunnel.

The facility was first proposed by Resler and Bloxsom (2) in
the early 1950s. A detailed theoretical study of the device by
Trimpi c3) in the early 1960s suggested the ability to produce
a large range of quasi-steady flow conditions simply by
varying the filling pressures in each section of the device.
Subsequent experimental work (_s_ demonstrated an inability
to produce the variety of quasisteady flow conditions first
thought possible. The large scale 6-inch expansion tube later
built at NASA Langley could only be made to produce a
quasi-steady flow over a very narrow range of test conditions
for each test gas (_). A typical test section centreline pitot
pressure history from the Langley facility is illustrated in
Fig. i.

The addition of a free piston driver to an expansion tube
has been shown to increase the performance of the facifi_ s._).
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Figure I. Typical centreline pitot pressure time history for air
test gas and helium acceleration gas from the Langley 6 inch

expansion tube (from Ref. 7, Fig. 6).

This increased performance and a greater understanding of
the factors limiting the test flow time in the expansion
tube(10. 'll has renewed interest in the device as a facility for
hypervelocity aerothermodynamic research, and has led to
this study of the test section flows generated by the expansion
tube,

Unlike a steady flow expansion, the stagnation enthalpy
does not remain constant in an unsteady expansion, and it is
necessary to find a means of calculating the test section
velocity, which does not rely upon knowledge of the
stagnation enthalpy generated in the shock tube. For a
perfect gas, this can b¢ done by a straightforward analysis,

involving integration of the differential equations governing
the unsteady expansion. This is not possible for high enthalpy
flows, where the real effects of dissociation and/or ionisation

must be taken into account. Rather than reverting to a
relatively complex numerical analysis, this problem is re.
solved, here, by developing a simplified, approximate analyti-
cal model for calculating the velocity.

i__=free piston driver -- secondary _ test section

& annul= reservoir ,- shock F diaphragm _/dump tank
primary "--x / tube / acceleration

i i °i ......
i n I | | , , i
V/,,)_///////////////////////Z/////////////////////////

0 1.0 2.0 metres
i,=,,l,,,,l .... I .... I

Figure 2Is). layout of TO expansion tube.

w_Mat I,'/1_= / t

Figure 2(b). Pitot pressure and static pressure transducer
positioning and mounting detail.

, ="--_----

*=_k= im4l = L

• •
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/

Figure 2(c). Position and detail of zero-incidencefiat plate in
the test section,
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Figure 3. Wave diagram for expansion tube flow process.

2. APPARATUS

High enthalpy flow conditions were produced in the TO
expansion tube at the University of Queensland. The layout

of the free piston driven expansion tube is shown in Fig. 2(a).

The free piston driver has a compression tube with an internal

diameter of 100 mm and is 2.3 m in length. Both the shock
tube and acceleration tubes have constant internal diameters

of 37 mm and are 2.08 m and 3.36 m long respectively.

Typical quiescent filling pressures are listed in Tables I and 2.

High temperature, high pressure driver gas bursts a

primary diaphragm (usually 1 mm mild steel) and drives a

shock wave through the test gas held in the shock tube. At
the end of the shock tube the shock wave bursts the secondary

diaphragm (cellophane, approx 230 ttm) and is accelerated to

a higher velocity. The test gas that follows the acceleration

gas is expanded unsteadily in the acceleration tube. The

hypersonic test gas exits the acceleration tube and flows over

the model mounted in the test section (Figs 2(b), 2(c)). A

wave diagram of the flow process is shown in Fig. 3.

The facility is instrumented for measurement of the flow
conditions in the tube. Seven ionisation detection gauges are

positioned along the length of the tunnel for measurement of

the shock speeds in the shock and acceleration tubes via time

of flight calculations. Piezoelectric pressure transducers are
used to measure the wall static pressure at the exit of the

acceleration tube and the centerline pilot pressure in the test

section (Fig. 2(b)). For the measurement of heat transfer

rates in the flow the pitot pressure probe is replaced with a

zero incidence flat plate with four flush mounted thin film

resistance thermometers (Fig. 2(c)).

3. FLOW CONDITIONS

To investigate the real gas effects of dissociation and

ionisation in high enthalpy flows in an expansion tube, air

and argon are used as the test gases, Argon, a monatomic

gas, is used to examine the effect of ionisation on the flow.
Air, considered here to be a mixture of two diatomic gases,

oxygen and nitrogen, is used to examine the effect of
dissociation on the flow.

Initially only a limited number of air test conditions had

been established in the TO expansion tube facility (s.9) and

only two argon conditions had been found. Guided by the
(to) atheory of test time maximisation developed by Paull ,

search was made for new test conditions using argon as the

test gas.

Paull's theory calculates the test time of the flow as the

interval between the passage of the secondary gas interface

between the acceleration and test gases, and the arrival of the

trailing edge of the unsteady expansion, or the reflected wave

emanating from the interaction of the upstream head of the
unsteady expansion with the driver-test gas interface in the

shock tube (Fig. 3).

The latter effect allows flow disturbances, which are known

to exist in the driver gas at the interface, to follow the

reflected wave into the test gas. PauU's theory shows that

these disturbances cannot pass from the driver gas into the

test gas when the test gas speed of sound is substantially

higher than in the driver gas, and the shock tube operating

parameters here are such that this condition is satisfied. The

reflected expansion lowers the test gas speed of sound, and

thus allows the disturbances to pass through to the test
region.

By adjusting the filling pressures in each section, the run

condition may be varied so that the maximum period of

undisturbed test flow, indicated on the wave diagram (Fig.
3), coincides with the passage of the test flow through the test

section. Charts of test time contours may be plotted against
run condition parameters to aid in the determination of the

optimum run conditions.

Pilot pressure and static pressure histories recorded at the

exit of the acceleration tube are used to confirm the presence
of a period of uniform flow required for a useful test

condition. Some of the static pressure records exhibit

'ringing' at the frequencies governed by the characteristics of

the pressure transducer and the data recording system, and

this may be ignored. On the other hand, during the test time,

the pitot pressure records exhibit a superimposed oscillation

with a period of the order of 20 Its, which may be compared

with a similar oscillation, at a period of about 0(3 t_s, in the

pilot pressure record from the Langley tunnel (Fig. 1). These
are thought to originate from a gas dynamic source. As

explained by Paull (n) they are associated with weak disturb-

ances in the shock heated test gas which tend to be focused

to a single frequency by the unsteady expansion. In the

TABLE 1

Averaged test conditions for _on|sing argon

CONDITION 1 2 3 4 5 $

Drivw Gas He He ,He He He He

RII Premres
Compression tube (kPs) 130 130 130 ]30 130 _130
ShockTube (Pa) 20_ 2000 2933 4000 6666 66_
Acceleration Tube {Po) 11 17 19 27 37 53

Shock Tube Fiow

ShockVeiocity (ms-t ) _ 5273 5346 5017 4767 4560
Flow Velocity (ms-1) 4833 4442 4498 4151 3376 3667
Temperature (K) 16746 15922 16431 15900 15657 15042
Pressure (kPa) 878 753 1134 1344. 1981 1793
Density (kgm -3) 0-219 0.203 0.296 0.371 0-5/1 0-545
Ion;satJonfraction 0-153 0.117 0.119 0-0B9 0.055 0.051

T_t Flow
ShockVelocity (ms-t)! 1007518575 9394 8110 _ 7331
Flow Velocity (ms- t)i 9154 8431 6715 g529 7951 6868

Pressure (Pal 11441 14669 17814 22875 28827 31239
Temperature (K] 7515 6_4 6529 5827 4364 4178
Density (xlO'Zkgm -3] 0-735 1,012 1.310 1-938 3-151 3-595
ionisation fraction S07e-.41.86e-48.98e-E. 144e-_ 3.21e-_ 1.05e,

Stagn.Enth. (MJkg -t] 45.8 38-I 414 39.5 33-$ 25.8
Reynolds No, (x 10e m-1] 0400 0-531 0-736 14)70 1.382 24)10
Msch Number 5-5/ 543 5-80 S-_ 646 5.70

_uflfal.loure_l ,l_.kdy III1 N_, Szt/lera
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Figure 4(a}. Pitot pressure (Pt) end matching static pressure (Ps) histories, and heat transfer rate ((_) and matching static pressure
(Ps) histories, for a high enthalpy air condition,
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Figure 4(b). Pitot pressure (PI) and matching static pressure (Ps) histories, end heat transfer rate (O) and matching static pressure
(PS) histories, for a low enthalpy air condition.
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Figure 4(c). Pitot pressure |PI) and matching static pressure (Ps) histories, and heat transfer rate (t_) and matching static pressure

(Psi histories, for a high enthalpy argon condition.

present tests, they give rise to a fluctuation of approximately

:1:5% and for most high entha]py aerodynamic testing

puq:)oses, this may be ignored.
]-[eat transfer rate histories, although Jess sensitive to flow

variations, are also used to confirm this quasi-steady flow.

Typical pressure and heat transfer rate traces for a high and

a low enthalpy air condition and a high enthalpy argon
condition are illustrated in Figs 4(a), 4(b) and 4(c),

The data acquisition equipment was run at 2 MHz for the

heat transfer rate experiments and at I MHz for the pitot

pressure experiments, resulting in different time bases in each

case shown in Fig. 4. Some shot to shot variation is also

visible when the static pressure traces are compared for each
condition. The periods of quasi-steady flow are indicated on

each trace. The duration of the quasi-steady flows are

approximately 60 i_s for the high enthalpy air condition,

100 its for the low enthalpy air condition and 80 p.s for the

high enthalpy argon condition.
Six conditions in each test gas were obtained with a number

of shots fired at each condition. These conditions are

summarised in Tables I and 2. There is some overlap of test

conditions with different initial conditions found to produce
similar test flows.

The argon conditions are medium to high enthalpy shots
with stagnation enthalpies in the range 26 to 46 M.l"/kg. The

air shots are a mixture of low enthalpy and high enthalpy

shots. The low ¢nthalpy shots are at stagnation enthalpies

around 9 MJ/kg, while the high enthalpy shots are at

enthalpies in the range 42 to 48 MJ/kg. The run conditions

for the two gases cover a range of Mach numbers and

Reynolds numbers.

TABLE 2

Averaged test conditions for dissociating air

CONDITION 1 2 3 4 5 g

Driver Gas He He He He Air Ar

Fill Pressure

Compressiontube (kPa] 130 130 130 130 174 130
ShockTube (Pal 3466 3466 6666 6666 1733 3466
Acceleration Tube (Pal 17 27 27 40 9 33

Slm<k TubG
Shock Velocity (ms-u ] 5512 5459 5192 5091 2219 2373
Flow Velocity (ms-lJ 5003 4,951 4695 4583 1865 2002
Temperature (K) 6753 66_ 6583 6410 2338 2616
Pressura (kPa] 1114 1092 1890 1813 86 195
Density (kgm-3) 0-436 0433 0-793 _777 0,126 0-257
N disso¢, fraction 0,129 0-121 0-0_ 0-063 0 0
0 disso¢, fraction 0-995 0-_5 0-989 0.9_ 0015 00t6

Test Row

ShockVelociIy (ms -1) _ 9285 9323 8917 4345 4123
TestVelocity (ms -I) 9035 8630 9573 8368 4076 3743
Pressure (Pa) 15474 248_ 25065 34704 19_ 6013
Temperature (K) 3740 3862 3463 3532 _2 1097
Density |xt0-Zkgm -3) 1453 1-882 2,230 3.026 _744 I._
N dissoc, fraction 0 0 0 0 0 0
O disso¢, fraction 0.847 0-876 0-617 0.622 0 0

Stagn.Enth. (MJkg -1) 47.7 444 440 41-6 9-3 11.8
Reynolds No. (x 10e m -1) 1.513 1.855 2-325 3-0125 0,7260 1-6295
Mach Number 7.50 ' 7.04 7.63 7.26 7.11 6.06

Aetonmuf/c,MJou_'na/ ./un_/./u/ylSOf N_.SIM/_w'&Pau#
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4. MODELUNG THE FLOW PROCESSES

It is assumed that all the flow processes occurring in the
expansion tube take place with the gas in thermodynamic
equilibrium. This applies to the flow immediately after the
normal shock in the shock tube. and to the unsteady
expansion in the expansion tube.

For the normal shock, the pressure levels are suchthat both
air and argon attain thermodynamic equilibrium within a
millimetre or so downstream of the shock(z),For the unsteady
expansion the situation is less certain, but Jones(') and
Moore o_) have demonstrated that for air, the flow can be
more closely modelled by equilibrium theory than by using
the non-equilibrium assumption of frozen flow, whilst
Miller O1has shown the same applies to carbon dioxide. Since
the ion-electron recombination processesin argon tend to be
faster than the atomic recombination processes in air or
carbon dioxide, it seems reasonable to assume that it also
follows an equilibrium path in the expansion.

4.1 Tharmodynsmi¢ Relations

Simple thermodynamic models are used to describe the
thermodynamic behaviour of each of the test gases. Thus
argon is treated as an ionising monatomic gas in which
ionisation of the atom lakes place from the ground state, and
electronic excitation is ignored, as described by the Saha
model. Air is treated as a mixture of two ideal dissociating
gases, as described by Lighthil103). •

An equation of state for these models can be written as

P= pR' T{I +¢_,+ r(l +c_))

IR
with R' =

(m,, + r rob)

(1)

where IR is the Universal gas constant per mol, r is t]_e
ratio of the total number of 'b' atoms in a sample to the total
number of 'a' atoms (with the total taken to include both the
molecular and atomic form), m, and mb are the masses of the
molecules in the air and the atoms for argon, and for argon
rm0.

The corresponding expression for the internal energy per
unit mass is

3 ,T(I+ +<l+a'b)}u =_-R a',

where at'. = et'b = 1 for air, and cd. = ca.for argon. Ee and
Eb are dissociation energies per molecule for air and E. is the
ionisation energy for argon.

The law of mass action gives the ionisation or dissociation
fractions as

^,; exp (3)
where the subscript i is used to represent the compound a or
b, and • -- 0 for the two components of air, and e = 1.5 for
argon.

An expression for entropy change is obtained by writing
the differential relation

where ds is the entropy change per unit mass, then
substituting from (1), (2) and (3) and integrating to obtain

+.(.. _ _,.o)+( l+_. ; + °_1 E.To

- t'bo/

(l+a, 1+a.o)__ . . (S)+r T To

where I = 3 for air and ! = 0 for argon, while n = 1 for air
and n = 2.5 for argon. It should be noted that for air the
entropy per unit mass is usually normalised with respect to
the gas constant per unit mass, which is given here by

R= IR(I +r) ffi (1+r) R'
(,,1. + r m_)

In order to express Equation (5) in this form it is only
necessary to divide by (1 + r).

4.2 Flow Calculations -- Normal Shock

The conditions behind the primary shock are determined in
the usual manner, combining the above thermodynamic
relations with equations expressing the balance of mass.
momentum and energy, and employing an iteradve process
to solve the resultant set of simultaneous equations. As an
alternative, this set of equations may be used to prepare
charts of normal shock properties, which then can be used
for rapid determination of the post shock conditions.

4.3 Flow Cel©ulations -- Unsteady Expansion

The thermodynamic conditions obtained in expansion of the
test gas to a given pressure can be derived by noting that the
gas is assumed to be in equilibrium during the expansion, and
therefore it is an isentropic process. Thus Equation (5) can
be used to establish a relation between 7"and a, allowing P
and p to be determined from Equations (1) and (3). It then
remains only to establish the flow velocity corresponding to
these conditions.

Consideration of continuity and momentum for an adiaba-
tic unsteady expansion in a constant area tube (|.) yields the
differential relation

dp I P - dq (6)

By using the above equations to determine dP/dp, this
equation can be integrated numerically to yield the velocity.
However, the inviscid isentropic model of the expansion
which is employed here can only be expected to yield

IO0
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approximate velocities anyway and, with this in mind, it is
more convenient to develop an approximate theory which
yields an expression for the velocity change through the
expansion in a closed analytical form.

Using Equation (4) with ds = 0, Equation (6) becomes

P d--Pl'/z du = -dq (7)

Since the expansion is isentropic, p/P dP/dp becomes the
isentropic exponent. For a perfect gas, vdthout ionisation or
dissociation, it is equal to the ratio of specific heats, which
does not exceed 5/3, and is reduced to values closer to unity
when ionisation or dissociation occurs. Thus

I" dP [7 N-l<l

and the second term on the left side of Equation (7) may be
expanded in a Binomial series, to yield

where only the firstorderterm in (p/PdPldp - I)has been
retained.Itmay be shown thatthe errorin q incurredby
neglectingthe higher order terms is lessthan 5% for an
ionisingmonatomic gas, and lessthan 2% ¢_r an ideal
dissociationgas.
Now notingthat

7

for an isentropic expansion, equation (8) becomes

Argon Test Gas

For argon, substituting from Equations (1) and (2), while
writing ¢x,,= (x, and EalD_ -- T,, the characteristic ionisation
temperature, Equation (9) becomes, after integration

_zo

4{(p_)½ - (;)½/ + l,

V_ T,da
T (l_a) =q-q°

" (zo)

where the subscript ,, signifies the initial condition. It can be
seen that the contribution to the velocity change through the
expansion is divided into two pans. One part is represented
by the second term on the right hand side of the equation,
and is the contribution due to recombination. The first term
is that due to the expansion of the test gas alone, which
accelerates the test gas even in the absence of the heat release
associated with recombination. It might be noted that if the
analysis were carried out for a perfect gas, then the coefficient
outside the brackets would be 2V-f/('V - 1) which for
"t ffi 5/3, yields a value of 3.87, rather than the approximate
value of 4 shown in Equation (10).

In order to evaluate the integral in Equation (10), a simple
relation between the temperature and the ionisation fraction
is required. Plots of T against a are shown in Fig. 5(c), where
it can be seen that for constant entropy, the relationship

(a) 5000

T (K)

3000'

10oo

14.125j

S/R conlours of 0.697

- , - | - = - i

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

oxygen dissociation fraction

Co) 7000

T(K) 6000 t_s " t4"12s

4000

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3

nitrogen dissociation fraction

(c)

T (K)

30000'

15000'

0 i

0.00 0.25 0.50

argon ionisation fraction

Figure 5. Plots of variation of (a] oxgyen dissociation fraction
(b) nitrogen dissociation fraction and (c) argon ionisation

fraction, with gas temperature at constant entropy
(relative to STP}.

between these two variables is approximately linear. There-
fore the relation

T=Ca+B

is used, with the value of C and B chosen to match a line at

an appropriate entropy in Fig. 5(c). Substitution of this
relation into Equation (10), and evaluation of the integral,
yields

_r_';'-T, in 'V/_2 + (1 + C--)_ + _ + 2o.o+ i +

B B

c + (1+ c-),,+ + + ] +

+4{ IP°iV'a,_oo]-(;)'A} =q-q° (ll)
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Alr Test(;ms

For air, putting Ea/IR = T,, and EeflR = T., the characteris-
tic dissociation temperatures for oxygen and nitrogen respec-
tively, Equations (I) and (2) may again be substituted into
Equation (91 to yield, after imegration

u

4- V_'r ; T.d_+ T, rab"Vr{1+o_+,(1 +o_)/= ¢ - q° (12)
a

where a = oh, or ab, and ¢, ffi oh,. or abe. It is seen that in
comparison with Equation (10), the second term on the left
hand side represents an additional effect of dissociation. This
is related to the change in the number of gas particles per unit
mass, and is only roughly one tenth of the magnitude of the
third term on the left hand side, which is the recombination
term. In obtaining a first approximation to the velocity it
could be neglected, but it is included here in order to improve
the accuracy. It is worth noting again that, if the analysis were
carried out for a Lighthill gas in the undissociated state, with
7 = 4/3, then the coefficient outside the brackets in the first
term would be 6-93, rather than the value of 7 which is shown.

The unsteady expansion, wh/ch in general is taken to begin
with a mixture of fully dissociated oxygen and partially
dissociated nitrogen, and to end with a mixture of undissoci-
ated nitrogen and oxygen, is divided into three stages.

The first stage considers the unsteady expansion in the

presence of monatomic oxygen, which acts as an inert diluent.
This expansion proceeds from a level of partial dissociation
of the nitrogen to an 'intermediate point', where the nitrogen
can be assumed to be totally recomhined. In this first stage

the oxygen is assumed to remain totally dissociated, and acts
as an inert diluent.

The second stage considers the unsteady expansion of
dissociated oxygen in the presence of fully recombined
nitrogen which acts as the inert diluent. The expansion of the
oxygen occurs from a totally dissoc/ated state.

The third stage considers the expansion of the fully
recombined nitrogen and oxygen, behaving as a perfect gas
with a ratio of specific heats of 4/3.

Of course, an expansion may not pass through all these
stages, but the analysis can be readily adjusted to account for
thii simply by omitting the relevant stages, and by adjusting
the limits of integration in Equation (12) (Fig. 61.

Thus Equaiion (12) can be written

(13)

where lb and !, represent the contributions of the second and
third terms on the left hand side of Equation (121 in the first
and second stage respectively. The method by which/b and
1o are determined follows that for argon. Plots of T against
a, and ab (Fig. 5(a) & (b)) show that, at constant entropy,
an approximately linear relationship exists over most of the
range of o_ and _. Thus, using the relation

T= Cbab + Bb

for nitrogen recombination stage (i.e. the first stage), the

$1I_ r-----" _MDttI1E
_M /

L • I

1 I 1/111112 S 20 _, 10

•t I I I I/I ! _"'_
D

(OJ(_._N In_lm) INi_ROG_ N Im.t_ |

STAGE ! ST_E ;f

Sfff_v#• s_ m

Figure 6. Two stage expansion model for air as a mixture of
oxygen and nitrogen.

integrations in Equation (121 may be performed to yield

L

{ ] V_'_"_bXo + 2rCbe_bo+(2+rICb+rBb_In _ _- 2r Cb as + (2 +. rICb + r BbJ

-6 x,_(X/_o- x/X) (14)

where X = (C_b + Bb) (2 "4-• + • abl, and Xo is the value
of X when ab ffi Gbo.
Similarly, using the relation

Tf C, a,, + B,

for the oxygen recombination stage (i.e. the second stage),
the integrations in Equation (12) may again be performed m
yield

_(T, + 3 (1 + r) C,}

(_ ",/-OTto+ 2c,_.. + (1 + •)c. + B.)In CV_-_X,X+2C, a_+(I+r)C,+B,

-6 v_(vT;.- x,T) (is)

where X = (C,_a, + B,) (1 + • + oh,I, and Xo is the value of
X when a,, = c_o.

Remembering that Pip is calculated from the exact
isentropic relations, which also yield the values of as and _,
which are inserted into Equations (14) and ()5), Equations
(13), (14) and (15) may be combined to yield the velocity in
the expansion.

§. IMPLEMENTATION OF FLOW MODELS

The flow models for the ionising and dissociating gases were
applied to the run conditions described in Section 3. The
states of the test gas at the end of the shock tube and at the
exit of the acceleration tube were calculated and are set out
in Tables 1 and 2.

For the high enthalpy argon conditions, equilibrium
calculations showed that ionisation fractions of between 5 and

16% were induced in the test gas after shock heating in the
shock tube. Essentially full recombination was predicted to
occur in the unsteady expansion in the acceleration tube with

in Neely.SlJIker&PeuH Ae_utf_lJoun, ml JumYJutl, l._!
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the ionisation fractions falling to well below a tenth of a per
cent. Thus the test gas produced by these high enthalpy runs,
although at elevated temperatures, is not ionised.

Essentially complete dissociation of the oxygen component
of the air is predicted to occur for the high enthalpy air
conditions in the shock tube. Dissociation fractions from 6 to

13% are predicted for the nitrogen component. Total
recombination of the nitrogen occurs in the unsteady expan-
sion in the acceleration tube, while the dissociation fraction
of the oxygen onJy falls to between 62 and 88%. The test gas
produced under these flow conditions thus has a highly
dissociated oxygen component.

The shock heating of the test gas in the shock tube, for the
low enthalpy air conditions is not severe enough to induce
significant dissociation of the nitrogen component. The
dissociation fraction of the oxygen component is approxi-
mately 1.5%. Processing by the unsteady expansion in the
acceleration tube induces complete recombination of the
oxygen. The low enthalpy flow conditions thus produce test
flows of undissociated air.

6. COMPARISON OF IDEAL AND ACTUAL PERFORMANCE

Calculations of the ideal performance of the unsteady
expansion process in the expansion tube are made from the
known conditions at the end of the shock tube. The expansion
process is allowed to proceed to the calculated pressure level
behind the secondary shock.

The calculations of ideal performance exceed the velocities
calculated directly from observed shock speeds(Fig. 7). This
suggests energy is being lost in the expansion process. This
energy loss could be attributed to viscous attentuation of the
flow in the acceleration tube. No account of viscouseffects is

taken in any of the calculations. The high temperatures of the
test gas and the levels of dissociation and ionisation of the
gas suggest also the possibility of energy loss through
radiation through the tube walls, before the gascan be cooled
by the expansion.

Grey body calculations for the flow of air in the expansion
tube indicate that the energy loss through radiation is not
significant. Work by Logan et a_ _s)on shock heated argon at
roughly equivalent temperatures and electron densities to
those considered here, indicates a drop in total ¢nthalpy of
no more than 20% in the lest gas in the shock tube. The
primary source of energy loss would thus appear to be viscous
attenuation of the flow down the acceleration tube. Unlike a
shock tunnel, the radiation losses at high enthalpies in an
expansion tube remain minor.

Measured static and pitot pressures are compared with
values calculated from the observed shock velocities using
equilibrium theory, for all the test flow conditions (Fig. 8).
Agreement between the two methods of determining the
static pressure levels in the flow is reasonable with measured
pressures tending to be lower than those predicted generally
by no more than 20%. Agreement is best for the lower
enthalpy air conditions.

Measured pitot pressure levels are generally around 30%
lower than predicted levels and in some cases only 50% of
the predicted value (Fig. 8). Predictions of the pitot pressure
are made from the calculated values of test gas velocity and
the thermodynamic state of the gas. The pitot pressure is
approximately proportional to the product of the flow density
and the square of the flow velocity.

i.e. Ps = 0-9 ps Us2
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Figure 7. Comparison of the ideal velocity calculated through
the expansion (U5 ideal) with the observed shock velocity
(U shock)and the velocity calculatedacross the shock (US

observed) for (a) high enthalpy air, (b) low enthalpy air and
(c) high enthalpy argon conditions.

Although the relation is sensitive [o any error in the
measured velocity these errors are negligible. Assuming an
accurate measurement of the pitot pressure the results
indicate that the calculated value of the density is too high.
This discrepancy could be due to shock reflection from the
cellophane secondary diaphragm just before it ruptures,
which could increase the entropy of the test gas, thereby
increasing the temperature and lowering the density at a
given static pressure.

7. HEATTRANSFER RATES

Heal transfer rates for a number of flow conditions were
measured using platinum thin film resistance thermometers
mounted flush in the surface of a smallfiat plate (Fig. l(c)).
The flat plate was positioned centrally in the flow at the exit
of the acceleration tube.

The numerical relation set out by Shultz and Jones(T6)and
corrected in Ref. 17 is used to integrate the voltage/
temperature history.
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Heat transfer rates for comparison with experimental
measurements are calculated using the empirical relation for

It laminar boundary layer O8) as the local Reynolds number for

the small flat plate are well within the laminar flow regime.

0332._k, = p'-__P U,(H,- H.)
(17)

with Reference values (*) calculated at a reference enthalpy

h" = 0-5 (h, + h.,) + 0.22 (h, - h,) (18)

The calculations are based upon the test conditions

determined using the equilibrium method described previous-

ly. The free stream flow velocities used in the calculations are
those derived from the observed secondary shock speeds,

since the velocities derived from the performance calculations
are known to be overestimated.

Calculations of local conditions on the flat plate are based

upon the weak interaction principle (19). The dynamic viscosity
of the free stream is determined using the Sutherland

Viscosity Law (_°). The specific heat at constant pressure for

the flow is calculated using the empirical curve fit data from

the NENZEF predictive code (2_).

Comparison of measured heat transfer rates and laminar

predictions confirms the heat transfer as a laminar boundary
layer process (Fig. 9). Observed heat transfer rates are up to

25% lower than predicted values. This is consistent with an

over prediction in the flow density suggested by the compari-

son of the pitot pressure levels. The heat transfer rate is

proportional to the square root of the free stream density.

II. CONCLUSIONS

A number of high enthalpy quasi-steady test flow conditions

using air and argon as the test gases have been established in
the TO expansion tube facility. Centreline pitot pressure and

wall static pressure histories and centreline heat transfer rate

histories, to a flat plate at zero incidence, confirm the

existence of these quasi-steady flows.

Equilibrium approximate analytical relations which consid-
er the real gas effects of ionisation and dissociation can be
derived to model both the flow across the normal shocks and

the unsteady expansion in the acceleration tube.

Calculations predict large levels of oxygen dissociation of
up to 88% in the high enthalpy test conditions for air

(48 MJ/kg), implying that 6% of the total free stream

stagnation enthalpy is in the form of dissociation energy. This

may be compared with a reflected shock tunnel for which,

typically, 20% of a similar stagnation enthalpy would be in

the form of dissociation energy. The low enthalpy conditions
for air (9 MJ/kg) are free from dissociation. It is calculated

that high enthalphy flows of argon (46 MJ/kg) are fully

recombined by the unsleady expansion in the acceleration

tube producing non-ionised Rows.
Approximate estimates of the ideal performance of the

unsteady expansion indicated velocities close to those which

were measured, The loss of flow energy which did occur could

be attributed to viscous attenuation and in the case of argon,
radiation from the flow.

Static pressure levels measured directly fall slightly below
those deduced from the observed shock speeds. Measured

pitot pressures of as low as 50% of the levels deduced from

the predicted flow conditions and the observed velocity

indicate an over prediction of the flow density by ideal
equilibrium theory. Deduction of the thermodynamic state of

the test flow from direct measurements of velocity, static and

pitot pressures remains the most reliable method of calcula-

tion. Steady heat transfer rates were established for the test

conditions and measured rates were equal to or slightly less
than laminar boundary layer predictions. These results

indicate that expansion tubes can be used to generate

hypersonic flows at speeds in excess of Earth orbital velocity.
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TEST FLOW DISTURBANCES IN AN EXPANSION TUBE

A. Paull and R.J.Stalker

Mechanical Engineering Department

University of Queensland, Australia

Abstract

The operation of an expansion tuba Is Investigated with particular

attention to the test flow disturbances which have limited their utility

In the past. Hew theoretical bounds are obtained for the duration of

uniform test flow and are seen to be In good agreement with data derived

from centreline pltot pressure measurements. The test flow durations are

predicted by uslnq conventional one-dlmenslonal ideal gas relations

across shocks and unsteady expansions, together with shock tube boundary

layer entrainment effects. It is found that hlqh frequency flow

disturbances In the driver gas can penetrate the shock tube driver-gas

Interface when the driver gas Hach ntu_ber Is less than that In the test

gas and that these disturbances then are manifested in the expansion tube

test flow. Results from three different facilities are shown to display

frequency focusing the effect on acoustic waves produced by an unsteady

expansion.

1. Introduction

An expansion tube is an impulse hypersonic faclllty which can produce

high enthalpy quasl-steady flows. An expansion tube's central advantages

over the more widely used reflected shock tunnel are substantial gains in

both stagnation enthalpy and effective stagnation pressure and a decrease

in dissociation levels due to a decrease in chemical freezing. These

advantages are obtained because the expansion tube accelerates the test

gas through an unsteady expansion, whereas the reflected shock tunnel

utilizes a supersonic nozzle which produces a steady expansion of gases

from conditions of high temperature and pressure.

A number of expansion tube have been built, however most have since been

discarded as only a narrow window of test condltlons for each test gas

was ever obtained. This is contrary to prior theoretical results (Trimpl

(1962)) which indicate that a large variety of test conditions are

available.

The new analysis presented here explains the discrepancy between Trlmpi's

theoretlcal maximum test time and the observed test times. This analysis

explains why the window of steady test conditions is small and indicates

how this window can be widened so as these facilities could be used for a

variety of hypersonic research. In addition to the theoretlcal results,

centreline pltot pressure measurements for an air test gas are also
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presented.

2. General Theory

An expansion tube consists of three consecutive sections; the

compression, the shock tube and the acceleration tube (see Figure t).

The acceleration tube empties unrestrlctlvely into a dump tank-test

section. Initially the three sections are separated by two diaphragms.

The heavier of these is the primary diaphragm which resides between the

compression and shock tubes while the shock and acceleration tubes are

lnltlaily separated by the secondary diaphragm. Ideally the secondary

diaphragm is massless. The three regions are inltlaIly filled with the

driver, test and acceleration gases, respectively.

Figure i incorporates a free piston driver (Stalker 1966) which is used

to increase the driver gas pressure sufficiently to rupture the primaly

diaphragm. This produces a shock which travels through the test gas

towards the secondary diaphragm. It is assumed that the shock ruptures

the secondary diaphragm without reflecting, instantaneously accelerates,

then travels down the acceleration tube with constant velocity. The test

gas follows the shock and accelerates through an unsteady expansion

centred at the secondary diaphragm. The test time is the perlod of

steady flow following the arrival of the test-acceleratlon gas interface

at the test section. {See Figure 2).

There are two distinct ranges of flow conditions in which different

mechanisms limit the test time. These flow regimes will be referred to

as the high enthalpy conditions and the low enthalpy conditions. To a

good approximation, the high and low enthalpy conditions are respectively

generated when the driver gas sound speed is less than and greater than

the test gas sound speed.

At high enthalpy conditions the test time is predicted using ideal

one-dimenslonai gas dynamics as used by Trlmpi (1962). Trimpi's analysis

assumes the test time is limited by the arrival at the test section of

the unsteady expansion generated when the secondary diaphragm ruptures.

It can be seen from Figure 2 that this is only correct if the

acceleration tube is sufficiently short so that the reflection of the

unsteady expansion off the driver-test gas interface arrives at the test

sectlon after the downstream edge of the unsteady expansion. Trimpi's

analysis assumes the location of the drlver-test gas interface can be

predicted using Invlscid one-dlmenslonal gas theory. If this assumption

were correct this interface would be sufficiently upstream so that the
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reflection of the unsteady expansion would not normally limit the test

time. However, Hlrels (1964) has shown that the boundary layer entrains

mass and acts like a mass sink. This significantly decreases the

distance between the shock and the interface in the shock tube. Hence,

the unsteady expansion produced when the secondary diaphragm ruptures can

reflect off the driver-test gas Interface and arrive at the test section

before the unsteady expansion's downstream edge. The analysis presented

here predicts the location of the drlver-test gas interface using HJrels'

theory and then analytically determines the trajectory of the leading

edge of the reflected expansion.

At low enthalpy conditions and during the steady test period predicted by

the above analysis the observed flow can still be unacceptably noisy.

It Is argued here that the dominant part of this noise can be modelled as

acoustic lateral waves which are generated In the driver gas. These are

,transmitted through the drlver-test gas interface Into the test gas

before the secondary diaphragm ruptures. It Is important to recognize

that the mechanisms for generating thls noise are also present for the

high enthalpy conditions. The noise Is not transmitted through the

interface at the high enthalpy conditions because the test gas sound

speed Is greater than the driver gas sound speed. For this mismatch of

sound speeds It will be shown that the interface acts as a low frequency

filter and totally reflects low frequency lateral waves.

All noise sources observed in the driver gas have not been positively

identified, however, it wlll be shown that a significant portion can be

attributed to noise generated in the primary diaphragm rupturing process.

Furthermore, the filtering of the diaphragm noise Is sufficient to

produce acceptable test conditions.

A further process which disrupts the test tlme Is produced when the

unsteady expansion centred at the secondary diaphragm produces a large

drop In the sound speed of the test gas. It has been shown by Paull and

Stalker (1991) that all frequency components of noise transmitted through

the expanslon will be "focused" Into a narrow bandwidth of frequencies.

This results in a pronounced disturbance downstream of the expansion and

thus, the test flow Is rendered useless. Frequency focusing is discussed

here In more detail and in the context of the more general theory.

3 Hlgh Enthalpy Conditions

At high enthalpy conditions the test time will be limited by either the

downstream edge of the unsteady expansion centred at the secondary
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diaphragm rupture Lime or the downstream edge of the reflection of the

upstream edge of this expansion off the driver-test gas interface. The

theoretical test time is obtained by assuming the flow is one-dimensional
I

ideal and invlscld In all calculations except' that which determines the

location of the driver-Lest gas interface. This is obtained using

Mirels' (1964) ideal gas theory for boundary layer entrainment.

For a one-dimensional ideal lnviscld gas

2
u -+-- a = const., (3.1_+)

_'-I

along the characteristics

dx
= U ± a , (3.2)

dt

where u is the gas velocity, a is the local sound speed and _ is the

specific heat ratio. It follows (Whltham (1974)) that within a centred

unsteady expansion

and

u. -lu3.2( xI (3.3)

2 xia _'_'t a3 + ¥.-'-1 u 3 - _- , (3.4)

where subscript 3 refers to the conditions upstream of the expansion (see

Figure 2). The origin of the (x,t) space is at the rupture of the

secondary diaphragm.

3.1. Test time bounds

If the test tlme is limited by the downstream edge of the unsteady

expansion then the test time, T, is the time elapsed between the arrival

of the test-acceleratlon gas interface and thls edge. This interface and

edge have velocities u5 and us-a s respectively, where subscript 5 refers

to the Lest gas conditions downstream of the expansion. Hence, the Lest

time is

T = xAa5
Us(U s- a s) '

(3.5)

where x is the length of the acceleration tube.
A
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If the test time Is limited by the reflected expansion then the test time

is determined analytlcally as a function of the elapse time, to, between

rUl)lur_ c)[' Ih= _-dc,l_,l.ly ,ll.pt=|.Km .,.I ._lv.I ,d t h_ d, lv.r--t.ut gau

interface at the upstream edge of the unsteady expansion. Within the

expansion the characteristic curve which marks the downstream edge of the

reflected expansion is obtained analytically from integration of (3.1"}

with u and a given by {3.3} and (3.4), respectively. The intersection of

this trajectory and the trajectory of the expansion's downstream edge

determlnes the time for the reflected expansion's downstream edge to

emerge from the expansion. The time elapsed between this event and

rupturing of the secondary diaphragm is

_'+I

tI = to( as )2(1-_)a3
(3.6)

The reflected expansion's downstream edge then travels in the uniform

+ a until itflow ahead of the expansion with constant velocity us s

reaches the test section or the test-acceleratlon interface. In the

latter case there is no test time, otherwise the test time is

i ....

T = Us+ as { 2t t - Us (3.7)

It can be seen from {3.1"), which relates conditions either side of the

expansion, {3.6} and {3.7) that the nondlmenslonal test time T/t o is a

function of the sound speed ratio as/a 3 and the nondimenslonal

acceleration tube length X=xA/{a3to). The nondimensional acceleration

tube length is the ratio of acceleration tube length to the effective

Inviscld test gas slug length in the shock tube when the secondary

diaphragm ruptures. For strong shocks it follows that this

nondimenslonal test time is a function of the shock speed ratio Usa/U 5

and the nondlmensional acceleration tube length, where Usa and Us are the

shock speeds in the acceleration and shock tubes respectively.

Figure 3 displays the nondlmensional test time as a function of shock

speed ratio for different nondlmenslonal acceleration tube lengths for a

specific heat ratio of 1.4. In the regions where the test time is

monotonically increasing the test time is limited by the downstream edge

of the unsteady expansion and is determined from (3.5). ghen the test

time is monotonically decreasing the test time is limited by the

reflected unsteady expansion and is determined from (3.6} and (3.7}.
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It can be seen that the reflected expansion severely llmlts the test time

and the condltlons at which an expansion tube can be practlcally

operated, j

3.2. Haxlmum test time

From inspection of Figures 2 and 3 It can be seen that the maximum test

time available for a given acceleration tube length is obtained when the

reflected expansion and the unsteady expansion arrive at the test section

simultaneously. The maximum test time is indicated by the the dotted

llne in Figure 3. By equating (3.5} and {3.7} it can be shown that the

maximum test tlme is

T. = HsLas)

_+1

(3.8)

where Hs=us/a s is the local Hach number of the test gas. From the

substitution of {3.8) for T in (3.5) it follows that this maximum test

time is achieved if the nondlmenslonal length of the acceleration tube is

3-¥

{a3} 2 (_'- I)X = (Hs-1} as
(3.9)

Hence, to obtain the maximum test tlme, the filling pressures and

acceleration tube length must be chosen so that (3.9) is satisfied.

3.3. Boundary layer entrainment

In all the experiments reported here Hirels' (1964} turbulent boundary

layer analysis for an ideal gas and strong shocks has been used to

determine the location and velocity of the drlver-test gas interface.

This analysis indicates that a turbulent boundary layer theory is

required if P4ro>O.085 m.kPa (where ro Is the tube radius). In the

experiments reported here P4ro>O. 062 m. kPa. Hence, although some

experiments are in the transitional region the majority should have

turbulent boundary layers.

The elapse time to between rupture of the secondary diaphragm and the

arrival of the interface at the unsteady expansion head is determined by

assuming that the interface travels wlth constant veloclty u i after the

diaphragm ruptures. The posltion of the unsteady expansion head is

obtained as a function of time from the characteristic equation (3.1").
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It ts assumed that after the diaphragm ruptures the gas velocity between

the shock and the interface varies linearly with distance. This

approximation is made to obtain a simple analytical relationshlp between

to and the properties of the gas behind the shock. A more accurate

method would be to use the gas velocity provided by Hirels {1964]. For

this linear approximation the gas velocity encountered by the expansion

head is

U _ Ul - U30(XI_X) + U I , [3.10)l

where I is the separation of the shock and interface when the diaphragm

ruptures, xi is the position of the interface relative to an origin

located at the diaphragm and U3o is the gas velocity immediately after

the primary shock. The positive x-directlon is in the flow direction.

If the interface travets with constant velocity then

x I = uit - 1. (3.11)

H_

f

The substitution of (3.11) into (3.10) gives the gas velocity upstream of

the expansion as a function of position and time. If it is also assumed

that the sound speed is constant and equal to a3 then an estimate of the

trajectory of the unsteady expansion's upstream edge is obtained from the

integration of the characteristic equation (3.1-) with the velocity given

by {3.10}. The intersection of this curve and the straight llne (3.11}

gives an elapse time to of

---_1 In {--_-+- ui- u3° } (3. t2)to = Ul_U3 0 a3

3.4. Interface detection

In section 7 the location of the interface has to be determined from

pltot pressure measurements. Since there is a change in Hach number

across the interface there should, theoretically, be a change in the

pttot pressure measurement at the interface. This is indeed observed,

however, in addition, under certain condlttons the mixing of the driver

and test gases can produce at the interface a region of low density gas

(Levine (1970)}. This region would produce a dip in the pltot pressure

record.

In section 7 the interface was identified by first making a theoretical
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prediction using Mtrels' (t964} analysis. Then a dip and or a step

change In the pltot pressure was sought near this predicted location.

4. Acoustic Wave Theory.

The noise observed in the flow at low enthalpy conditions is assumed to

be small perturbations of both velocity and pressure about a steady mean.

Whttham (1972) shows that the velocity and pressure can be written as

u =_u o + V¢ , (4.1)

and

P = Po - Po _'_ , (4.2)

respectively, where the potential function _ is a solution to the wave

equation, u o, Po and Po are the unperturbed velocity, pressure and

density respectively and t is time.

It will be assumed that the noise observed experimentally has properties

consistent with those potential functions which are only dependent on

time, radial distance, r, and axial distance, x. These functions have

the form

= Jo(Xr }exp (l_( t±_x/a )), (4.3)

where Jo is the zero th. order Bessel function of the first kind, a is

the local sound speed, w is the fundamental frequency and the dispersive

term is

, = { 1 - (_a/u) 2 1. (4.4,

The spatial origin is fixed in a frame in which the gas is at rest. The

permissible values of _ are obtained by imposing the no-penetration

boundary condition,

0__ {ro, t) = O.
Or

(4.5)

It follows that Ar o is equal to any of the infinite number of discrete

zeros of the first order Bessel function of the first kind, Jr. The

first zero of Jt occurs when Ar o equals zero. Jo{O)=l, hence, from {4.3}

this solution is radially independent. Solutions of this form are called

longitudinal waves. All other solutions are radially dependent and will
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be referred to as lateral wavet.

4.1. Doppler shifts

It Is assumed in (4.3) that x has its origin fixed in a frame in which

the unperturbed gas Is at rest. However, In a laboratory the unperturbed

gas is In motion relative to the observer. Thus, a Doppler shift in the

frequency is observed.

If the unperturbed gas moves with a velocity u relative to the laboratory

then, by using the exponent in (4.3), It can be shown that the frequency

observed in the laboratory would be

v = _ ( 1 _ u_/a ) / 2_. (4.6)

In the case of a longitudinal wave (_=I) the Doppler shift is only

dependent upon the local Mach number u/a. In contrast, the form of

ensures that the Doppler shift for lateral waves is dependent on both the

sound speed and gas velocity Independently.

When an acoustic wave encounters an unsteady expansion solutions of the

form (4.3) are not directly applicable In the expansion because the

unperturbed state Is not steady. However, these acoustic wave solutions

can be used to determine the shift in frequency which would be observed

as the acoustic wave traverses the expansion. Following the approach

used by Godunov (1959) the expansion is divided along the characteristic

lines into discrete steady regions and acoustic theory is applied within

these regions. Between these regions there is a discontinuity in both

sound speed and gas velocity. Furthermore, the discontinuity itself has

a velocity which is different to both the gas velocities of Its adjacent

regions.

The shift In frequency across the expansion is obtained by first

determining the frequency shift across an interface separating two steady

regions, subscripted I and 2, which have different sound speeds and gas

velocities. The interface has a velocity different to the gas velocities

in both regions. An acoustic wave described by (4.3) is incident in

region I and Is transmitted through the interface Into region 2.

The interface is a boundary for region 2 upon which conditions are

Imposed which uniquely determine the solution to the wave equation in

region 2. In the case when there Is no discontinuity in the gas

velocities and the interface ls fixed relative to the gas it can be seen

by equating the time coefficients In the exponent of (4.3} from either
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side of the interface that the fundamental frequency is the same in both

regions. However, in the more complex situation where there is a

discontinuity in the gas velocity this is not the case. The interface is

the boundary which drives the solution in region 2, hence, the

fundamental frequency in region 2 must be chosen so that it is equal to

the frequency which is observed at the interface. That is to say, the

frequency as observed in the frame of the interface shall be continuous

across the interface. Hence, from (4.6) the fundamental frequencies

either side of the interface are related by

(4.7)

where v is the interface velocity.

In the case of the unsteady expansion the interface is a characteristic

which separates two regions subscripted i and I+I. i=O refers to the

steady region upstream of the expansion. !The characteristic is

propagating upstream and therefore has velocity ul-al, hence, from {4.7)

the fundamental frequencies are related by

(I÷ = Ci•cu,.,-u,÷ (4.8)

The sound speeds and gas velocities of the two regions are related by

(3.1"). Eliminating the velocity terms in (4.8) it follows that

o,c o,.,II.{1 (4.9)

where dai=ai÷ I- a i. The limit In which the number of discrete steady

regions approach infinity and the discontinuities approach zero is then

taken. The relationship obtained from (4.4) between the infitesmal

change In the fundamental frequency and the Infltesmal changes in the

dispersive term and the sound speed is then used to develop an integral

relationship between the sound speed and the dispersive term within the*

expansion. This relationship can be integrated to give

(4.I0)

Figure 4 plots the dispersive term as a function of the sound speed for

different values of _o. It can be seen that in the limit as the sound
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speed approaches zero _ approaches (_-1)/2 independent of _o. It could

be said that the frequencies are "focused" by the unsteady expansion.

From (4.4) and (4.6) in the laboratory frame of reference the focus

frequency is

_,(a + (_-1]u/2)
V : (4.11)

2_t(I-((7-11/2121 b

From (3.1") it can be seen that this frequency Is only dependent upon the

steady state conditions upstream of the expansion, the lateral wave mode

and the specific heat ratio.

If all components of noise described by {4.3} were to traverse an

unsteady expansion across which the sound speed dropped sufficiently,

then at the downstream end of the expansion discrete narrow bands of

frequencies corresponding to different modes should be observed.

Focusing of the dispersive term across an unsteady expansion occurs

because both the sound speed decreases and the gas velocity increases.

If an Interface is stationary with respect to the gas either side and a

decrease in the sound speed is the only physical quantity to change

across the interface then from {4.4) the value of the dispersive term

must Increase. However, if a velocity Increase is the only change across

the Interface then the equality {4.7} is preserved by a decrease in the

value of the dispersive term (and therefore the fundamental frequency}.

Within an unsteady expansion where both the velocity and sound speed

change, the fundamental frequency shift derived from {4.7} is dependent

upon a velocity change which ts multiplied by the dispersive term.

Hence, if the dispersive term is small, the change in the velocity is

less significant and therefore the value of the dispersive term is driven

by the change in sound speed. Therefore, it increases. In contrast if

the dispersive term Is sufficiently large so that the velocity change

drives the change in the dispersive term then the dispersive term

decreases. The net result is that the values of the dispersive term

converge to one value.

4.2. Reflection and transmission coefficients

it will become apparent that the sound speeds either side of the

driver-test gas interface plays a major role in determining the amplitude

of the noise transmitted into the test gas.

If the sound speed changes across an interface between two mediums then
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an ;J(oustlc wave approaching the interface will be both reflected and

transmitted. If the interface is stationary relative to the two mediums

the fundamental frequencies of the incident, reflected and transmitted

waves are the same.

In the case of a longitudinal wave the reflectlon and transmission

coefficients are obtained by assuming the velocity and pressure are

continuous across the interface. From (4,1) and (4.2) the reflection and

transmission coefficients are

CR = _1a1_2 - _2a2_1
_1a1_2 + _2a2_1 '

(4.12}

and

CT _ 2 a2 _1a2_1
al _1a1_2 + _2a2_1 '

(4.13)

respectively, where B t and B2 equaI one and subscripts I and 2 refer to

the medium in which the wave is Incident and transmitted respectively.

In the case of a lateral wave it can be seen from (4.1) that there are

two nonzero velocity components. It is impossible to collectively

satisfy continuity across the interface of both velocity components and

the pressure, To overcome thls dilemma and to be consistent with the

boundary condition (4.5) it wlll be assumed that sllp can occur at the

interface so that the axial velocity is the only component which is

continuous across the interface. If the sound speed of the medium Into

which the wave is transmitted is less than _/A, so that 62 is real. it

can be shown as above that the reflection and transmission coefficients

are (4.12) and (4.13) respectively. However. if the sound speed of the

medium into which the wave is transmitted is sufflciently large so that

a2 is greater than _/_ then 62 Is Imaginary and exponential decay of the

transmitted solution occurs, in this case the transmission coefficient

(which determines the amplitude of the transmitted wave at the interface)

is

a, ( 2a2 1)2) '
(4.14)

and the reflection coefficlenL is one. Figures 5 and 6 are the

transmlssion and reflection coefficients as functions of sound speed
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ratio across the interface for different values of the incident wave

dispersive term. In Figure 5 it can be seen that the transmission

coefficient has a cusp for each value of the incident dispersive term.

If the sound speed ratio is greater than that at the cusp the transmitted

wave decays and the transmission coefficient is given by (4.14). For

sound speed ratios less than that at the cusp the transmitted wave does

not decay and the transmission coefficient Is given by (4.13).

Experimentally It Is important to know the lowest frequency which does

not decay when transmitted Into a medium with a higher sound speed. The

lowest frequency is that for which _2 equals zero. From (4.4), B2 equals

zero if _ equals Aa 2. The substitution of thls value of the fundamental

frequency Into {4.4) gives the value of the corresponding incident

dispersive term,

2
al

(4.15)

Experimentally the media move relative to the laboratory. If, relative

to the laboratory, PL iS the frequency measured in the incident medium

which corresponds to the lowest frequency that Is unattenuated, then

from the substitution of {4.15) into (4.6) with the fundamental frequency

determined from {4.4) it follows that

VL HI
(4.16)

where

, (4.17)

Is the lowest frequency which can be observed from the laboratory In the

incident medium. H1=uz/a I and H2=u2/a 2 are the local Hach numbers of the

two media relative to the laboratory. Figure 7 displays the ratio PO_PL

as a function of the Mach number ratio across the interface for different

values of H I for waves travelling in the flow direction, (4.16"). In the

experiments considered here the frequencies of the waves travelling

upstream are too small to be considered as disruptive to the flow.

5. Driver Gas Calculations

The analysis of sectlon 7 requires knowledge of the drlver-gas sound
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speed. In some experlments the centreline pltot pressure, static

pressure Ps, and shock speed, Ui, were measured. In these cases

Raylelgh's pilot pressure formula (Llepmann and Roshko (1967))

T+I l

PT = I)mM2 / ¥.*1 - -- (5.1}

is used to determine the local Hach number, H, of the driver gas. The

driver gas sound speed is obtained from this Hach number by assuming the

driver gas velocity is equal to the test gas velocity, which is

determined from real gas calculations (HcIntosh (1968)) based on the

measured shock speed.

Where these measurements were not available it will be assumed that the

mechanism through which the driver gas is accelerated is as follows.

The driver-gas is compressed adiabatically in the compression tube by the

free piston until the primary diaphragm ruptures. At this time the

driver gas Is assumed to be at rest. The cross-sectlonal area ratio of

the compression tube Is 7.2 times greater than the shock tube. Hence, it

is assumed that the driver gas then under goes a steady subsonic

expansion to the entrance of the shock tube where the flow is assumed to

be sonic. This point will be defined as the throat. From the throat the

driver gas accelerates through an unsteady expansion to the velocity

deduced from the measured shock speed. In all calculations the driver

gas is assumed to be perfect.

If Po and ao are the driver gas pressure and sound speed before

compression then

I)-o 27
al= a 0 p_ , 15.21

where PI and a I are the pressure and sound speed in the compression tube

when the primary diaphragm ruptures. (See Figure 2). For a large area

ratio between compression and shock tubes the sound speed at the throat

is approximately

15.3)

The driver gas sound speed in the shock tube is related to the sound

speed at the throat by {3.1+). As the flow at the throat is sonic it

then follows that
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a2 2 at - 7 u2 " (5.4)

6. Test Time Limitations at High Enthalptes.

From Figure 3 it can be seen that for sufficiently large acceleration

tube shock speeds the test time Is limited by the the leading edge of the

unsteady expansion. If the conditions In the shock tube are unchanged

and the acceleration tube shock speed is decreased then the test time

should increase to Its maximum. Wlth a further decrease in acceleration

tube shock speed the Lest time should decrease to zero as It is

terminated by the reflection of the unsteady expansion off the

dlIver-test gas interface. Figures 8A-gD are centreline piLot pressure

records which display these phenomena. The shock tube length, xs, was

2.08 m and the acceleration tube length was 3.18 m. The driver gas was

argon. It was compressed from 120 kPa to the primary diaphragm rupture

pressure of 34.5 NPa. The Lest and acceleration gases were air. The

shock tube filling pressure was 3.4 ± 0.15 kPa and the shock tube shock

speed was 2400 ± 200 m/s. The acceleration tube filling pressure was

varied between 5.4 t 1 Pa and 66 ± I Pa which produced a variation in

acceleration tube shock speed between 4400 m/s and 3700 m/s respectively.

The theoretical locations of the downstream edge of the expansion and its

refiectlon off the drlver-test gas interface are marked with the letters

"E" and "R" respectively. Figure 9 displays the predicted test time as a

function of acceleration tube filling pressure for the above shock tube

conditions. On this flgure is also placed the measured values of the

test time taken from Figures 8A-gD. It can be seen that there Is good

agreement between prediction and measurement. In Figure 8A the expansion

limits the test time. The predicted test time in this case is not as

good as In Figures 8B-8D where it is limited by the reflected expansion.

However, by inspection of Figure 9, when the test tlme is limited by the

expansion a small error In the acceleration tube filling pressure will

produce a large variation in the test tlme.

7. Acoustic Wave Results

In this section experiments are presented which show that the osclllatory

noise which is detrimental to the expansion tube test flow can be

modelled as first order lateral acoustic waves, a large proportion of

which are generated in the driver gas.
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Initially the secondary diaphragm was removed so that the expansion tube

was simply a shock tube. The exit centreline pltot pressure and exit

wall pressure were measured (see Figures IOA and lOB) along with the

times at which the shock arrived at different locations along the tube.

This experiment was done to measure the spectral decomposition of the

noise In the driver gas. The results of these experiments are then used

to predict the attenuation of the noise which would occur in the

expansion tube.

i --

7.1 Validation of Mach number predictions

To predict the attenuation of the noise transmitted into the test gas it

is essential to know the Mach numbers and velocities of both test and

driver gases. The Mach number of the test gas is obtained from real gas

calculations based on shock speed and shock tube filling pressure,

however, the Mach number of the driver gas must be determined from pltot

and static pressure measurements using Raylelgh's pltot pressure formula.

The accuracy of this method is established by comparing the real gas

predicted Mach number wlth that determined from the wall and pltot

pressure measurements made in the test gas.

The driver gas was helium and was compressed from 130 kPa to 34.5 MPa at

which point the primary diaphragm ruptured. The shock tube was filled

wlth air to 2.66 kPa. Figures IOA and lOB respectively display the pltot

and static pressures as a function of time. The shock speed measured

over the last 350mm of the shock tube was 4000 m/s.

Real gas calculations predict that the velocity of the test gas following

the shock is 3600 m/s, the Mach number is 2.7, the static pressure is 450

kPa and the equilibrium specific heat ratio is 1.22. The location of the

drlver-test gas interface was determined as in section 3.4 and Is

concluded to be coincident with the large dlp In the pltot pressure 43 @s

after the shock. The pltot and static pressures measured between 14 @s

and 40 _s after the shock are 4133±300 kPa and 473±30 kPa respectively.

Using these measured pressures and a specific heat ratio of 1.22,

Rayleigh°s pltot pressure formula (5.1) predicts a Mach number of

2.66±0.18, which is in good agreement with the theoretical value of 2.7.

7.2. Driver gas flow properties

In section 7.3 the gas speed and local Mach number are required in the

relatively steady period between 200 and 456 _s after the shock. In

addition, an estimate of the sound speed at the throat is needed.
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The average pitot and wall pressures in the period between 200 and 456 _s

after the shock are 3780 kPa and 720 kPa, respectively. Hence, from

(5.1) the average local Mach number is 1.80.

The gas velocity over this period Is deduced from (3.1÷), the shock speed

and the driver gas local Mach number at the interface. From the previous

section the test gas velocity Is 3600 m/s This is assumed to be equal to

the driver gas velocity at the interface. Clear of the Interface

transients (gO_s after the shock) the unperturbed (or average) driver gas

pilot and wall pressures are 4037 kPa and 494 kPa, respectively. Hence,

from (5.1) with 7=5/3 the unperturbed local Mach number of the driver gas

at the interface is 2.29.

From Figure lOB It can be seen that there exists a compression In the

driver gas starting at the interface. This disturbance Is possibly

caused by the acceleration of the driver-test gas interface. Whatever

its cause may be, It will be assumed that the sound speed and gas

velocity can be related throughout the disturbance by (3.1+). It

therefore follows from the velocity at the interface and the above local

Mach number predictions that in the period between 200 and 456 _s after

the shock the unperturbed gas speed is 3120 m/s.

The driver gas sound speed at the throat can be obtained by two

Independent methods. Either the compression tube filling pressure and

the primary diaphragm rupture pressure can be used to predict the throat

sound speed from (5.2) and (5.3) or the sound speed and gas velocity at

the Interface can be used In conjunction with (5.4) to determine what the

throat sound speed must be for the driver gas to have these properties.

The measured values of compression tube filling pressure, Po, and the

primary diaphragm rupture pressure Pt are 130 kPa and 34.5 Hpa

respectively, hence, if the driver gas sound speed before compression,

ao. Is assumed to be 1008 m/s then from (5.2) and (5.3) the driver gas

sound speed at the throat should be 2665 m/s. The velocity and Hach

number at the interface are 3600 m/s and 2.29, respectively, hence, by

(5.4) the sound speed at the throat Is required to be 2079 mYs. The

source of this discrepancy Is not known, however, It is conceivable that

the compression In the free piston driver Is non-adiabatic. Not with

standing it will be assumed that the value deduced from the shock speed

measurement, 2080 m/s, Is the better estimate. 7

7.3. Noise spectral decomposition and source.

A spectral decomposition of the pilot pressure driver gas noise was taken
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between 200 US and 456 ps after the shock and Is displayed in Figure 11.

This region was chosen as the unperturbed wall pressure is reasonably

steady.

It can be seen that the spectrum has maxima in the ranges 0-5 kHz, 50-70

kHz and 74-120 kHz. The noise which is detrimental to the flow quality

is the 50 kHz and above components.

From the flow properties deduced in the previous section it can be shown

from (4.4) and (4.6) with _=0 that first order lateral wave exists at

frequencies greater than 55 kHz. Thus It ls possible for the majority of

the detrimental noise to be first order lateral waves.

The orlgln of the noise is also of interest. One obvious source of noise

is when the primary diaphragm ruptures. If acoustic waves generated at

the throat are transmitted through the unsteady expansion centred at this

diaphragm then as shown In section 4.1 every frequency of each acoustic

wave mode would approach the frequency {4.11) where X is determined by

the mode. Hence, for a velocity of 3120 m/s and a Nach number of 1.8 the

first order lateral waves should approach 94.2 kHz.

However, the focusing effect of the unsteady expansion centred at the

throat Is weak because the sound speed ratio across the expansion is

0.83. Furthermore, for a monotonic gas the power to which this ratio is

raised In (4.10} is only two. Therefore a band of frequencies would be

expected after the unsteady expansion.

If the lowest frequency first order lateral wave (_=0} was excited at the

throat then downstream of the expansion this component can be shown from

(4.4) and (4.6} to have a frequency of 70 kHz and this would be the

lowest frequency In the band.

It can be seen in Figure 11 that the 74-120 kHz range has a definite peak

between 90 kHz and 94 kHz which would be consistent with weak focusing of

first order lateral waves originating at the throat. Furthermore, the

lowest frequency of this range Is also consistent wlth being produced at

the throat. Hence, it is concluded that this part of the spectrum is

first order lateral waves which in the maln originate at the throat.

The origin of the 50-70 kHz components are not known. However, it will

be seen in the next section that in the experiments reported here they do

not govern the bounds for acceptable test conditions.

7.4. Drlver-test gas interface; Helium driver

In section 4.2 it was seen that a lateral wave incident upon the

drlver-test gas interface will be attenuated in the test gas if the local
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Hach number of the test gas is sufflclently less than that of the driver

gas. Due to the relatively short test gas slug length It is difficult to

see from shock tube pttot pressure results whether or not the noise

observed In the driver" gas Is transmitted Into the test gas. However,

the effect of the interface can be seen In expansion tube results where

the test gas slug has been expanded, i

Figure 12 displays the expansion tube centreline pitot pressure records

for different shock tube filling pressures. Table i tabulates the driver

and test gas flow properties in the shock tube either side of the

driver-test gas interface.

The test gas sound speed and velocity were obtained from real gas

calculations based on the measured shock speed. The test gas velocity

was assumed to be equal to the driver gas velocity at the Interface. The

driver gas sound speed was then determined from (5.4) where the throat

sound speed was assumed to be 2080 m/s. From Table 1 it can be seen that

the lateral wave disturbances should be attenuated at the two higher

shock speeds and no attenuation should occur for the smallest shock

speed. Furthermore, from Figure 7, for a driver gas Mach number of

approximately three, the test gas Mach number need be only 2Z less to

attenuate frequencies twice as hlgh as the lowest frequency lateral wave

uo. llence, from Figure 12, as Uo=55 kHz, a 2Z decrease in local Hach

number would attenuate the majority of the noise produced in the driver

gas.

Thls is displayed In Figures 12A and 12B where there Is respectively a

36Z and 18Z decrease in local Hach number and there is only minimal noise

In the test time. It can be seen in Figure 12C where the test gas local

Mach number is greater than the driver gas local Hach number that

significant noise disrupts the flow.

7.5. Test-acceleration gas interface.

The results of the previous section indicate that the noise which

disrupts the test gas has properties consistent with lateral waves

produced in the driver gas. A slgniflcant result which confirms the

existence of lateral waves in the test gas is displayed in Figures 13A

and 13B. Figure 13B Is a reproduction of results obtained by Norfleet

et. al. (1965) Fig. 26. These figures are the centreline pltot pressure

record from different expansion tubes, both of which used air test and

acceleration gases.

From Figure 2 it can be seen that the acceleration gas which arrives at
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the test section before the Lest gas would, In general, have a different

_oulhd _peed to that of the test gas. The steps in Figures 13A and 13B

are produced because of this difference in sound speed. To the right of

the step is the test gas and to the left is the acceleratlon gas. In

Figure 13A the pltot pressure measured in the acceleration gas is

approximately half that in the test gas. Hence, the acceleration gas

sound speed Is approximately 2 _ that of the Lest gas. Therefore, as the

acceleration gas sound speed is greater that the test gas sound speed the

interface will act as a filter to lateral waves. From the measured shock

speed of 3700 a/s and (4.16 ÷) it can be shown that UO/PL_0.2, hence, a

significant band of frequencies will be attenuated.

In contrast, from (4.13) the transmission coefficient for a longitudinal

wave would be approximately 1.6. Thus, an increase in the relative size

of the disturbance to the unperturbed state should be observed if the

disturbance is a longitudinal wave.

From Figures 13A and 13B it is observed that effectively no disturbances

are transmitted into the acceleration gas in either facility. Thus, It

must be concluded that this disturbance can not be modelled as

longitudinal waves, but is consistent with the properties of lateral

waves.

7.6 Drlver-test gas interface; Argon driver.

in section 7,4 helium was used as a driver gas. As a result the sound

speed of the driver gas was relatively high at the throat. In thls

section expansion tube experiments are presented for an argon driver gas

to display the effect that the lower sound speed driver has on the noise

transmitted through the interface.

Figure 14B is the centreline pltot pressure record for an argon driver.

Table 2 tabulates the properties of the driver and test gases. Due to

the lack of shock tube pilot pressure measurements the drlver gas

properties were obtained assuming the driver gas was adiabatically

compressed In the compression tube, as outlined in section 5.

The value of PL/VO for the drlver-test gas Interface determined from

(4.16") and Table 2 Is 3.9 compared wlth 3.23 for the helium driver used

for Figure 12B. Hence, a slightly more favorable ratio exists for the

argon driver and yet there Is significantly more noise in the test gas.

Thls occurs because the argon driver gas sound speed is about one third

of the helium driver gas sound speed. Hence, from (4.17} the highest

attenuated frequency for the argon driver is approximately one third less
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than that of the hellum driver. Therefore, the higher frequencies

associated wlth diaphragm rupture are not completely attenuated.

For completeness it should be understood that different driver gas sound

speeds at the throat will produce different ranges of frequencies which

are Incident upon the drlver-test gas interface. It is assumed that the

frequencies relative to the laboratory produced when the primary

diaphragm ruptures are functions of tunnel and diaphragm geometry. Thus,

provided these geometries remain the same, the band of frequencies

relative to the tunnel which are induced into the driver gas are

identical at the throat for all driver gas sound speeds. However, since

the Doppler effect on lateral waves is sound speed and gas velocity

dependent and not simply Hach number dependent the

fundamental frequencies induced Into the driver gas at the throat will

depend on the sound speed at the throat. This in turn produces a

different range of frequencies which will be incident to the drlver-test

gas interface.

It is assumed that the frequency range 74-125 kHz with a peak at 92 kHz

in Figure II is produced by the primary diaphragm. Following the above

assumptions, for Figure 14B, the primary diaphragm would produce a band

of frequencies from 67-117 kHz wlth a peak at 85 kHz in the shock tube at

the drlver-test gas interface. The highest attenuation frequency

determined from equation {4.16 *) for thls condition is 78 kHz. Hence, it

can be seen that only a portion of the diaphragm noise, which does not

include the peak, would be attenuated under these clrcumstances.

Figure 14C was produced by increasing the shock speed in the shock tube

by lowering the shock tube fllling pressure. There was also a minor

change in the driver gas filling pressure. The overall effect is to

dramatically increase the highest attenuated frequency. For this

condition the primary diaphragm would produce a band of frequencies in

the driver gas from 63-107 kHz with a peak at 78 kHz. The highest

attenuation frequency determined from (4.16') is 133 kHz. Hence, it can

be seen that all the noise would be attenuated at the drlver-test gas

interface. This is reflected in the experimental results.

An interesting phenomenon occurs in Figure 14A. From Table 2 it would

appear that the shock tube conditions for both Figures 14A and 14B are

almost identical and yet a vastly different result occurs. The

acceleration tube filling pressures were different in the two cases, but

It Is not believed that thls Is the cause of the amplification of the

noise. It can be seen from Figure 5 that for a given sound speed ratio
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across the interface the transmission coefficient peaks when the incident

frequency is the lowest unattenuated frequency. For Figure 14A if B2=O

then from (4.15) and Table 2, B,:O.7. It follows from Figure 5 that the

transmission coefficient for the lowest unattenuated frequency is 5.1.

Hence, a significant amplification of this frequency occurs.

Furthermore, it can be seen from Figure 5 that a small change in 61

results in a sizable decrease in the transmission coefficient.

Therefore, a very unstable situation occurs.

It is interesting to note that for Figure 14A the primary diaphragm would

produce a band of frequencies in the range 68-118 kHz with a peak at 86

kHz. The lowest unattenuated frequency is 82 kHz. Hence, the peak

frequency is closer to the lowest unattenuated frequency than it is for

Figure 14B. Therefore, a possible cause of the large noise in Figure 14A

is the strong amplification of the most dominant component of noise

produced when the primary diaphragm ruptures.

7.7. Frequency focusing

Expansion tube centreline pltot pressure measurements are shown in

Figures 15A and ISB. The sound speed ratios across the expansion centred

at the secondary diaphragm are 0.46 and 0.67, respectively, for a perfect

gas with _=1.4. The conditions upstream of the expansion are the same.

From Figure 4 it can be seen that slgnlflcantiy more focusing should

occur at the lower sound speed ratio. This is reflected in the

experimental results. In Figure 15A it can be seen that a structured

disturbance does occur downstream of the expansion, where as in Figure

15B the disturbance is less structured. If the shock speed prior to

secondary diaphragm rupture is used to predict the values of u and a

upstream of the expansion then from (4.11}, for a perfect gas with _=1.4,

the period corresponding to a fully focused first order lateral wave is

21_s. Real gas calculations which assume the flow is frozen within the

expansion predict a more strongly focused disturbance, due to the

decrease in specific heat ratio, with a period of 25 _s. The measured

value taken between 170 _s and 220 _s in Figure 15A is 21±2 _s.

The effect of focusing has also been observed in the facilities used by

Miller {1977) and Norfleet et. al {1965). The inside diameters of these

facilities are 0.152 m and 0.;02 m respectively. The inside diameter of

the facility which produced Figure 15A is 0.036 m. Figures 15C and 15D

are the pltot pressure records obtained by Miller and Norfleet (Fig.25),

respectlvely. For a fully focused first order lateral wave the period of
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the disturbance in Miller's experiment should be 104 ps and in Norfleet's

experiment it should be 69 _s. This compares satisfactorily with the

measured values of approximately 100 ps (average of the period between

130 _s and 330 ps, Figure 15C) and 89 ps (average over the period between

160 ps and 340 ps, Figure 15D), respectively.

8. Conclusions

It has been shown that the test time in an expansion tube is limited by

the following three mechanisms

(i) The downstream edge of the unsteady expansion centred at the

secondary diaphragm,

(ll) the downstream edge of the reflection of the upstream edge of this

expansion off the driver-test gas interface and

(Ill) noise generated in the driver gas which can be modelled as first

order lateral acoustic waves.

Noise which exists in the test gas prior to expansion can be more

disruptive if the sound speed drop across the unsteady expansion centred

at the secondary diaphragm is sufficient to produce focusing.

Maximum test times are obtained when conditions are chosen so that the

expansion and its reflection off the drlver-test gas interface arrive

simultaneously at the test section. Furthermore, the driver conditions

should be chosen so that there is a sufficient increase in sound speed

across the driver-test gas interface to filter out the noise in the

driver gas. This increase has to be greater when the driver gas sound

speed is decreased.
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Table 1.

Figure U, (m/s) U,, (m/s] U 3 (m/s) a 3 {m/s) a 2 (m/s) P4 (kPa) P7 (Pa)

11A 5270 9200 4814 1588 1164 3.46 16

I1B 4800 8970 4325 1572 1327 6.65 17

11B 3650 7640 3291 1138 1672 13.2 16

Table 2.

Figure Po (kPa) P4 (kPa) P7 (kPa) U. (m/s) U 3 (m/s) H 3 H2

12A 125 13.7 17 2050 1714 1.98 2.76

12B 130 13.7 32 2000 1668 1.96 2.70

12C 120 3.46 33 2350 1995 2.12 3.79
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Figure 1. Schematic of an expansion tube.
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Figure 2. X-t diagram for an expansion tube.
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Figure 3. Nondlmensional test tlme for different nondlmenslonal

acceleration tube lengths as a function of the ratio of shock speeds In

the shock and acceleration tubes for strong shocks with _=1.4.
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Figure 4. Dispersive term as a function of sound speed ratio across a

centred unsteady expansion for different initial values of the dispersive

term. 7=1.4.
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Figure S. Transmlsslon coefficients for different dispersive terms as a

function of sound speed ratio across an interface. T_=S/3. T2=7/S.
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Figure 6. Reflection coefficients for different dispersive terms as a

function of sound speed ratio across an interface. 71=5/3. 72=7/5.
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Figure 7. The ratio of the lowest possible lateral wave frequency to the

lowest frequency lateral wave which does not decay when transmitted, as a

function of local Math number ratio across the interface, for different

values of the local Mach number of the incident region.
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Figure 8A-8D. Expansion tube centreline pitot pressure records. Argon

driver, air test and acceleration gases, Po=130 kPa, P1=34.5 Hpa, P4=3.4

kPa, Ue=2400 m/s.

A. P7=5.4 Pa. B. P_=16 Pa C. P_=26 Pa. D. P7=66 Pa.
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Figure 9. Test time as a function of acceleration tube filling pressure.

Air test and acceleration gases. Squares:-Test time as measured from

Figure 8. P4=3.4 kPa. U,=2400 m/s. T=1.4. ro=18 mm. ×,=3.18 m..xa=2.08 m.
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Figure IOA-IOB. Shock tube centreline pilot pressure and static pressure

records. HelluJ drlver, air test and acceleration gases. Po=130 kPa.

P1=34.5 HPa. U,-4000 mv's. P_=2.66 kPa.
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Figure 11. Spectral decomposition of pitot record Figure IOA between 200

and 456 _s after shock.
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Figure 12A-12C. Expansion tube centreline pitot pressure measurements.

Hel|uR driver, air test and acceleration gases, Po=130 kPA. Pz=34.5 Hpa.

See Table 1.
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Figure 13A-13B. Expansion tube centrellne pltot pressure measurements

displaying the effect of the test-acceleratlon gas interface on the

noise.
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Figure 14A-14C. Expansion tube centreline pltot pressure measurements.

Argon driver gas, air test and acceleration gases. PI=34, S Hpa. See

Table 2.
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Figure 15A-ISD. Expansion tube centreline pJtot pressure measurements.

Air test and acceleration gases.

15A. Us=2410 m/s. Uu=5970 m/s. a3/as=0.46, ro=0.018 m

]SB. U$=2500 m/s. Uu=4680 m/s. a3/as=0.67, ro=0.018 m
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LEEWARD HEAT TRANSFER COMPARISON BETWEEN T4 DATA AND STS-3

FLIGHT DATA

by

Robert M Krek & R.J. Stalker

Z

When the United States Space Orbiter first reentered the Earth's atmosphere, a forward shift

in the center of pressure was experienced. To compensate for this shift the Orbiter body flap was

deflected to twice the angle predic'_e'd.

Preflight predications of the orbiter aerodynamics were based on extensive wind tunnel

tests, which were then extrapolated to fiight conditions via the use of analytical and CFD methods.

These methods were unable to simulate the real gas aerodynamics that the Orbiter experienced.

The T4 Shock Tunnel is a facility that is able to simulate the enthalpies and pressures that

are experienced in the reentry to Earth's atmosphere from Low Earth Orbit. The experiments were

conducted on a scale model of the Orbiter (1:185). The model was tested at various Reynolds

numbers, Stagnation enthalpies and angles of incidence.

The data is then compared with conventional wind tunnel data and results obtained from the

flights of the Shuttle Orbiter. In this report the leeward surface heat transfer results obtained from

T4 experiments are compared with STS-3 results for ¢z. 40" (¢zis the angle of Incidence).

Figure I shows plots comparing flightdata with T4 data for turbulent and laminar leeward

flow. Figure la shows the turbulent case, plotting q/q,Re°.sNSverses x/L, where qr iS the stagnation

point heat transfer to a scaled one foot radius sphere and ReNsiS the normal shock Reynolds

number. The results are plotted as q/q,ReO_s to remove the dependence of Reynolds number.

Flight data was available (Throckmorton and Zoby) at stagnation enthalpies of 9.9 and 6.5 MJ/kg

and compared with tunnel data at a stagnation enthalpy ol 8.1 MJ/kg. With the Reynolds number

dependence removed, it can be seen that the tunnel and flight data are consistent for a turbulent

leeward flow (figure la).

Figure lb shows plots for a laminar leeward flow in which the normalised heat transfer is

independent of Reynolds number, and therefore q/q, is plotted in figure lb. The flight laminar flow

data is available only at the high stagnation enthalpies (28.6 & 16.3 MJ/kg) and is consistent with

!"4 data obtained at 2.7 and 6.0 MJ/kg. The last measuring stations for the T4 results suggest that

transition to a turbulent flow is occurring. The high stagnation enthalpy case for the T4 results
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(24.7 MJ/kg) seem to indicate that transition has occurred, but it is believed that a laminar flow still

exits for thiscondition and is being investigated at this time.

Comparison between flight and T4 results for both a turbulent and laminar leeward 9ows are

shown to be consistent. The T4 shock tunnel can therefore be seen to be a reliable facility in

which to simulate reentry flows from Low Earth Orbit similar to those experienced by the Shuttle

Orbiter.

BEEEBEU 

Throckmorton, D.D., & Zoby, E.V., 1983 Orbiter Entry Leeside Heat Transfer Data Analysis.

J. Spacecraft & Rockets, Vol. 20, No. 6, pp. 524-530.
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